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ABSTRACT
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION AT WORK: PUERTO RICAN AND
ANGLO COMMUNICATIVE PATTERNS IN A SERVICE ORGANIZATION
May 2001
M. KATHLEEN KOSKI, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
M.A., SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Maurianne Adams
What are the differences in communicative patterns of Puerto Rican and Anglo staff
who work together in a service organization?
This study examines this question through an ethnography of communication within a
career counseling center staffed by Anglos and Puerto Ricans at all levels of the
organization. The analytical tool and organizing schema for this paper is a theoretical
framework called cultural communication system. The system is comprised of three
elements: forms of talk, norms of talk and cultural identity. Each of these three elements
informs the others, and analysis of all three together reveals what is cultural about the
communication system in use.
This study found two distinct forms of meetings within the organization, one that was
dominated by Anglo speakers and produced a linear flow of communication back and
forth between participants and leader that took on an arrow-like shape. The other was
dominated by Puerto Rican speakers and the cross-talk among participants produced a
circular flow of communication that took on a web-like shape. Conversational analysis
revealed that the arrow-like meeting was governed by the norm of a leader-enforced "one
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speaker at a time" rule. Such a norm promoted individual ownership of ideas that were
presented through sole speaker status, with the purpose of pursuading others of their
value. The web-shaped meeting was governed by a group-sanctioned norm of "anyone
can speak at any time," resulting in overlapping talk that co-produced utterances and
ideas. This norm promoted co-production of ideas through overlapping talk, with the
purpose of moving the group toward consensus and cooperation.
Coded in participant talk about these meetings was a Puerto Rican cultural identity
uncomfortable and silenced in leader-directed meetings but exhilarated and productive in
collaborative meetings. Salient symbols such as "respeto" and "same level" coded a
cultural identity of a collective and egalitarian "we," a "self in others," oriented to
feelings, whose communication is primarily emotive, spontaneous and indirect and gives
respect and consideration to others. The Anglo cultural identity coded in such symbols
as "leader" and "roles" is that of a functional and performative "I" embedded in action,
who uses rational, controlled, and direct communication in order to get the job done and
to advance individual interests.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
.. .the most important paradigms or rules governing behavior, the ones
that control our lives, function below the level of conscious awareness and
are not generally available for analysis... .Hence man automatically treats
what is most characteristically his own (the culture of his youth) as though
it were innate. He is forced into the position of thinking and feeling that
anyone whose behavior is not predictable or is peculiar in any way is
slightly out of his mind, improperly brought up, irresponsible,
psychopathic, politically motivated to a point beyond all redemption, or
just plan inferior."
Edward T. Hall
Beyond Culture

Research Questions
The question that motivates this study has to do with a general inquiry of what
happens when people of distinct cultural systems communicate within the context of an
organization? This general question presupposes a subset of specific questions: what are
the differences, if any, in communicative patterns between Puerto Rican and Anglo staff
who work together in a service organization? If there are differences that can be
identified as cultural, how are they negotiated and reconciled in those situated moments
in which the distinct patterns rub up against one another?
The study seeks to examine these questions through an ethnography of
communication approach within a multicultural organization called Career Point, located
in Holyoke, Massachusetts. Career Point was founded in 1996, "to increase career
opportunities for people in Hampden County, Massachusetts, and its environs; to provide
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a qualified work force for area employees by providing education programs and career
i
counseling and placement."
Career Point has approximately 30 employees, some of which are "outsourced" from
other agencies such as the Holyoke Chamber of Commerce, Donahoe Institute,
Department of Employment and Training and other agencies. 25% of the staff identify
themselves as Puerto Rican, two members are African American and the rest of the staff
12

are Anglo . Spanish is heard throughout the organization, in the reception area, in the
hallways, in some offices, and in voice mail greetings. Workshops and computer
instruction are held in both Spanish and English and a number of both the Anglo and
Puerto Rican career counselors are bilingual. This study focuses on intercultural
communication between Anglo and Puerto Rican staff in this organizational setting.

Reason for the Study
Our nation, long a melting pot of European cultures, is becoming more obviously
culturally diverse, as waves of immigrants and refugees come to its shores from
countries in Asia, Africa and South America, and other than European-descended citizens
add new numbers to its birth rolls. In 1988, it was predicted that by the year 2,000, onethird of the nation would be made up of citizens of color; that is, African-Americans,
Hispanics, Native Americans and Asian Americans, and that 50% of children under the
age of 18 would be, then-called, "minority" (ACE, 1988). While the 2000 census is not
yet completed, the 1990 statistics showed a 103.7% increase in the Hispanic population

Quoted from an employee handout.
This term refers to Americans of white, European descent. It is a commonly used term
in the context of Latino/Anglo relations and is heard at the site of this study
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in Massachusetts alone during the prior decade, with the Asian population increasing by
189.7%, and African American population by 35.4% (Boston Globe - 1990). Closer to
home, in Springfield, the Hispanic population grew by 99.4%, while the "white”
population increased by only 3%. Asian and African American populations increased by
150% and 35% respectively, the Latino population was 38% and was predominantly
Puerto Rican. There is no reason to believe this trend has been discontinued over the
past decade. In fact, in Holyoke the Hispanic population was 31% in 1990, but had
increased to 38% by 1999. 76% of the children in Holyoke public schools are Hispanic
as of 2001.
European American citizens, who have long lived in homogenous areas, have begun
to find themselves with new neighbors; neighbors whose values, perspectives and ways
of living are different from their own. For some immigrants and citizens of the United
States, American symbolizes "white" and English speaking, and is exclusionary of people
of color and of non-native speakers (Wah, 1994). Thus these new neighbors, unlike those
from Europe, are unwilling, and in some cases, unable to lose their distinctive languages
and cultural identities and become strictly "American." Many proudly claim dual cultural
identities of African-American, Latin-American, Asian-American and the like. Puerto
Ricans, while often referred to by others as Hispanic or Latino, however, prefer to claim
their identity as simply, "Puerto Rican" (Nine-Curt, 1994).
Many of these citizens have retained their native languages as part of their daily lives,
unlike most of their European-descended counterparts. Bureau of Census statistics for

According to statistics provided at a Leadership Holyoke meeting on April 5, 2001.
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1990 show that 82% of the Hispanic population in Hampden County were speaking
Spanish in the home, and approximately the same percentage of various Asian cultures
were speaking their respective tongues in their homes. Only 30% of those who identified
themselves as primarily Polish ancestry spoke Polish, and onlyl3.5% of the French and
11% of the Italian. 75% of the entire population of Hampden County spoke only English
at home.
Controversy rages whether we should become a pluralistic, polyphonic nation or
continue with a focus on assimilation. These arguments are embodied in metaphors such
as "melting pot" or "tossed salad," the one symbolizing letting go of native language and
culture, the other symbolizing a retention of cultures but living together, peacefully, one
would hope, under the same flag. "English only" political movements are afoot to
counter the apparent incorporation of Spanish as a second language in this country.
Regardless of the arguments waged in the halls of the academy, the cloakroom of the
Senate or the newspapers of the country, however, this nation is becoming pluralistic in
neighborhoods, in the schools and in the workplaces. Like it or not, we are becoming
multicultural and polyphonous.
What happens, then, in the neighborhoods, in the schools and in the workplaces when
people of different cultures and languages try to live, learn and work together? What
happens when they talk to one another? Do they understand one another? Are they able
to transact the business at hand in a smooth and satisfactory manner to both parties?
The answer to these questions may be "sometimes." But, according to those who
have studied intercultural communication, too often when deeply embedded cultural and
communicative systems come together in social and interpersonal interaction.
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misattributions of motive, misunderstanding of intent, breakdown of communication,
negative stereotyping and discrimination occur (Carbaugh, 1990b; Chick, 1990;
Gumperz, 1982; Moerman, 1988; Scollon & Scollon, 1981). The eurocentric value
orientation that forms the basis of the U.S. worldview (Scollon & Scollon, 1995) is
thought by those raised in its system to be the innately "right" way. And, as Edward Hall
said in the quote that began this paper, without an understanding that one's culture is
simply one pattern of living among many, others are thought to be rude or crazy or
inferior (1976). More importantly, the assumptions and decisions that key social
gatekeepers such as teachers, employers, counselors, and welfare workers make about
others based on cultural differences in social interaction can have a deleterious effect on
their quality of life (Gumperz, 1982).
With the increase in cultural pluralism in this country, opportunities for intercultural
interaction are also increasing. Such opportunities can be sources of learning and
satisfaction among the parties, or can be sources of frustration and confirmation of
stereotypes (Agar, 1994). My experience, however, is that many people are fascinated by
cultural differences and enjoy learning about how such differences play out in their own
and others' lives. Such learning provides a bridge across which people who are culturally
diverse can cross and come to an understanding of one another. In multicultural
organizations, cultural self-awareness and understanding of others can be a rich source of
creativity and inventive problem solving (Adler, 1986; Harris & Moran, 1987)
I also believe that continued studies and publications in the field of intercultural
communication are a critical avenue to the preservation of a democratic society and the
transition from a monocultural, ethnocentric and racist nation to one that fulfills its
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promise and provides equal opportunity to all. The questions this study answers are
asked in the spirit of exploration and education, of enlightenment and understanding.
There's another reason, closer to the ground, for this study. The organization where it
takes place. Career Point, is a wonderful place, according to most of the people who
work there. Overall, colleagues get along well and are respectful of one another.
Spanish is spoken everywhere and, to the observer's eye, the Puerto Rican staff are well
integrated into all levels of the organization. Yet and still, the Latino staff struggles to
understand and be understood, not linguistically, but culturally. "Why, why are we so
uncomfortable?" asked one Latina. "We're professionals, we're educated, but we still
struggle... where do we lose the respect from the people in the organization that we can't
grow as professionals?". It is to find answers to those questions and to bring a deeper
level of cross cultural understanding to a fine organization, as well as to the larger world,
that this study has been undertaken.

Contribution to the Field
The answers found in this study contribute generally to theory of intercultural
communication studies through the systematic application of Carbaugh's cultural
communication system as an analytical tool (1990b). They also contribute to knowledge
in the field of communication studies through adding to the ethnographic literature of
intercultural communication and more particularly to the very sparse literature on Puerto
Rican communication practices, as well as to the literature on Anglo and Puerto Rican
intercultural communication from an ethnographic point of view. I will discuss the
contributions of this study in more detail in Chapter 8 in the section on theoretical
implications.
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Organization of the Dissertation
This study is organized in the following manner: Chapter 2 begins with a review of
the foundational literature in communication studies, culture studies, cultural
communication and Puerto Rican communication and culture studies. The second
section reviews the analytical literature I used in this study: ethnography of
communication (Hymes, 1972), cultural communication system (Carbaugh, 1990b),
conversational analysis (Sacks, 1992a, 1992b) and politeness strategies (Brown &
Levinson, 1987).
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology I used in this study. The next four chapters
present the data and analysis, organized according to the elements of a cultural
communication system. Chapter 4 deals with forms of talk and discusses two different
shapes of communication in meetings found within Career Point. Chapter 5 analyzes
these meetings for the norms of speaking that shaped them. Chapter 6 listens to the
voices of the participants and they make meaning of the shapes of meetings and of other
talk in Career Point. From this talk begin to emerge the cultural identities at play.
Chapter 7 examines salient symbols used by participants and their cultural meanings to
deepen our understanding of a Puerto Rican cultural person and of an Anglo cultural
person at Career Point. Chapter 8 summarizes the key findings, discusses theoretical
implications and possible applications of this study, and makes suggestions and for future
studies.
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CHAPTER 2
COMMUNICATION, CULTURE, AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Foundational Literature
Communication Studies
Communication is a form of social interaction and language use, a "spoken system of
symbols, symbolic forms and meanings" (Carbaugh, 1988, p.14). For some, this "spoken
system" is largely contained in conversation, a pattern of coordinated acts that elicit and
respond to the acts of others (Gumperz, 1982; Pearce, 1994; Sacks, 1992a). For others,
communication encompasses the patterned interrelationships of the components of
speaking in any community and the meanings that such patterns have for the community
(Hymes, 1974).
Hymes' premise of communication is that the meaning of language isn't just in what
one person says to another, but is also in the organization of speaking itself, including a
whole array of interrelated factors, such as who speaks when and where, to whom, about
what, using what forms, in what tone, and so on. To help discover patterns of meaning,
Hymes provided a heuristic framework that investigators can use to describe and analyze
these factors and their relationships. To begin with, he said, we need to look at social
units of analysis. These units are speech community, speech situation, speech event,
speech act, fluent speaker, components of speech events and functions of speech.
Hymes described speech community as a social group or network of people who share
a grammar (language or dialect) as well as rules for conduct and interpretation of speech;
that is, what is not only grammatically, but also culturally and socially acceptable. A
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speech situation is any place marked for the use of speaking, such as a ceremony, a
conference or a party. It may be comprised of more than one speech event, which may be
verbal or non-verbal. A speech event is an activity that is directly governed by norms for
use of speech. It may be a lecture, a discussion or a conversation. Speech act is the
minimal terms of the set of situation, event and act. An act may be a joke, an
exclamation, a command, a rumor. Taken together, these four units of speech may be
illustrated by the following: A conference (situation) of education professionals
(community) in which there are presentations (event) where questions are asked (acts).
Fluent speaker, according to Hymes, is one who is communicatively competent
within the speech community; speech styles refers to selection of means of expression
which may be appropriate (or not) in a particular situation; for example, the style of
speech used in a barroom may be different from that appropriate to the conference of
educators. Ways of speaking reflects the local notion of way of life, and carries with it
ideas of world view. "Getting to the point," or "going all around" are examples.
Conversation, then, is one component of communication as a system; it is a speech
event within the larger constellation of speech activities of a community and may be
described through speech style and ways of speaking. While persons who engage in
conversation usually do so unconsciously, it is actually quite a complex accomplishment,
that entails a wide variety of activities and levels of knowledge. Conversational
activities include turn-taking, negotiating changes in topic, managing and directing the
flow of interaction (Moerman, 1988; Sacks, 1992a, 1992b), facework and politeness
strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Scollon & Scollon, 1995), conversational inference
and interpretation (Gumperz, 1982). These activities are culturally specific and
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patterned, and when culturally different conversational patterns are in play, confusion,
miscommunication and conflict often result. More importantly, however, stereotyping,
discrimination and the maintenance of dominant power structures may also occur
(Carbaugh, 1990b; Gumperz, 1982).
For example, because of differences in the patterned timing of pauses, Athabaskan
and English speaking communicative patterns result in Athabaskans not having their
needs and concerns heard by the English-speaking power structure (Scollon & Scollon,
1995); Warm Springs Indian children are reprimanded for inattention more frequently
than Anglo children because of culturally distinct patterns of gazing in an Anglo
classroom (Philips, 1993); and conversational coherence was not accomplished because
of differences in interpretation of the intent of the discussion between a white teacher
and South African student (Chick, 1990).

Culture Studies
There is an indication in these communication studies that culture resides, at least
partially, in distinct patterns of speaking. But what exactly is culture? It is a difficult
question because culture is an elusive concept. In fact, one speaker, years ago lamented:
I have been entrusted with the difficult task of speaking about culture.
But there is nothing in the world more elusive. One cannot analyze it, for
its components are infinite. One cannot describe it, for it is protean in
shape. Any attempt to encompass its meaning in words is like trying to
seize the air in the hand, when one finds that it is everywhere except
within one's grasp (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952, p. 7).

There are as many definitions of culture as there are shapes to Proteus, probably even
more. Everyone who writes about culture, it seems, creates a new definition to suit his or
her topic or approach or disciplinary bias. When Kroeber and Kluckhohn reviewed the
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then current definitions of culture from the field of anthropology, sociology and
psychology in 1952, they found 159 definitions, along with 107 more defining comments.
If someone today were to review current definition of culture, they would most likely run
into the same situation as Kroeber and Kluckhohn did nearly 50 years ago.
When these scholars combed those many definitions for their commonalities, they
compiled those commonalities into a new definition:
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior,
acquired and transmitted by symbols constituting the distinctive
achievement of human groups, including their embodiment in
artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i.e.
historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached
values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as
products of action, on the other as conditioning elements of further
action. (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952)
The most enduring aspects of this definition of culture have to do with the ideas of
patterns and systems, transmitted by symbols, historically derived ideas and values, and
that culture both constitutes and is constituted by action. Clifford Geertz (1973) defined
culture, simply, as "an historically transmitted, socially constructed system of symbols
and meanings, premises and rules." Carbaugh's suggested points of commonality are:
patterns of symbolic action and meaning that are deeply felt, commonly intelligible and
widely accessible (Carbaugh, 1988a). In all cases, I would have to add, following
Edward Hall (1976), that such "patterns of symbolic action" are not only deeply felt but
are so deeply embedded that they are below consciousness in many cases. The point of
cultural studies for me, in fact, is to raise such deeply embedded patterns to a conscious
level in order to understand social interaction across cultures.
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While definitions of culture may be the envy of Proteus himself, some scholars have
isolated aspects of cultural patterns or systems and derived models that are useful for
analysis. Florence Kluckhohn (1953) developed a model of five dimensions of culture,
each representing a question that humanity has answered and developed its cultures
around: the innate predisposition of man (sic); valued personality type; man's relation to
other men; man's relation to nature; and significant time dimension. Each dimension is
organized along a spectrum: humans are inherently good, bad or neither; humans are
oriented to doing, being or being-in-becoming, this latter a concept having to do with
spiritual self-actualization; people orient to individual, collective or linear relationships;
they relate to nature in terms of harmony with it, control over it, or in control of it; and
are oriented to past, present or future time. Each of these value dimensions interrelates
with the other to form a system of beliefs which predominate with "peoples," although
any people within the group may orient differently. These she called dominant and
variant value orientations.
Edward Hall (1976) created a model for understanding cultural differences that
involves the context of communication. Some cultural systems, which he called "high
context," are oriented to communication as implicit and contained within the context of
the situation; other cultures, called "low context" are oriented to communication in the
explicit word without regard to surrounding circumstances. High context cultures are
stable over time and the people are oriented to relationships and the community. Low
context cultures facilitate mobility and rapid adaptability and are oriented primarily to
accomplishing tasks. Hall added the dimension of monochronic and polychronic time
orientation to this model, as well. These terms refer to two different frames of time and
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space for organizing human activities. Monochronic time (M-time) is characterized by
linear, one-at-a-time, compartmentalization and adherence to preset schedules, whereas
polychronic time (P-time) is oriented to several things happening at once, involvement
with people and completion of transactions without regard to schedules. M-time is
oriented to the immediate future, whereas P-time is oriented to the present. Working
together, these communication and time systems create culturally distinct approaches to
life. Hall goes on to say that at their extremes these systems are incompatible (1983).
Geert Hofstede (1984) devised a model of four dimensions of national culture and
their dynamics in organizations: power distance, uncertainty avoidance,
masculinity/femininity and individualism/collectivism. Through a comprehensive survey
involving 116,000 middle managers of a multinational company in 40 different countries,
Hofstede showed that preferences along a range of the dimensions are socially or
culturally preferred. Briefly and simplistically, power distance has to do with inequality
and stratification in organizations; the dimension of uncertainty avoidance has to do with
tolerance for ambiguity; individualism/collectivism describes the "relationship between
the individual and the collectivity which prevails in a society" (1984, p. 148); and the
masculinity/femininity dimension refers to the dominant value orientation of a society
toward masculine assertiveness and materialism or feminine interest in relationships,
concern for others and overall quality of life.
More recently, Fons Trompenaars (1998) offers another framework for understanding
cultural differences as they are experienced in global business. This model, which he
calls the 7D Model, came out of his cross cultural consultancy work with 30 companies
in 50 countries, as well as a thousand training programs in 20 countries. The 7D model is
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based on the notion that culture has arisen from the way in which a "people" has chosen
to solve universal problems, and that these solutions have become underlying
assumptions (premises) that the group shares. To summarize, these problems are
categorized under the headings of relationship with people, attitudes to time, and
attitudes to the environment. From the different ways in which (the people in) cultures
have solved these problems, Trompenaars has identified 7 dimensions of cultural
differences. Five of the dimensions come under the first category, relationships with
people.
The first of these five dimensions is universalism v particularism, in which some
cultures are oriented to solving problems by appealing to universal rules whereas others
are oriented to taking into account the specifics of the situation. The second dimension,
individualism v communitarianism, refers to a primary concern for the individual or for
the community. Neutral versus emotional is the third dimension, and it refers to cultures
that prefer business environments in which emotions have no part and those which are
more "family-like" in which expression of emotion is appropriate. The fourth dimension,
specific versus diffuse, refers to cultures in which only particular and contractual parts of
a "person" are involved in specific activities such as work versus cultures in which the
whole person is involved. This dimension relates to the high and low context aspects of
culture identified by Edward Hall (1976) and described above. The fifth and final
dimension of the category of relationships with people is achievement v ascription. That
is, does the culture place a higher value on achievement of people or on their status
attributed by birth or place within the society?
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Attitudes to time can be described by orientation to past, present or future. How the
people of a culture orient to time impacts whether they see the world as linear, a
sequence of steps in a space/time interval, or whether they see it as circular, each
dimension of time impacting and repeating the others. The different orientations to time
impact whether people organize activities sequentially or synchronistically. This time
aspect of Trompenaars' framework corresponds with Hall's (1976) monochronic and
polychronic time orientations.
The seventh and final dimension of the 7D Model is attitudes to the environment, and
has to do with whether humans think they can control nature or are controlled by it. This
attitude relates to whether humans have internal locus of control, in which they are the
masters of their fate, or whether they are subject to external forces and are subject to
powers beyond the individual. It is this value orientation that is clearly communicated
by the Spanish phrase si Dios quiere; the Arabic, in sha'Allah and the Irish, God willing.
While Florence Kluckhohn, Edward Hall, Geert Hoftede and Fons Trompenaars'
models for understanding culture are useful from an analytical perspective, each is a
frame from a particular cultural view that may be laid on top of particular people in
particular places and may or may not reflect the "natives' point of view" (Geertz, 1974).
Descriptive models give us a means of bringing the below-consciousness of cultural
patterns to consciousness, but are not, themselves, what a culture is. There is danger that,
misused and misunderstood, these schemes become the rigid and fixed definition of a
"people," rather than of a dynamic and fluid system-in-use that is both constitutive of and
constituted by the language and social interaction (communication) of a particular
people.
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Cultural Communication
There is less danger of thinking about culture as an essential something, however, if
we understand the symbiotic relationship between culture and communication. While
studying communication in a working class suburb of Chicago as a worker in a youth
center, Gerry Philipsen learned firsthand that people in places have a distinctive way of
speaking, that such a way is reflective of social organization and cultural meanings, and
that speaking, in part, constitutes the social and cultural life of a community (1992).
In Teamsterville, where he worked, for example, when to speak, and to whom, is
ruled by place - social place in the hierarchy and physical location in the world. Peers
speak volubly to one another on the street comers and in the taverns, and the
conversation is often about where one is "from" or resides, or is about one's place in the
social scheme. Minimal talk is the rule at work or in the presence of outsiders or persons
in authority, and in some cases an intermediary is used to do the talking. Young boys are
disciplined by threat of hitting rather than by speaking. Philipsen, who used talk to work
with the boys when he first arrived, was accused of being homosexual; his violation of
the norms of speaking in Teamsterville rendered him in that community's code ’’not a
proper man" (Philipsen, 1992).
With the sensitivity to hearing culture in speaking that he had developed in
Teamsterville, Philipsen did fieldwork among college educated Americans in Southern
California and Washington, a group which he called Nacirema. There he heard a
different way of speaking, embodying a different set of symbols and meanings. Within
that group he heard communicative practices that reflected and constructed an
individualistic and relativistic way of viewing the world and operating within it.
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Communication, self and relationship were the symbolic underpinnings of this culture
and "what we need is communication" was a key symbolic theme. "'Communication' is
close, supportive and open talk between two people" that helps the relationship to
develop and the individual to grow (Katriel & Philipsen, 1990).
Comparing what he had heard and understood in Teamsterville culture with what he
was hearing and understanding in Nacirema culture, Philipsen developed the following
general principles of communication:
•

Principle 1: Wherever there is a distinctive culture, there is to be found a distinctive
code of communicative conduct.

•

Principle 2: A speech code implicates a culturally distinctive psychology
(personhood), sociology (social relations) and rhetoric (strategic action).

•

Principle 3: The significance of speaking is contingent upon the speech code used by
interlocutors to constitute the meanings of communicative acts.

•

Principle 4: The terms, rules and premises of a culture are inextricably woven into
speaking.
In Philipsen's view, communicative conduct is cultural and distinctive in that it

answers questions about what a person is and should be, how they can and should relate
to one another and what rhetorical resources can and should be employed in such
relationships. Such distinctiveness, which is generally unconscious, can be studied and
rendered conscious by hearing the way codes are woven into speech. A speech code is a
system of meanings about communicative conduct, and cultural meanings and social
organization and can be heard through such codes (1992).
David Corson agrees that culture is manifest in communication and adds that it is
"made visible" through a peoples' discourse norms (1995). To him, discourse is the
objective expression of world view and cultural values. Cultural values are those
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attitudes and interests which a people most cherish and that provide the norms of
behavior and interaction. There is a natural relationship between norms of discourse and
cultural values. It is by and through language in use that values are produced,
symbolized, and passed on through the generations. But, while culture is durable it is by
no means monolithic. Conventions and traditions, including discourse norms and values,
are continually reinvented and modified. Thus, Corson claims, culture is dynamic and
changing over time, by and through its discourse practices (1995).
The Scollons elaborate the idea of culture as being active in discourse in what they
call a "discourse system," comprised of ideology, socialization, forms of discourse and
social organization (Scollon & Scollon, 1995). Ideology constitutes a peoples' worldview
which includes its premises and norms. Premises are taken-for-granted shared
knowledge of any group including values and beliefs, and norms are the rules governing
social interaction.
According to the Scollons, western culture, particularly American, is exemplified by
a discourse system based on Jeremy Bentham's philosophy of "utilitarianism." This
system has a scientific ideology rooted in the Enlightenment or the Age of Reason,
according to which "each person is a completely independent, rational, autonomous
entity who moves about through society according to society's laws, just like Newtonian
physical entities move about according to natural laws" (Scollon & Scollon, 1995,
p. 103). Out of Bentham's philosophy came a core principle of American political,
economic and social life: The best society is the one that provides the greatest good for
the greatest number of people. John Stuart Mill later elaborated Benthams utilitarianism
which was to become the philosophical foundation of Anglo American ideology. Scollon
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and Scollon summarize this foundation as consisting of the seven principles of
utilitarianism:
1. "Good" is defined as what will give the greatest happiness for the greatest number.
2. Progress (toward greater happiness and wealth) is the goal of society.
3. The free and equal individual is the basis of society.
4. Humans are defined as rational, economic entities.
5. Technology and invention are the sources of societal wealth.
6. Creative, inventive (wealth producing) individuals are the most valuable for society.
7. Quantitative measure such as statistics are the best means of determining values.
Socialization is the process of learning culture and begins early on with the norms

and practices of childrearing and continues during formal schooling. It is through the
socialization process, including the learning of Corson's "discourse norms" that a peoples'
values are, in Geertz' terms, "historically transmitted;" in Hall's terms, "deeply
embedded;" and in Corson's terms, "generationally reproduced." These transmitted
values are the basis of culture and characterize the "personality" of a people (Hofstede,
1984).
Forms of discourse refer to the way in which groups conceive of and use language.

Functions of language and non-verbal communication are components of forms of
discourse. American preferred forms of discourse, for example, manifest utilitarian
principles, the characteristics of which are anti-rhetorical, positivist-empirical, deductive,
individualistic, egalitarian, and institutionally sanctioned public speech. The style of
speaking most preferred in American public life is C-B-S style, a term coined by Richard
Lanham meaning clarity, brevity and sincerity (Scollon & Scollon, 1995, p. 94). These
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discourse forms and the Utilitarian ideology have been adapted and are most keenly
modeled in the corporate discourse system, the system that is practiced in a wide variety
of multinational, domestic and governmental organizations. In fact, according to the
Scollons, "Corporations established for the purposes of doing business generally adopt
the Utilitarian ideology" (1995, p. 176).
The fourth component of Scollons' discourse system is social organization. This
concept refers to the way in which self and relationship is constituted and enacted
through face systems which involve power and distance differentials and comprise norms
for social interaction. Social relationships that give value to distance among people,
regardless of the power relationship, will use a deference-based communicative system,
whereas social relationships that give value to equality among people, regardless of the
distance will use a solidarity-based communicative system. Discourse systems, then, can
be said to orient toward one or another politeness system.
It is in this idea of social organization that the concepts of individualism and
communalism reside, for example. It is here, also, where Philipsen's ideas of cultural
codes symbolizing meanings of personhood and social relations (1992) and Carbaugh's
coding of cultural identity are located (1990b). In Philipsen's study of Teamsterville, for
example, a cultural model of "proper man" was coded in the expressed norm of hitting
instead of talking in disciplining boys, in talking volubly on street comers and in taverns
with peers, and in using an intermediary in relations with some others in authority.
Edward Hall says that language is too linear to adequately describe culture (1976)
and this is true also of Scollons' model. Norms for social organization, functions of
discourse, socialization and ideology are recursive, each curling back upon themselves
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and the others to form a whole. While these components may be thought of as pieces of
the pie called culture, parts of each constitute and are constituted by the other. Ideology
is reaffirmed and (re)created in the forming of children as they are taught who can speak,
to whom about what, when and in what form, for what reasons, and how such speaking
defines persons and their place in the society.
With this communicative approach to culture, the emphasis turns from defining
culture as a fixed entity to understanding culture as partially constituted by the
communicative practices of a particular people in a particular place. "Everywhere there is
communication, a system is at work; everywhere there is a communication system, there
is cultural meaning and social organization; therefore a communication system is at least
partly constitutive of socio-cultural life" (Carbaugh, 1995). This approach turns us from
the temptation of describing a people by a cultural pattern - for example, "Americans are
individualistic" - to one of listening for a people's culture as it is produced through their
communicative practices.
Studies coming out of this communicative approach to the study of culture have
yielded insights into symbols and meanings that are distinctly cultural: meanings of
silence in Western Apache culture (Basso, 1970); interplay and meanings of self and
society heard on a popular American television show (Carbaugh, 1988b); "griping" as a
cultural ritual in Israel (Katriel, 1990); contrasting metaphors of individualism and
connection to nature spoken by a New York bom and an island-bom Puerto Rican,
respectively, in a New York suburb (Bennett & Pedraza, 1988). These examples are just
a few among many studies published that have revealed the distinct "symbols and
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meanings, premises and norms of communication" (Philipsen, 1992) that are of particular
people in particular places.
Ethnographic studies of intercultural communication have also yielded great
understanding and fascinating insights. Analysis of discourse strategies of Pakistani and
Indian women working in the staff cafeteria of a British airport showed that distinct
prosodic conventions were responsible for the British characterizations of these women
as rude or indifferent (Gumperz, 1982); bilingual children's use of code-switching with
one another, but of English only with monolingual classmates showed astonishing
communicative competence among these four year olds (Volk, 1992); analysis of the
term dolphin in use by westerners and Japanese fishermen showed that it is the symbol of
an intelligent, kind and helpful fellow mammal for westerners, but symbolic of thieving
marauders who threaten their livelihood for the Japanese (Hall & Noguchi, 1993); and a
study of varying intercultural communication patterns and their consequences among
factory workers in Australia showed complexity in conversational patterns (Clyne, 1994).
Turn appropriation and maintenance were found to vary significantly. Central and
Southern Europeans were successful at turn maintenance by increasing speed and
volume, and among themselves, engaged in overlapping conversation. South-east Asians
turns were short, partly due to a decrease in speed to maintain turns, leaving themselves
open to turn appropriation by others whose patterns were faster. South Asians style was
generally long turns with much repetition and a rhetorical style. Communication among
the people of these diverse groups was varyingly successful!
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Puerto Rican Culture and Communication
The literature on culture, communication and intercultural communication is
extensive, ethnographies of communication are many (Philipsen & Carbaugh, 1986) and
much has been written on Puerto Rican culture, history, migration, education and other
topics (Hidalgo, 1992). However, in comparison, little seems to be available with regard
to a communicative approach to Puerto Rican culture and experience. Judith Carmen
Nine-Curt, a Puerto Rican linguist, became fascinated by non-verbal practices used
prominently by Puerto Ricans and studied them cross-culturally with Anglo non-verbal
communication for thirty years (1984, 1994). Nine-Curt found remarkable differences in
a variety of communicative practices from smiling to looking to preference for silence or
noise. Most significantly she found that the communicative practices of Puerto Ricans
seem to facilitate relationships with others, "Everybody wants to live the excitement of
being with other humans whether they behave at their best or worst. This happens all the
time, everywhere" (1984, p.33). From Nine-Curt's perspective Anglo communicative
practices seem to express seriousness, independence and an orientation to work.
Marshall Morris (1981) looked at communicative practices in Puerto Rico and
offered insights into how they are experienced by some mainland Americans. While
claiming to be an "ethnography," his approach is so judgmental that it loses any
relationship whatsoever to the commitment of ethnography to render native means and
meanings. However, it is quite useful as a description of the way in which the indirect
form of speaking in Puerto Rico is heard (or not heard) by those whose cultural
communication is direct. Some of the "episodes" that Morris describes as puzzling are
understood as intelligible after reading Nine-Curt.
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In one sense Morris' book is about cultural blindness; that is, how people can live in
another culture, speak the language fluently and still miss the point entirely without some
knowledge or understanding of culture and communication. Morris is American, has
lived in a variety of Spanish speaking countries, including Puerto Rico, and speaks
Spanish fluently. His fluency in the language, however, did not provide him with an
understanding of the indirect communication practices of the culture when he was living
in Puerto Rico. Toward the end of the book, however, he did seem to develop an
understanding that the indirectness, "vagueness" as he calls it, that he had been judging so
harshly is actually purposeful.".... in a general way vagueness may indicate respect
and may even be used among peers as a sign thereof' (Morris, 1981, p. 118).
Anthony Lauria's useful article,"Respeto,' 'Relajo' and Inter-Personal Relations in
Puerto Rico", discusses the notion of "respect" as so focal a symbol that it is "one of a
number of forms which allow us to speak of Puerto Rico as constituting a single society,
as well as being a relatively homogeneous sociocultural system"(1964, p.65). "Respeto"
is a form of deference that honors the worth and dignity of all persons on the one hand,
and the position of superior persons on the other. (I have discussed the cultural meanings
of respeto in more detail in Chapter 7 as one of the focal symbols used by Puerto Rican
staff at Career Point.) Relajo on the other hand is a form of joking or "fooling around"
that "relaxes" the demands of continual deference in social relations.
Patricia McCollum studied turn allocation in lessons in a third grade Puerto Rican
classroom and in a third grade North American classroom and found them to form very
different participation structures (McCollum, 1989). In the North American classroom,
Mrs. Thomas, the teacher, most frequently called on students by name, initiated
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sequences of talk 91% of the time, ignored student initiations and took the floor back
after each sequence of talk.

Strict control of talk with a tight focus on lesson topics

allowed the teacher to move rapidly through her academic agenda. The structure put
students in the "role of performers and suppliers of information” (McCollum, 1989,
P-151).
The Puerto Rican classroom, on the other hand, more closely resembled natural
conversation. Mrs. Ortiz most frequently issued an invitation to reply, opening the floor
to everyone. Students initiated topics 38% of the time, and Mrs. Ortiz most frequently
acknowledged them, and 33% of the time incorporated them into the lesson, even though
they may have been only peripherally related to the lesson. Children were free to
contribute without raising hands or using other conventions of turn-taking. These
patterns were similar to the ones this study found in American and Puerto Rican meeting
patterns.
Alvarez, Bennett, Greenlee, Pedraza, & Pousada (1988) put together a number of
communications studies focusing on Puerto Rican discursive practices in New York, and
Saravia-Shore & Arvizu (1992) have gathered a wide variety of ethnographies in
multiethnic classrooms, one of which focuses specifically on communicative practices of
Puerto Rican children Volk (1992). Finally, Torres (1997) studied the discourse of
Puerto Ricans in a New York neighborhood. In 1993, Juan Flores lamented this lack of
study of the "language practices” of the Puerto Rican community and called for more
research of the "firsthand cultural production of Puerto Ricans in the United States and
their linguistic practices” (1993, p. 159). This study has responded to that call and will
add to the literature in this field.
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Analytical Literature
Ethnography of Communication
Ethnography of communication (EC) is both a theoretical commitment as well as a
heuristic framework with which to analyze and discover patterns of communication that
have social meaning (Hymes, 1974). Earlier in this chapter, when I discussed EC as
foundational literature in the field of communications studies, I reviewed the social units
of analysis of speech community, speech situations, speech events and speech acts, fluent
speaker and ways of speaking. To illustrate these social units of analysis specifically.
Career Point is considered as a speech community, staff meetings are speech situations,
reports or discussions in those meetings are speech events and jokes, calls to attention or
words of dismissal are speech acts. Fluent speakers are those who speak up in meetings,
are selected to speak by meeting leaders, and are listened to by others.
In addition to these social units, the EC descriptive framework also defines
interrelated components that aid in the discovery of the patterns and meanings of
communication in a community. These components are identified through the mnemonic
speaking and are as follows: situation/scene, participants, ends/goals of communication,

sequence of speech acts, key or tone of the speaking, /ntrumentalities or channels of
communication, worms or rules of speaking, and genres used (Hymes 1974). Each of
these components interrelates with the others to form patterns of speaking and meaning
of particular communities. While not all components may be salient in all situations, an
analysis of interrelated parts, such as who speaks to whom about what, when, in what
tone, etc reveals a system of communication within a speech community. I have used
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this framework to understand salient patterns within the speech situations called
"meetings" in Career Point.
Cultural Communication System
Another key analytic framework used in this study comes from Carbaugh's Cultural
Contact and Inter cultural Communication, a collection of 13 ethnographic studies of
cultural and intercultural communication, followed by reflections by the original authors
or others on those studies (1990b). Each study examines patterns of communication that
are culturally distinct, such as call/response dynamics in an African American church
(Daniel & Smitherman, 1990); communicating as a recognizable Indian (Wieder & Pratt,
1990); norms for speaking on an American talk show (Carbaugh, 1990a); and speaking as
a "man" in a Chicago suburb (Philipsen, 1990). Some of these studies also show
intercultural contact where culturally distinct patterns of communication rub against one
another, creating moments of disharmony that, in some cases, result in stereotyping and
discrimination: for example, Athabaskans and North Americans who use different
prosodic patterns (Scollon & Scollon, 1990); Black and White Americans whose
emotional expressions differ in their force (Kochman, 1990); a Zulu and Anglo South
African who were oriented to different "facework" strategies (Chick, 1990).
One of the purposes of studying intercultural communication is to locate the moments
and sources of cultural "asychrony," as each distinct cultural pattern plays itself against
the other. To discover culture in distinctive communicative patterns, Carbaugh offers a
heuristic model of cultural communication, derived from a broad comparison of the
variety of cultural patterns shown in the studies (1990b). I have used this model as both
the organizing framework of my findings as well as an analytical tool for understanding
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the data. In this model, Carbaugh posits three elements of a cultural communication
system: cultural forms for performance, structuring norms and codes of identity each of
which is both a medium and an outcome of the communication process (1990b, p. 166).
Forms for performance have to do with kinds of talk that are recognizable by
"natives" and which implicate specific sequences of action. Each sequence has its
conventions of behavior, the normal or in some cases the "right" thing to do. "We need
to (have a) talk" is recognizable by some Anglo Americans as a call to a specific kind of
conversation, "talk" implicating a one-on-one, private and serious conversation about
something that is a "problem," often with the relationship of the parties involved.
"Relajo" in Spanish is recognizable by some Puerto Ricans as a communication of joking
and "fooling around," usually arises out of interrelational dynamics of a group, and is an
offset to the social requirement of "respeto" (Lauria, 1964; Nine-Curt, 1984). Forms of
talk may target different goals and may be associated with different cultural identities.
Forms of talk may also take on different interactional shape through their act
sequences. "Griping" is a ritual performed by some Israelis that takes on a spiral shape
through progression from one sub-theme to the next, each sub-theme dominating a 'round'
of talk; the rounds combine to form the aformentioned 'spiral structure'" (Katriel, 1990, p.
110). Milbum (1998) also found a spiral structure enacted through communication
patterns of participants in a board meeting in a Puerto Rican Cultural Center. In contrast,
"communication," a verbal ritual common to some Americans, takes on a linear shape
wherein talk proceeds from one phase to another with each phase dependent upon the
one that went before it (Carbaugh, 1989, p. 173). Newcomers that enter a spiral form of
communication can become a part of it immediately, whereas those who enter a linear
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form will need to be "caught up" with what has happened until then. These shapes are
constructed by the content of the talk.
Structuring norms involve interaction, information and content of communication..
The norms of interaction have to do with a particular situation whether or not to speak,
how long a turn should last, how turns are exchanged, etc. Norms for cueing how
information is to be interpreted are culturally distinct and often misunderstood across
cultures. English, for example, is a phrase-based language, that may emphasize only two
syllables in a sentence. "I am very happy to be here," emphasizes very and be. In
Spanish, however, emphasis is much more frequent: Estoy muy conte«ta de estar aqui.
English speakers hear Spanish as staccato, like a "machine gun," and Spanish speakers
who carry the same stress patterns into English are heard as emotional and even upset
(Nine-Curt, 1994).
Norms for acceptable content of communication are also culturally structured.

For

example, Puerto Ricans may ask a friend or a peer how much they have paid for
something, whereas Anglos are taught not to talk about personal money matters (NineCurt, 1984). Maori don't speak of personal accomplishment (Corson, 1995), Arabs don't
talk about their wives or families with strangers (Hall, 1976), and Athabaskans don't
speak of the future (Scollon & Scollon, 1995).
In terms of cultural identity one would ask, what cultural model for the person is
being coded in this situation, and how is this coding accomplished interactionally? To
discover the coding, one might look at some aspects of cultural identity, such as targeted
goals of the communication, loci of motives and bases of social relations. For example,
is the goal of this communication to arrive at consensus, to get at the truth or to position
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oneself socially? Does this speaker want to develop or maintain a relationship or
promote himself individually? Is the relationship here based on establishing and
maintaining deference or is it based on establishing or developing solidarity?
Taken together, these three elements, forms, norms and codes of identity, operate as a
cultural communication system, grounded in the social processes of history, socialization
and local, in-the-moment management of interaction. Such communication systems are
rooted in the ideologies of a people which are passed on through child-rearing and
schooling, but are performed as they happen in the communicative moment. Particular
forms are constructed in the moment, through use of "proper norms" for speaking and
acting, which "proper persons" know and use within that particular form to display a
"proper" self. Each element is at play in all moments of communication.
Conversational Analysis
One of the approaches to discovering norms of interaction is to study the details of
interactive talk; that is, how turn taking in conversation is organized.

Harvey Sacks'

studies of natural multi-party conversations are informative for understanding how
interactional norms operate to create and maintain particular forms of speaking (1992a).
Sacks' studies were among Americans in English, and, thus, the conclusions he reached
are oriented to American natural conversations. Nonetheless his theories are useful as a
point of cross-cultural comparison to discover in what ways Puerto Rican (or other)
conversations are similar and in what way they are different. Similarily, Sacks'
framework provides a way to compare American natural conversation norms with other
American forms of interaction such as "meetings" to discover what norms operate there.
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The norms of (Anglo American) natural multi-party conversation according to Sacks
can be summarized thus:
•

All conversation has two co-occurring properties: One is that one person speaks at a
time and the other is that speaker change occurs.

•

Speaker change occurs in one of two ways: either the current speaker selects the next
speaker or the next speaker self-selects.

•

The current speaker may select the next speaker by direct verbal address, by non¬
verbal means such as pointing, looking, nodding, or through the use of the first
utterance of an adjacency sequence that the next speaker completes; e.g., "Does
anybody know what time it is?" "It's 4:06."

•

The next speaker may self-select by completing an adjacency sequence if one is
hanging out there. Or, the next speaker may select a new action, but even when a new
action is selected, what the speaker says will be closely related to what is being said.
If the next speaker comes up with something not heard to be related, some kind of
"remedial exchange" will take place. Other parties in the conversation will call
attention to the "violation" and the speaker will either explain, apologize or otherwise
"remedy" the talk. It is this norm of "relatedness" of next action through adjacency
sequencing and repair that keeps conversations "on track." In fact, Sacks claims that
the cohesion of talk, "the kind of massive integration that conversation can get, i.e.,
with people talking for a considerable while in some way that they see is related,
operates through adjacent relationships" (Sacks, 1992b, p. 43).
Talk remedies also occur when the "one speaker at a time" rule violation occurs.

When two or more speakers start up together, one speaker may stop and let the other
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continue. A "remedy exchange" may also occur in which one party may complain of the
other interrupting him, for example, and remedy is sought. In natural conversation, the
parties themselves initiate repairs when violations of the norms of the "one speaker at a
time" or of adjacency sequencing occur.
Sacks' clear and authoritative analysis of American conversational norms is useful as
a tool for understanding when such norms are in play, but is also useful as a contrastive
tool when those norms are not in play. Using Sacks’ approach as a guide, we can then
discover just what norms are in use here. For example. Sacks rule of "one speaker at a
time," and the attendant actions to preserve the rule, is not in use in some meetings at
Career Point, where multiple-voiced speaking is a common occurrence. What are the
norms, then, for multiple speakers within certain forms of speaking? By the same token,
when self-selection norms for next speaker aren't in play, what norms do prevail for next
speaker selection within this form? Sacks' guide to conversational analysis, then,
provides a useful analytical tool for understanding how norms of talk create forms of
talk.
Politeness Strategies
Politeness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987) are aspects of norms of talk that
enact social relations and are a part of what constitutes "cultural identity" (Carbaugh,
1990b). Brown and Levinson based their work in part on Erving Goffman's "face work"
or studies of "ritual elements in social interaction." Face has to do with the presentation
of one's self in public and "is an image of self delineated in terms of approved social
attributes" (Goffman, 1967, p.5). Maintaining one's own face as well as that of the other
interactant must be constantly attended to as a requisite of social interaction.
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Brown and Levinson argue that there are two aspects offace: one is freedom from
imposition, or, "the desire to be unimpeded in one's actions (negative face)." The other is
"the desire (in some respects) to be approved of* (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 13). Any
social interaction may threaten either the positive or negative face of interactants. A
compliment, for example, attends to the positive face of a hearer, but may also threaten
his negative face since it imposes some kind of a response, such as repaying it in kind,
disclaiming it all together, or expressing thanks. But some acts are more face threatening
than others. Suggestions and advice, orders and requests, reminders, threats, warnings
and strong expressions of emotion are all classes of face threatening acts (FTA’s) that
threaten the negative face of the hearer. Contradictions, complaints and reprimands,
threats, warnings and strong expressions of emotions are FTA's that threaten the positive
face of hearers. Because of the threats to face of both speaker and hearer inherent in all
social interaction, communication strategies are carefully, though usually unconsciously,
chosen to minimize the risks and to maintain one another's face in order for the
interaction to proceed successfully.
Brown and Levinson's theory goes on to say that there are five strategies that
interactants use to minimize the threats. One is not to say anything at all in the situation,
thus all together avoiding any face-threatening act (FTA). However, if a speaker wants
to say something but doesn't quite want to commit to the consequences, he or she may go
"off record," saying something so ambiguous that it has numerous interpretations and no
face is threatened. Recently a Puerto Rican friend who is quite stylish in her dress
commented that today's square-toed shoes are much more comfortable than pointed ones.
We talked about that a little bit and went on to something else. It wasn't until much later
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that I realized she had been giving me a message that had to do with the fact that the
pointed toe shoes I was wearing are a bit out of date. Of course, I couldn't take offense
because it was an ambiguous comment that could or could not have been about my shoes.
With off record statements, the chances of offending either the negative or positive face
of the hearer are diminished.
Another strategy is to go "on record;" that is, to say something that is clear, and
unambiguous. That something may be said "baldly, without redress," in such a clear,
direct and unambiguous manner that there is no "wiggle room" for either the speaker or
hearer. Such a direct strategy is not commonly done except in cases of huge power
difference of speaker over hearer. Such a strategy might also be used in the case where
the FTA is minimally threatening to the hearer, such as a directive or suggestion in the
hearer's own interest; e.g. "Kate, you really ought to get some new shoes." It may also be
used when the execution of a task takes precedence over social relations, "Give me the
knife."
A speaker can also go "on record" with an FTA that is mitigated by "redressive
actions," that is, forms of speaking that attempt to minimize the potential damages.
Redressive actions may pay attention to either the positive or negative face wants of the
hearer. For example, attention to positive face would result in actions that position the
speaker as wanting what the hearer wants through reminders of commonality or
friendship or similar interests. Attention to negative face would include linguistic and
non verbal deference, apologies, self effacement and personal restraint, and hedges and
other softening mechanisms that give the other person an "out."
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Each of these strategies is numbered thus: 1) On record baldly without redress; 2) On
record with redressive action directed to positive politeness; 3) On record with
redressive action directed to negative politeness; 4) Off record; and 5) Saying nothing at
all. The type of strategy chosen depends upon a number of factors, such as social
variables and ranking of the FTA.
In all cultures, there are social variables that are taken into account as interlocutors
decide, however unconsciously, what strategies to use. One of the variables is the social
distance (D) between the speaker and the hearer; another is the relative power (P) of the
interactants and the third is the ranking of threat (R) of the FTA within the culture. In
other words, the degree of threat to either speaker's or hearer's negative or positive face
will depend upon three factor which are the power differential between the interlocutors
(equal or hierarchical), the social distance between them (good friends to strangers) and
the intensity of the communication.
All of these factors are contextually dependent and culturally determined, but taken
together, these three factors comprise W, the weight of the imposition of the FTA. Thus,
the formula reads P + D + Rx = Wx. The heavier the weight, the higher numbered
politeness strategy will be used. Thus, a subordinate asking a boss for a raise may have a
high weight of imposition and a great degree of risk to both the speaker's and hearer's
positive and negative face. If the subordinate goes "off record" (4) perhaps the boss
would not understand the request; the most likely strategy will be on record with
redressive action directed to negative politeness (3) with linguistic deference as at least
one of the "redressive actions." "Mr. Jones, would you have a moment, please? Id like to
talk with you about something that's important to me," would be one deferential way of
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requesting the meeting. The subordinate may then use an inductive order of speaking
which would state her case before actually making the request. Stating the case first
gives a speaker the opportunity to "read" the other person's reactions and to choose
appropriate nonthreatening strategies for the actual request. "So, I was wondering if you
agreed that it might be time for me to get a raise." The weight of imposition of a friend
asking another friend to dinner is far lighter; if they are good friends, it might be bald,
with no redressive action, "Hey, Joe, come on over Saturday night." With more distant
friends, attention to negative face might be paid, "Sara, would you like to come over for
dinner Saturday night?"
The permutations of these interactions are endless and interesting. But the purpose
here is to understand the basics of this politeness theory as an analytical tool to
understand the meaning that some Puerto Rican staff give to some of the ways of
speaking in meetings at Career Point. The main points here are that communication is
always a potential threat to the face of the hearer and speaker; that interactions are
always subject to interpretation and negotiation; and that what is interpreted is culturally
contexted.
All of these theories and ideas in the literature of communication, culture and
intercultural communication offer a rich array of knowledge with which to describe,
analyze and come to understand what happens when people of different cultures
communicate with one another in the context of their worksite.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY: AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF COMMUNICATION
Ethnography and its Commitments
The research methodology of this study is ethnography of communication (EC) which
provides not only a theoretical approach and a descriptive framework, but also a method
of research (Hymes, 1962). The theoretical approach and descriptive frameworks have
been presented in the preceding chapter. Here, I discuss the ways in which, as a
methodology, EC is committed to understanding language in social interaction and social
interaction as performed through language. This methodology draws its commitment
from ethnographic studies in which participant observers in specific social scenes
observe, record, describe, and interpret the communicative practices there in order to
understand participants' social interaction through talk and the meanings participants'
make of that interaction.
Ethnography is characterized by participant observation in the particular "scene”
under study. Participant observation is a matter of settling oneself into the environment
in some capacity or another and not only observing, but interacting with the folks who
inhabit that scene, participating in whatever the scene is about. Ethnographic research
lends itself particularly well to the study of culture and communication because the
researcher is right there hearing, speaking, and experiencing, as well as observing, those
interactions in which culture is embedded. "Rich points" (Agar, 1994, p. 106), or
moments of sudden confusion, or of not knowing what is going on, are potential sources
of cultural discovery if they can be followed up on in the course of the study.
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Many rich points occurred during this ethnographic study at Career Point, some of
which provided great insights into deeply embedded cultural patterns. One was a
particularly valuable source of enlightenment and occurred during an observation of the
Spanish language "job club," during my pre fieldwork. The "club de trabajo" was
facilitated by a Puerto Rican woman and was comprised of mostly Puerto Rican women
who are looking for work. I noticed that the facilitator would on occasion be talking to
one person, but when someone else came into the room, she would "abruptly" (or so it
seemed to me) leave that conversation and immediately attend to the new person. I
observed this numerous times and also noticed that the person who was "left" would
seem to have no adverse reaction and would either turn to others to talk or look at
materials on the table. I say "adverse" reaction because, from my cultural point of view,
leaving a conversation in the "middle" of it engenders an expectation of adverse reaction
on the part of the conversational partner. I commented to the woman who was my
primary consultant and who is Puerto Rican about noticing this action, but she didn't
remark on it and we went on to talk about other things.
Later on, I read Judith Carmen Nine-Curt (1984), who describes this very behavior in
shops in Puerto Rico, where the prevailing cultural norm of "the newcomer gets the
attention" clashes with the Anglo norm that you "finish with one, then attend to the next."
Anglos often lose their turn when they wave off the attention of a storekeeper with, "Oh,
I’ll just wait my turn." This rich point and its explanation brought to light many other
moments when I have been in conversation with someone in my office at a local
community college, and Puerto Ricans passing by in the hallway have "abruptly
interrupted" with questions. I can see how, from the point of view of a "newcomer gets
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the attention" norm, they have probably considered me to be rude and "stuck up" (as
someone else said) in not attending to them immediately as they approach my doorway.
Interestingly, when I shared this enlightenment with some of the staff in a meeting at
Career Point, four of Puerto Rican staff members recognized that norm immediately, but
another two who were bom and raised in New York said that they thought people who
"interrupted" were just rude or ignorant, not realizing it was part of a cultural norm that
they themselves did not share. During a later conversation, one of my Puerto Rican
informants brought up shopkeepers in Puerto Rico and elaborated on what it means to
greet someone new walking into a situation, and what it would mean not to do so. Her
explanation added rich understanding to what it means to speak as a proper Puerto Rican
person, and is further elaborated in Chapter 7. Participant observation was the key to
opening this particular level of understanding.
Being on the scene, observing moments of social interaction as they occur, and
capturing natural speaking events, provides the ethnographer the opportunity to render
"native" communicative ways of speaking and meanings of speaking on their own terms.
Although the analysis and interpretation of meaning is the work of the ethnographer,
there is a research commitment to draw only from the speech and meanings that the
participants themselves produced and enacted during the study. Thus, for example, in
this study, participants made few references to gender, and usually in the context of their
personal lives rather than in their work lives. If issues of gender appear to be missing to
some readers of this study, it is because they were not salient among the participants of
the study.
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In this study I was a participant/observer at Career Point, a career counseling center
located in Holyoke, Massachusetts. I spent 20 hours of pre-fieldwork time in the
organization, participating in and observing workshops, job clubs, off-site gatherings
with predominantly Puerto Rican "customers," and other departmental meetings. The
purpose of the pre-fieldwork was to learn what kinds of communicative situations take
place at Career Point and what might be the best focus of this study. I was also asked to
speak with the Puerto Rican welfare-to-work job club on cross-cultural differences in the
workplace and to consult with the Anglo low-income property welfare-to-work liaison on
designing interventions that are culturally sensitive.
During the pre-field work, I met with the management team of Career Point,
including the new director, all of whom expressed their excitement about having me
"study us." I also met with some of the other staff through two informal meetings that
were set up so that whoever wanted to come could do so. In those meetings I talked
about the nature of my research and shared some interesting culturally distinct Puerto
Rican and Anglo non-verbal communication practices with them. Some of the staff were
highly animated by the information, since it revealed unconscious practices that they
recognized in themselves and in one another.
The management team expressed concern about creating any more anxiety for their
job-seeking customers who are in various stages of change in their lives. We agreed that
my study would focus primarily on internal staff interaction, although I should attend
Spanish and English workshops and job clubs informally. They suggested that I attend
as many meetings as possible, including staff meetings, ad hoc committee meetings,
departmental and interdepartmental meetings. They also suggested that I spend time in
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various departments and "hang out" in the reception area and resource room which is the
"heartbeat" of the organization. The resource room contains everything a job seeker
needs to locate a job: computers, fax and telephones, job listings, material on companies,
etc, as well as staff who assist them in using the resources.

Data Collection
I began my research formally on February 17, 2000 with an introduction in an all staff
meeting. I spent most of that first day distributing and collecting human subjects consent
forms and talking informally with staff members. From that day until the end of
September I spent more than 275 hours at Career Point, observing and participating in the
worklife of the organization. I was there during all weeks at least one full day, and in
some weeks of my vacation or summer workload, I was there at least two days and
sometimes more. Appendix B shows a listing of the dates and hours I was at Career
Point and activities I participated in.
While I was on site I volunteered to do a wide variety of tasks, the most regular of
which was taking notes at various meetings. This was an excellent task for a participant
observer, since I had to take notes, anyway, and after a time, I recorded every meeting I
attended. The staff were very happy to have someone else do it, because the norm at
Career Point is that "note-taking" is rotated among staff members, but, "we hate it," as I
was told quite a number of times. "Who's willing to take notes today?" is one of the
dreaded ritual opening statements of a facilitator in any meeting. I let everyone know I
was willing to take notes at meetings, and the norm became that I was note taker at any
meeting I attended. The director, in particular, would check in with me quite frequently
to make sure I was still willing and able to do so. He was concerned that the organization
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not become "abusive," with their expectations that I do it every time. I was happy to
have a "job," so I certainly didn't mind.
I also stuffed envelopes, answered the phones in reception, registered attendants at
job fairs, cleaned the kitchen, acted in role plays in trainings for youth, and facilitated a
few quality council meetings. Wherever there was room for an extra hand, I offered it.
When there wasn't a particular meeting to attend or something else to do, I would "hang
out" in the reception area, a rich source of social interaction between staff and customers
and among staff themselves, particularly some of the Spanish speakers. When it was
lunch time, I would spend the entire midday period in the employee cafe, chatting with
this group or that person as they came to eat their lunches. Occasionally, I went out to
lunch with one person or another or with a group. I also attended a number of Career
Point functions: an annual meeting, a workforce development luncheon, a number of goaway parties, a dinner-dance, and so on. The value of the variety of activities I was
involved in was that I was able to develop, in some ways, an "insider" perspective, to
understand what it was to be a Career Point staff member. I was also able to develop
relationships with many of both Anglo and Latino staff which helped later on in the
"conversations" that were critical to clarify and elaborate some of the "rich points" in the
data I had gathered.
There were a number of limitations placed on the data collection for this study. The
first was that I could not tape record interactions involving customers for the reason
mentioned above. The second limitation on data collection was the statement from a
number of staff, that it was all right to record them in a group but not one-on-one. For
most participants, this restriction changed later on as I became trusted by most of the
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staff. But initially, to accommodate both limitations, I focused my research on
"meetings;" that is, gatherings of staff members to accomplish some stated business
purpose, of which there were many. Of other events or situations that I observed,
including gatherings with "customers," I took notes either while they were occurring or as
soon after as possible following (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). Through the term of
the study, I taped 36 meetings and transcribed 13, along with "snippets" from others, and
took notes from another 50 situations or events. I also recorded 11 "conversations;" that
is, informal talks about talk that either just happened and were unguided by any purpose,
or that I had requested to expand, elaborate or clarify some of the data that I had
collected. These conversations became a major source of the data that is used in this
study.
One of the characteristics of ethnographic research is hours and hours of listening and
observing what seems like an ocean of talk and interaction that has no distinguishing land
marks. And so it was in this study. It felt like I was drowning in data with nothing to
show for it but speculative notes and paragraphs of "I wonder ifs,"and "maybe's" in my
journal. Early on I noted in my journal that there seemed to be different patterns of
interaction in the Spanish Club de Trabajo and in the English Job Club, and between the
Spanish orientation and the English one. But that notation was just like other vague
shadows in the stream of daily interactions; I wasn't sure that patterns really existed or
that they represented anything interesting.
Then in July I attended and recorded two meetings back to back; one that was
facilitated by an Anglo manager with largely Anglo participants, and the other that was
facilitated by an Anglo peer, but attended predominantly by Latinos. After I transcribed
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the meetings, I diagrammed the communicative flow among the participants. Suddenly
the shadows in the mist took on distinct contours; each meeting presented an entirely
different communicative shape. At last there was a beginning, but a lot more lay ahead
to discover what was really ’’happening here” and what significance it might have. The
next step was to interview the participants to discover what meaning they made of the
different communicative dynamics in each of the meetings .

Interviews
Charles Brigg's reminds us as researchers that we need to pay attention to the way in
which we ask for information (Briggs, 1995). Communicative norms and speech forms
that are recognizable and useful with some people may be neither recognizable nor
effective with others. Question and answer style "interviews” for example in some
situations may actually shut down communicative interaction or distort it so much that
the information so gathered is not accurate or reflective of the participants' realities.
Briggs tell about his lack of success in gathering information from woodcarvers in New
Mexico about the carving process through asking questions, in spite of having developed
a strong friendship with the carvers. When he started carving wood himself, the channel
of communication opened through comments on his work and on the art itself.
In my own case, I had had enough experience with Spanish communication patterns
to know that a structured interview would not be effective in gathering information. In
addition, I was mindful from reading Briggs that the information gathering event is a
communicative event of its own and can be studied as such. For both of those reasons, I
decided to ask my Puerto Rican informants the best way to go about having a
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conversation about talking in meetings, and to let them guide the type of communicative
event it was to be.
One of the Puerto Rican staff members suggested that I should meet with a group of
them without the presence of "whites" so they would feel more comfortable in talking.
Others concurred and elaborated that we should have a meal together. Thus, we ended
up with four of the staff members and me in a two-hour (potluck) dinner and leisure
conversation about their experiences in meetings and other talk situations at Career
Point.

To begin with, we had dinner and talked about a wide range of topics. I was

asked to explain my agenda at the beginning, but did not bring up the topic until after
dinner, when one of the participants indicated it was time to do so. Now that I
understand the fluidity of Puerto Rican communicative practices better, I believe I could
have smoothly walked the topic into the conversation at any point after dinner rather than
waiting to have a demarcated time. Nonetheless, I gave it very little structure and simply
showed them the diagrams, explained what they represented, and asked "what do you
think of this?" leaving the conversation to flow as it would. It was a highly animated and
fruitful discussion with very rich data produced.
I approached other conversations in the same unstructured way and around meals
with other Latino staff in two one-on-one situations, and in one conversation with three
people. I also used an open-ended approach with three of the Anglo staff who had been
at both meetings, and in a get-together with the director and another manager I recorded
and transcribed all of these conversations, with the exception of the last one due to
technical failure. All of the conversations began with showing the diagrams of the two
meetings and asking, "what do you make of this?"
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Data Analysis:
Transcription and Notations
I transcribed meetings and conversations using a moderate form of notation that
shows overlap and interruption. Interruption is defined as "taking over" or changing the
direction of the first speaker's utterance; overlap is defined as adding to, elaborating or
filling in the first speaker's utterance. Where there is interruption, I use a double slant at
the place of interruption in both speakers' lines; where there is overlap, I use a single
slant at the places of overlap in both speakers' lines.

184
185
186
187
188
189
190

F: Yup, it kind of goes back to, gets back to the idea of //having a more
general
H:
//go where the
customer// is
F:
//having a general, here's Career Point, we love you, and
whether or not they fill out a registration form that's another of the
pieces,.

H interrupts F's utterance in line 186 just as F is saying "having," but F takes back her
utterance in line 188 as she interrupts H just as she finishes saying "customer."
Overlapping is seen in the following lines:
252
253
254
255
256

H This is nice, but /you’re ad/ding
D
/it's long/
H
yeah, it's long and you're adding to
the length of the orientation, which we're trying to
D
right

In line 253 D overlaps "it's long" with H's "you're ad/ding;" H then incorporates D's
utterance into his, affirming D's utterance and elaborating his own statement. Where
there is neither overlap nor interruption, I have shown where the next speaker s utterance
comes in; H's "yeah" comes in just after he’s finished adding and D’s "right" comes in
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where H had finished "trying to." Although H hadn't finish the sentence, he had actually
finished the utterance as heard on the tape.
In my transcriptions and later inclusions in this report, I tried to render the speech as
closely as possible to what was being said, including the "ahs" and "us" and "yah’s," false
starts, and incomplete sentences of natural talk. While some of the speaking would be
easier to read had the hesitations been edited, I believe it is richer in the sense of how
people speak to leave them as is. For the same reason, I included, wherever it occurred,
the code switching between English and Spanish, or the actual talk in Spanish, which I
translated afterwards for the convenience of English only speaking readers. In places
where I could not understand or lost what was said, I have so indicated with a ( ).
Forms of Talk
After I had transcribed 40 minutes each of the two July meetings mentioned earlier,
I realized that each had very different communication dynamics in them. I then color
coded the initials of the participants on each of the transcripts, coloring the facilitator's
initials yellow in both cases. What became apparent through this technique was that in
one meeting, the yellow showed between every other color; that is, the facilitator took the
floor every other turn. In the other meeting, another facilitator began in the same
manner, but 20 minutes into the meeting, the "yellow" color became subsumed by all
other colors taking turns, with yellow taking the same or fewer number of turns as the
others. I then diagrammed each of the meetings by making a line from current speaker to
next addressed speaker, or in the case where it appeared that the speaker was addressing
the whole group, I drew a line to the center. This diagram created two very distinct
forms of meetings, with one having all the flow of communication directed to one point,
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with an arrow-like shape, and with the other having the flow of communication going to
and from every person in the meeting with a circular, web-like shape. These diagrams
are shown in Figures 1 and 2 in Chapter 4.
These two distinct communicative patterns that could be drawn and analyzed brought
to mind Carbaugh's theoretical model of cultural communication system that is
comprised of forms of communication, norms of speaking and codes of identity (1990b),
which was presented in Chapter 2. From that point forward, Carbaugh'smodel became
both the heuristic tool for guiding the analysis as well as the organizing schema for the
dissertation.
Norms of Talk
To understand the norms in each of the two meetings, I used Harvey Sacks'
conversational analysis approach (1992a, 1992b) and analyzed each transcript sentence
by sentence. I looked primarily at how a "next speaker" got the floor. This analysis was
helpful in drawing the diagrams. I also looked at times when there was more than one
speaker, analyzing the difference between an interruption and an overlap, as well as at
other norm "violations" and participant or facilitator "corrective operations." This
analysis revealed that neither of the two meetings followed all of Sacks' norms entirely;
each employed some norms and not others. From there I was able to abstract the
interactional norms of speaking that did govern each form of meeting.
Symbols and Meanings of Talk
Schneider argues that there are two aspects to every act: one is the normative aspect
which involves its organization of action, and the other is the cultural aspect which
involves its meanings and symbols (Schneider, 1976). Culture is constituted by clusters
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of symbols and meanings that he calls "galaxies," but each galaxy has an epitomizing
symbol: this epitomizing symbol is only one form of the possibly very few epitomizing
symbols that characterize the whole culture" (1976, p. 215). To find the cultural
(symbolic and meaning) differences of these two forms of meetings, I turned to the data
from the conversations with the Puerto Rican and American participants in those
meetings. What meaning did they make of these forms? What symbols did they use in
talking about them?
To begin to understand categories of meaning, I reviewed transcripts of the
conversation tapes over and over again, looking for recurring symbols and concepts, and
then extracted utterances from the transcripts that seemed to surround a particular
concept. To understand how people talked about themselves as cultural identities, I
created a document called "Nosotros somos" ("we are") and extracted all of those
utterances from the conversation and meeting transcripts that were made by Latinos
about themselves as Latinos. Interestingly, there were no instances of Anglos talking
about "we are" as an Anglo cultural identity, although there were some instances of
Anglos talking about "we" as a Career Point staff identity. Other concepts that were
salient or frequent were placed into a "key concept" grid in which utterances that referred
to or represented each concept were clustered. To identify key symbols, I used the "Find"
function in all of the transcripts and copied and pasted incidences of a given symbol and
its meanings onto another document. With each set of extractions and abstractions it
became clearer what the meanings were behind what people were saying about talk and
what key symbols were used to represent such meanings.
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Originally, I was looking for comparable Anglo and Latino symbols to explore and
had difficulty finding them. Schneider's premise "that different cultures have different
structures of meaning and that these meanings are carried by symbols which are likely to
be different" (1976, p. 211) was a helpful reminder that such symmetry would be an
artifact created by this researcher, rather than a reality of the participants themselves.
Throughout the analytic process there had to be constant mindfulness to be true to the
means and meanings of the participants, not to those of the researcher.
Role of Researcher
I began life as a participant observer when I was just old enough to be aware that
there were "others" in the world. Ever since I was a small child I have spent hours
observing people speaking and acting in public and private, familiar and foreign places. I
have watched and interpreted, interpreted and watched some more. In those countless
silent vigils, I probably developed some profound though murky theories about human
behavior, unarticulated though they may be. One theory I could articulate, even then,
was that people create their own worlds through the way they act in them.
When I graduated from high school, I was interested in learning more about human
behavior, but sitting in a college classroom learning about life through reading books and
observing rats mazes made no sense to me. I wanted to live life while I was learning
about it. So I went to Spain. Living and working in a foreign country taught me a lot
about people and social worlds. At first, my only means of communication was action,
not speech and my social interaction was restricted by that lack. I had to interpret
meaning by observation and by gesture and such a limited repertoire of communication
created its own reality. Later, as I learned the language and began to use it in social
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interaction, my reality changed. I could understand more fully the common meanings of
the world around me and thus participate more fully in communal life.
Later, as a fluent speaker of two languages, I began to understand ways in which
language creates and enacts worlds of meaning. In Spanish, for example, the reflexive
verb for emotions (e.g. enfadarse - to make oneself angry) reflects responsibility for one's
emotions, compared to the English (you make me mad) which reflects blame. On the
other hand, the Spanish impersonal reflexive for some action (se me perdio el autobus the bus lost itself to me) reflects non-responsibility, where the English (I missed the bus)
enacts responsibility. The behavioral implications of these language differences are
fascinating, but the point here is that my experience has led me to an understanding that
cultural and social worlds are both constructed and reflected in the symbolic interactions
of the participants.
I brought this subjective understanding of the world to my role as researcher at Career
Point, not looking for any objective truth "out there," but seeking to understand the reality
that was being created "in here" through participant interactions. I knew that, as I
became a participant, I would have some effect on that reality. And so, I did not present
myself as an objective, uninvolved researcher, but came to be as full a participant in that
social world as possible.
There was also another reason I became as fully involved as possible. I was
concerned to develop a level of trust with all participants so that the data would be real
and meaningful. I thought that building this trust would be particularly challenging with
some Spanish speaking participants because of the social realities of oppression by my
people toward Latino people. Anglo researchers do not have a reputation for
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representing Puerto Rican culture in other than a critical light, and warranted or not, I
knew this reputation would be a hindrance to developing the trust level necessary for a
successful project. I knew that I could not develop that kind of trust by silently observing
and never talking. Generally, Latino cultures value talk and conversation and laughter,
and it is through this voluble social interaction that the measure of a person is taken.
Even as open as I was, meaningful interaction with Spanish staff members was
elusive for a long time. But gradually trust came as I hung out in the reception area and
joined spontaneous conversations, or helped the receptionists with their tasks, and
worked with other people on other projects. At some point, some of the Latino staff
began sharing what "we do" or how "we talk."

"We're like that, you know," said one of

the women during a spontaneous exchange among four or five of the Latinos at the
counter in the reception area. "Did you notice how we were talking and then somebody
just pointed to that car out there and we all changed the subject right in the middle of it?
That's how we talk, we do that," she said. Over time and through the media of
conversation and humor, and with deep fascination and respect for differences, I
gradually became accepted by Latino staff members as a person first, and thus as a
researcher who could be trusted not to misrepresent or to be critical of them or their
ways. The acceptance was sealed one day when one latina said to another, "Ella tiene el
alma de una latina" (She has the soul of a latina). Of course, I blew it by saying, "Si,
tengo duende." The two latinas looked at me startled, but just shrugged and turned away.
I thought this might be one of those "rich points," so I asked "Que quiere decir duende en
Puerto Riqueno?" (what does duende mean in Puerto Rican?) knowing that sometimes
my Spain-learned Spanish is quite different from Puerto Rican. "En Espana quiere decir
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espiritu de gitana." (In Spain it means spirit of a gypsy) "Ay, mi hija,” one of them said,
”en Puerto Rico quiere decir dwarf" We laughed and laughed, and cemented the bonds.
In becoming as full a participant as possible, I also shared whenever asked, or on
other occasions when appropriate, what I was doing, what I was thinking about and "how
it was coming." To that extent, much of the knowledge and understanding that has been
developed through this study is a co-creation, produced through countless conversations
with various staff members. In seeking to understand Puerto Rican communicative
patterns, I learned to participate in them and experienced a level of richness in
conversation that was new to me.
I:
Well, and I'm saying. I'm thinking, you asked the question to D about
hierarchy and, that, that place in organizations, I would say that in Puerto Rico,
you know, the hierarchy there's a protocol for everything, you know, type of
thing. I don't know now, but this protocol is probably more so than here and
how do people, how do people respond to them. Well, the protocol is
understood and is explained. In here people are saying, hey, don't call me boss,
let me include you, but that's not what's happening, so there's resentment. Now,
if you said to me. I'm your boss, you know and I expect you to come to me and
this and this and that, it's understood, you know, um, so it's like, almost like
there's a conflict on the way that here people want to try to include you, but it's
not happening, 'cause they’re really rejecting you.
K:
That's very rich what you're
just saying. So there's a clash that you know, me estas tuteando, entonces yo te
tuteo a ti
I:
pero
K:
ymecortas!
I:
Exacto. So I can't trust you. You know. I can't
respect you either.
K:
Because you've asked me or invited me to
participate
I
but then
K
there's this power issue where you don't trust me either.
You are using the "tu'Torm with me and I use it back to you
but
and you cut me off
Exactly!
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I

Yeah, both ways. Both

ways.
Studying intercultural communication practices requires developing a deeper
understanding of one's own culture. In some ways that became easier because I heard so
much about "my own" through the lens of the "other." As the fish swimming in the ocean
and not being able to describe water, there were others outside of my ocean describing it
for me. Those descriptions were not always favorable, and I became caught in moments
of embarrassment, realizing that, I, too, swam deeply and unconsciously in those waters.
Although I had made a commitment to an interpretive stance rather than a critical or
transformative one (Rossman & Rallis, 1997), I found myself becoming critical in my
writing and thinking about "Anglo" communicative practices. Finally an objective
analysis of what each system enables and constrains was helpful in restoring neutrality
and balance in order to interpret rather than judge.
This writing does, however, listen more to the voices of the Puerto Rican staff in
conversation about culture than it does to those of the Americans. The first reason is that
Americans generally don't know how to talk about themselves as cultural beings, whereas
the Latinos at Career Point were very quick to identify themselves and their practices as
"the way we do things." They were also helpful in identifying Anglo cultural practices
from their view outside of them. Secondly, voices that say something about the Latino
self and the Anglo other rarely have opportunity for expression in a public venue. While
my research interest and commitment is to interpreting social worlds through
communication studies, I feel also a commitment to display the voices of an often
silenced people for the mutual learning of everyone.
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Language Usage
Puerto Rican participants in this study used a number of different terms to describe
themselves and the "Anglo" other. Latino, Hispanic and Puerto Rican were the primary
terms used to describe themselves, while White, American and Anglo were the terms
used to describe others. In fact, at one point when I was with a group of Puerto Ricans
from another organization, I used the term "Anglos." People looked puzzled and asked
one another what that meant. "Blancos" ("Whites"), someone said. Anglo participants
used the terms Latino, Hispanic and Puerto Rican, but almost never referred to
themselves with an ethnic label. On the rare occasion that they did, they used Anglo.
Following the Puerto Rican participant usage, I have used Latino and Puerto Rican
interchangeably. I have also used Anglo, primarily, but American occasionally for
variation. "American," of course, refers to the cultural identity, not political status or
geographical location. I did not use the term "White" since that term usually raises issues
of racial identity and would have been confusing in this context.
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CHAPTER 4
FORMS OF TALK
Introduction
This study is an attempt to answer the general inquiry of what happens when
people of different cultures communicate within the context of an organization. To that
end, this chapter begins the inquiry by asking what communication patterns are culturally
identifiable within Career Point, a service organization that is staffed by Anglos and
Puerto Ricans at all of its levels. I focus on meetings as frequent speech situations that
occur within the organization and as forms of talk that are rich for their opportunities for
the performance and display of cultural identities. Following Carbaugh's heuristic
framework for understanding cultural communication systems (1990b), I begin by asking
what or interactional shape does "meeting" take on at Career Point as the general, social
context in which people of Puerto Rican and Anglo cultural identities communicate
together? Is the speech form of "meeting" identifiable as a cultural pattern? Are there
other forms of meetings that have other culturally identifiable patterns? If so, what
interactional shapes might they take on?
I begin the analysis by framing meeting as a speech event within a speech
community. Using Hymes' descriptive framework (1974), and taking into consideration
the structure of a staff meeting as a starting point and then moving on to other forms of
meetings, we discover something about the organizational and cultural context of Career
Point.
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Career Point
Career Point is a speech community comprised of approximately 30 staff members,
10 board members, numerous "partners," hundreds of "customers," and many visitors. Its
stated purpose is to develop the workforce in Hampden County. Its primary "product" is
service; service to the jobseeker in the form of job search assistance such as career
counseling, job matching, workshops and computer training, resume review and more;
service to employers in terms of job posting and candidate referral.
The workday at Career Point is highly scheduled with many speech situations such as
daily workshops, job fairs, job search support clubs, counseling sessions, orientations and
internal and external meetings. Because of the complexity of scheduling, the staff
member who is responsible for the monthly workshop and training events calendar may
spend between 20 and 30 hours in a month preparing it. A calendar of on-going internal
meetings is also prepared by the director's administrative assistant. On-going internal
meetings are weekly or bi-weekly gatherings of departments for staff updates or strategic
planning, marketing committee, quality council, safety committee, and various ad hoc
committees that work on quality improvement tasks. Each day begins with the "morning
meeting," a gathering of all staff to review who is doing what that day, including staff
absences for various reasons, and the day's calendar of events. New job listings are also
announced in the morning meeting. It is during this meeting that birthdays are
sometimes celebrated with cakes and some gifts, and where light-hearted pranks and on
going jokes occur.
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"Let's Get Started": Organizational Context
As I climb the winding staircase to the third floor at 8:25 on Thursday morning, the
sounds of chatter and laughter can be heard from the employee "cafe." The energy level
is high as staff members toast bagels that were brought by the director and pour their
coffee. I am greeted by a cheery "good morning" and a compliment about my outfit. I
join in the conversation for a moment as a couple of us talk about dress and then the
conversation changes as someone else comes in for coffee and is greeted. I leave the cafe
and go next door to the large "training room" where all-staff meetings take place every
other Thursday. I say hello to the three or four staff members who are already there and
take a seat at the U-shaped table after I set up the tape recorder. The director comes in
and I help him drag a table to the head of the U. I tell him I'll be happy to take the notes
at the meeting today. He says thank you and busies himself getting a chair and laying out
papers.
Staff members filter in slowly, some with cups of coffee and bagels, accompanied by
greetings and laughter as they take their seats. The director seats himself at the small
table he has placed at the head of the U and smiles and returns greetings to people as they
come in and seat themselves. The sides and back of the U fill in quickly and some come
in and seat themselves in chairs lined up against the wall outside of the U. As the
director glances at the clock which reads 8:30, he says:
Why don't we, uh, get started here. We'll get through this relatively
quickly, with people out on vacation and with MOSES (training) and
everything we don't have a full - well, we do have a full agenda but I think
most of them are updates and announcements. Uh, before jumping into it
though, let's start with the health and welfare thing. What do we know
about how people are doing?
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The agenda of these meetings follows a regular format, beginning with "health and
welfare," a segment in which staff members bring up a range of personal topics from the
announcement by one that he and his wife had put an offer on the purchase of a house to
another who tearfully told everyone that her mother had been diagnosed with Lou
Gehrig's disease. In one meeting, a telephone call was made to a staff member in the
hospital who had delivered a baby the evening previously. The call was put on speaker
phone and the entire staff cheered and applauded while one of the administrative
assistants talked with her.

"Health and welfare" is a speech event in which staff

absences are discussed and lamented if for an illness or applauded if for a vacation.
Appreciation for one another is liberally given as folks bring up accomplishments of
others. And teasing abounds, often initiated by the director, this comment made to a
college student who had been working at Career Point during the summer:
Gidget, have you dropped out of school yet? (general laughter) It's getting
close, you know. You need to drop out now. College won't get you
anywhere, just look around, (laughter)
Anything else? Everyone's healthy?
"Anything else?" or a similar question signifies a topic transition. The next topic is
"department updates," in which staff members of departments report what they have been
doing or what they have coming up. The purpose of this segment, according to the
director, is to "meet the challenge" of interdepartmental communication, ”to force
everyone to know what each department is focusing on and what the hot topics are and
stuff like that." During this "report out" event departments report what projects they are
working on, what upcoming events they may have and any other issues or
accomplishments they may have or wish to communicate with the group. Here, often,
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others compliment or otherwise affirm something the reporting department has done.
However, when management has something urgent or that they have decided is important
or if there is a "busy agenda," updates will be urged to be short or they may be dispensed
with altogether:
I hope you all got the e-mail I sent out yesterday explaining that we
wouldn't do the normal department updates, but if you had something you
were supposed to get it to me. So, we'll leave a little bit of time at the end
to do the updates.
On one of the written agendas, the department update title was followed by a
parentheses with the admonishment "quick and dirty." On another occasion, the director
was heard to lament that department updates don't seem to be working in terms of
fostering interdepartmental communication. The frequency with which this particular
segment is rushed through or preempted or by other management-initiated topics may be
communicating low organizational priority to staff-initiated communication, and may
account for this event's lack of success.
The next event in a staff meeting is usually some discussion by "management" about
something that management thinks is of importance to the staff. The topics in this
segment are named on the written agenda, and have ranged from introduction of a new
performance evaluation system to discussion of the politics of the new legislation
regarding workforce development (WIA). This is management's opportunity to keep the
staff informed of internal and external factors that affect their jobs or the organization
and for the staff to ask questions and receive clarification on the issues that are brought
up.
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The usual final event within the all staff meeting is "celebrations," a time when "we
remind ourselves what we're doing here." Staff members are called upon to report
positive things that they have heard from or about customers or Career Point or one
another. In one staff meeting, the director announced a change in the agenda:
on the agenda, I put celebrations earlier, 'cause it felt like we were losing
what celebration was all about. You know, we put it at the end and
celebrations are supposed to be reminders of why we do this stuff, and it
always comes at the end and we're always trying to get out fast and open
the front doors, so celebrations aren't working.
While there is a usual sequence of speech acts within the staff meeting, different
levels of importance are signified by their placement on the agenda. Events closer to the
end may be "lost" in the rush to leave the meeting and open the front doors. When the
normal order is changed by management and an event is placed toward the beginning of
the meeting, its momentary importance is emphasized. The "health and welfare" segment
is a ritual opening that was never preempted in the many staff meetings I attended; its
placement at the beginning of every staff meeting is one of the ongoing indicators of the
mutual concern that is a characteristic of Career Point. "We are like family" is a
frequently stated sentiment by Career Point staff and the beginning health and welfare
communicative ritual at staff meetings helps to foster that feeling.
By 9:50 the reception staff and the counselors are getting up to leave to settle
themselves in before customers arrive at 10:00. "Let's go do customer service," says the
director, invoking the words of the official closing of meetings. Staff who are not
scheduled for training or other meetings or customer appointments linger in the training
room or go to the cafe for more coffee or food. By shortly after 10:00 everyone is settled
into their work of the day.
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Nothing Left to Chance
The structured format of the staff meeting meets the characteristics of a well run
meeting according to business and management literature (Buchholz & Roth, 1987;
Heller & Hindle, 1998; Nelson & Economy, 1996), which calls for a facilitator, an
agenda and very strict scheduling. These characteristics are recognizable not only at staff
meetings at Career Point but at most other meetings as well. There is always a
facilitator who introduces the meeting following a sequential pattern of, first, a call to
order, and, second, a statement of purpose or review of the "agenda." This sequence is
followed consistently, whether at a quality council meeting led by the director with a
guest speaker:
... B's on the phone so why don't we just go ahead and start. Normally we
would review last week's record. Do you mind if we do that first, then
jump right into yours, T? Um, does everyone have a copy?
or at a staff meeting led by a manager who was substituting for the director:
We might as well get started. Well, welcome. D. asked me to help
facilitate through this agenda, but we don't have any major issues; it's
basically information sharing and department updates kind of agenda
today. So, why don't we - we just started with who's here and who's not,
but let's just get started. So, P called in ..
Agendas for meetings at Career Point are usually prepared in advance and handed out in
written form, or may be developed as the first activity of the meeting.
Okay, what I had said earlier is that for a variety of reasons we don't have
a formal agenda here, so let's take five minutes and develop our agenda and
maybe we could do that partially from our last record .
Agenda items are strictly adhered to in the order in which they are laid out and when
a participant introduces a topic in incorrect order, the facilitator of any meeting redirects
the conversation:
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F:
Is there anything that we kind of need to know in terms of operations,
people's lives, uh?
A:
We have a job fair today.
F:
Why don't we do job fair later; that's kind of an entity unto its own.
B:
I have a celebration (simultaneously, C raises her hand)
F:
Okay, C first
(after C speaks)
F:
Anything else we need to do here on catch up? Okay, let’s jump into the
job fair. Why don't you walk us through?
In addition to adhering to the agenda sequence, facilitators pay attention to "time"
allocated for each topic. "Time" is frequently mentioned during Career Point meetings,
whether it be to shape a parameter, to set a context or to hurry things along:
Why don't we get started. Our goal is to do a relatively abbreviated
meeting, with ultimately the purpose of spending some time on WIA and
its impact on operations. So, that's really what we're hoping to do this
morning and if we can do that it an hour that would be great. But before
that it feels like, maybe it's just for me, but it feels like we've been on a
roller coaster here for the past four or five days, so why don't we do just a
few minutes of catch up. (my italics)

Meetings are hurried along nonverbally by glances at wrist watches or at the clock
on the wall. When the facilitator has a particularly full agenda or something he or she
wants to talk about, participants who are called on to speak are told "we have only a few
minutes," or given other verbal indicators, such as a glance at the clock, that their
comments need to be kept short.
Taken together, all of these speech activities of the facilitator in a meeting situation at
Career Point, starting the meeting, stating the purpose, preparing an agenda, maintaining
the agenda sequence, attending to time, monitoring the speaking, and closing the
meeting are attributes of effective meeting facilitation according to management
literature (Buchholz & Roth, 1987; Heller & Hindle, 1998; Nelson & Economy, 1996).
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Readers are told by Heller and Hindle that "if something is going to happen, it is because
a leader makes it happen" (1998, p. 111). The leader is then warned that, "it is
imperative that time is not lost," and, to insure that such a thing does not happen, is told,
"Keep a careful track of time throughout a meeting to ensure the agenda is covered in the
allotted time." To keep meetings "on course" the reader is told, "allocate a specific
amount of time to each subject on an agenda" (p. 134). Nelson and Economy tell their
managers that in order to have great meetings, they must have an agenda, maintain focus
and "ruthlessly keep your meetings on topic at all times."
Echoed both in these instructions on how to conduct meetings as well as in the actual
way many meetings are conducted at Career Point is the preferred communicative form
of corporate discourse based on Utilitarian ideology: "The corporate ideology is that in
discourse nothing should be left to chance. Speech situations and events are carefully
orchestrated and controlled" (Scollon & Scollon, 1995, p. 184).
Certainly, Buchholz and Roth's description of the characteristics of well-run meetings
as those that have, "a clear sense of purpose, everyone participating, no one being
allowed to go off on tangents and lasting no longer than necessary" (1987, p. 113)
epitomizes the anti-rhetorical, deductive, rationalistic, egalitarian and institutionally
sanctioned public speech discourse forms of that ideology. Buchholz and Roth's
description of "well run meetings" is characteristic of most of the internal meetings at
Career Point. These characteristics can also be seen in meetings that are held to benefit
the job seeking customers. The Job Club is one such external meeting whose purpose is
to offer resource and support to job seekers.
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Job Club and Club de Trabaio
The Job Club meets every Tuesday from 1:00-3:00 and is open to any registered
Career Point customer. It is usually attended by Anglo, native English speakers, and
there may be 8-12 participants in any week. The facilitator, also an Anglo native English
5

speaker prepares a schedule of topics and activities for each week and posts the
schedule at least two months in advance; copies of it are available in the meeting room,
as well. Promptly at 1:00, the facilitator sits at one end of a set of tables configured into
a rectangle, starts the meeting and presents the agenda. If there are newcomers, the
facilitator explains the purpose of the job club and asks if there are questions. Then all
participants are asked to go around and introduce themselves and say what brings them
there. Old timers are asked to introduce themselves and say how the job search has been
going for them since the last meeting. Most of the talk is elicited by and directed to the
facilitator, although from time to time participants do make short comments to one
another. If a participant introduces a topic out of the agenda sequence, he will be told to
wait until the appropriate time as in the following sequence:
F:
P:
F:

Do any of the new people have any questions about the job club?
I had a job interview
Great, we're going to get to that. Any of the new folks have questions?

After participants talk about their experiences, the program begins; it may include a
speaker or an exercise or some other activity related to the job search. Everyone leaves
promptly at 3:00.

This facilitator has since left the organization, and the Job Club is, as of this writing,
being facilitated by an African American woman who told me she was going to change
the format. I have not attended since the new facilitator took it over.
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Not all meetings at Career Point, however, are run according to a "facilitator
controlled model. El Club de Trabajo is also a job search support group with
participants who are making the transition from welfare to work. It is held at Career
Point by up to three staff members from the Department of Transitional Assistance, a
lead facilitator, V., and two assistants. All of the staff are Puerto Rican as are most of the
participants. The meetings are held twice weekly and may have anywhere from 20-40
attendees at any one meeting. While the official time of the gathering is from 10:00 to
12:00, participants may come as early as 9:30 and stay the full time; others may come as
late as 11:00 and leave when their business is done. Participants seat themselves in
small groups and continually talk among themselves, looking over that day's job listings
together and helping one another to fill out applications or registration forms, as
appropriate. After handing out the lists and other papers for the day, facilitators walk
around the room going over to any one group or another that calls to them for assistance.
On occasion one of the facilitators may make a brief announcement to the entire group or
may ask a question, but never is total silence expected when such general talk is made.
The buzz of talk is constant throughout the meeting time as participants come and go
according to their needs. Some who finish the business they came for stay to help or chat
with friends while others leave immediately when their interaction is complete. By 11:50
the room is usually clearing out, and the facilitators are gathering up their belongings to
leave.
The comparison of the two job clubs is interesting in that their stated purposes are the
same but their patterns are entirely different. One is free-flowing with people who come
and go according to their own needs with facilitators acting as information and support
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resources; the other has a prepared agenda led by a facilitator who brings in outside
experts or uses activities as informational and learning resources. In one the talk is on¬
going among participants themselves and with facilitators; in the other, talk is regulated
with participants being invited and expected to speak in the "going around" event, and
silent while doing activities or listening to speakers until they are invited once again to
speak "on topic" during "discussion" or "question and answer" events. El Club de
Trabajo is the subject of affectionate comments by some Career Point staff, with such
descriptions as "wild" and references such as "V. and her gang." The Job Club, however,
goes unremarked, its form recognizable by most staff members.
A Tale of Two Meetings
Other meeting forms may occur at Career Point, as well, depending upon the purpose
and the participants. Meetings whose purpose is brainstorming may take on an entirely
different shape than one that is strictly passing on information from management to staff.
Meetings that are facilitated by a staff member rather than a manager may have more talk
that is co-produced among participants, rather than directed to and by the facilitator. One
of these "participant-directed" meetings took place on July 20, 2000 as a follow up to a
more traditionally facilitated meeting that had taken place on July 19, 2000. The purpose
of both meetings was for the trainers and counselors to create a new and different way of
presenting orientations to Career Point services for newly registering customers.
Because of legislative changes that had altered some of the services and a competitor's
"out marketing" Career Point through more frequent orientations, management had
decided a new way of delivering orientation sessions was necessary. Career Point has a
long history of staff participation in decisions about their fields of expertise, so trainers
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and counselors were asked to come up with a shorter and more frequently held
orientation session that would also direct customers who might be eligible for the new
Workforce Investment Act (WIA) services.
The first of the two meetings was held on July 19, late in the afternoon, and was
attended by 12 participants, three of whom were Puerto Rican and two African
American, with the rest Anglo. It was facilitated by an Anglo manager in the "carefully
orchestrated" style of traditional meetings. It began in a deductive manner:
Um, let's get started. The primary agenda for this, I was going to say for
this morning, but that'll make the day long, is to try to pick up from where
we were the last time. We've had a lot of meetings, let's remind ourselves
that the goal of this meeting is the orientation
was kept on track by the facilitator through the monitoring of turn-taking:
Wait, I can only listen to you one at a time. Finish, A, and I can listen to
B.
and keeping track of time:
Okay so let's move on since it's already ten of four.
This meeting did not result in decisions about the specifics of the new orientation, so
participants who were available agreed to meet the following morning. The manager had
something else scheduled for the next morning, but told the group to go ahead without
her. Consequently, the meeting of July 20 had some of the same participants as the day
before, but some other people also came. This meeting was attended by four Latino staff
members, one African-American, and initially, two Anglo staff members. Halfway
through the meeting a third Anglo came. Although the manager was not there, one of the
Anglo staff members who often facilitates meetings offered to facilitate this one. When
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all of the participants were gathered, the facilitator began the meeting in a muted form of
the usual call to order and explanation of "agenda":
F:
G, you were not here yesterday afternoon. A, you were here. No? Well,
let's kind of summarize to get our heads on straight about what we talked about
yesterday
As the meeting began, there was a conventional flow of speaking with most talk directed
to and answered by the facilitator. After a number of turns and topic changes, however,
the communication shifted from the conventional participant-to-facilitator flow of talk to
that of participants speaking to one another. The facilitator became incorporated as one
of the conversational participants. Yet, the participants kept themselves "on track" and
in the end reached some decisions:
D:
So, I mean, that's great, this is all words that we wanna change and that's
fine, but where are we with these four steps? What I hear is people wanting that
one of those next steps is to see a career counselor. Is that, is that an
agreement?
H:
That's the, I agree
B:
I, I agree with that
D:
I mean is that a consensus?
Multiple Voices:
Yeah, I agree/Yes,
And felt they had accomplished something at the end:
E:

I think we did really good this morning.

H:

I feel better today than I did yesterday about this.

One of the participants who was at both meetings described the second meeting in
this way:
I felt 100% there, the conversation was exhilarating; I said something,
they responded immediately to me, it didn't matter that they agreed with
me or didn't agree I got a reaction and it was a reaction, they re paying
attention to me. And I like that and I fed off on that but I also felt I really
had something to share. I really had ideas or suggestions or an interesting
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perspective that I could really feel I could contribute, and I felt that they
felt the same way, too ....
The Shape of Talk
According to Carbaugh, the term "discourse form" may suggest the notion of the
shape of act sequences of communication (1990b). Some shapes may be spiraling, others
linear and still others cyclical. Carbaugh in this context is referring to the speech content
of such cultural terms for talk such as "griping," or "communication," and speaks to the
question of "what is being said to whom." The flow of communication among
participants speaks to the question of "who is speaking to whom" and may also create a
shape of communication. "Well-run meetings" that follow a utilitarian form of discourse,
and are controlled by a leader with communication that flows from participants to leader,
take on a pointed shape, reminiscent of an "arrowhead," as illustrated in Figure 1, a
diagram of the meeting of July 19, (hereafter called meeting #1). Figure 2 is a diagram
of the communication flow of the meeting of July 20, (hereafter called meeting #2),
which took on a rounded, connected shape, more like a "web," as one participant put it.
Both of these speech situations are called "meetings" by Career Point staff, but each has
different contours constituted by the forms of discourse within each situation. While
meeting #1 followed the discourse forms recognizable as "utilitarian," with its emphasis
on individualism, the discourse forms of meeting #2 followed a group oriented,
collaborative pattern that has been recognized elsewhere as one that is used among
Puerto Ricans (Milbum, 1998).
Each of these shapes enables some things and constrains others; each has its
advantages and disadvantages. Meeting #1 is focused on "getting the job done." Its
shape insures that all participants know who is in charge and responsible for both the
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content of the meeting and for implementing the results. It enables a leader/decision¬
maker to hear multiple arguments or ideas about a set topic within a set period of time. It
makes clear to whom participants must address their arguments or ideas. Its discourse
form permits information to be imparted rapidly and efficiently, with one person
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Figure 2: Meeting with predominantly Latino participants
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speaking to many so that everyone hears the same thing at the same time. Its controlled
agenda insures that participants will stay focused on the predetermined task and not
waste "time," that highly valuable utilitarian commodity. Because the communication
flow and content is controlled by one person, it is potentially not "messy" or subject to
surprises or unexpected outcomes.
This meeting form, however, constrains collaboration, cooperation, participantcentered generation of ideas, spontaneity and relationship building that comes from the
act of co-production. It is an excellent forum for speakers who are fluent in its discourse
forms, but it is not an encouraging one for those who are not. Thus, many good ideas are
not expressed and become lost to the organization. Without the relational aspect of
collaboration and co-production, development of "teams" is constrained.
Meeting #2, however, is structured to develop teams; that is, a group of people who
move as one toward a common goal (Senge, 1990). Its interactional shape fosters
collaboration, consensus decision-making and relationship building. It provides a forum
in which everyone's voice can be heard and ideas expressed. It allows participants to
contribute personal strengths to the process, such as the speaker D above, who is calling
for consensus. It enables collective responsibility for both content and outcome.
The disadvantages are that it is not controlled; it is a spontaneous and emotive form
that has a potential for "messiness" in decision-making. Individuals who are not fluent in
its forms or norms may not understand when consensus is reached. There is no apparent
mechanism, such as a leader, for implementation of results. This web-shaped form is not

recognizable within a utilitarian discourse system (Scollon & Scollon, 1995) and is, thus,
underutilized, even in an organization that values a "team" approach.
Meeting shapes, however, are only one-third of a cultural communication system. So,
while they say something about themselves, there is more to the story. Interactional forms
are structured by norms that govern who may speak, when, to whom, for how long, about
what, and so on. Such norms are culturally variable and are usually so deeply embedded
that they are considered normal and natural and "the right thing to do." Norms of
speaking also serve to structure forms of talk to forefront a particular cultural identity.
So, to continue with this inquiry of the cultural communication systems at work here, we
turn next to the norms of interaction that structured the two distinct meeting forms
discovered at Career Point.
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CHAPTER 5
NORMS OF MEETINGS
The Wav Things Are Done
Discourse forms are constructed in part through interactional norms; that is, the
conventional way "things are done" when people engage in particular speech situations,
events or acts (Carbaugh, 1990b). Interactional norms are those conventions that govern
who can speak, to whom, for how long, about what, who can speak next about what, and
how those turns are exchanged. These norms determine speaking at a subconscious
level, and should the average person be asked about them, they would likely be hard
pressed to identify them. In themselves, such norms of convention carry no moral
weight; they are just the way things are done. However, because norms are one of the
elements of the communication system that displays a "proper person" within a particular
form, violations of convention take on a moral weight. A person who takes a speaking
turn out of turn somehow ought to know better, and may be judged as rude or ignorant or
even worse. The discovery, then, of norms of interaction within particular forms can also
say something about the cultural identity performing there. This chapter looks at the
interactional norms that helped construct each of the two shapes of the meetings that
were discussed in Chapter 4 and also draw some conclusions about normative conduct
therein.
Pearce defines conversation as "a game-like pattern of social interaction comprised
of a sequence of acts, each of which evokes and responds to the acts of other persons"
(Pearce, 1994, p. 27). Since such "game-like patterns" are what meetings are comprised
of, it is appropriate to apply the frame of conversational interaction to discover the norms
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that constructed each of these meeting shapes. Harvey Sacks' (1992a) studies of natural
multi-party conversations are particularly informative, although, in this case, more for
how each of the meetings varied from such conventions than for how they followed
them.
To review briefly. Sacks' conversational norms say that only one speaker speaks at a
time, and the next speaker is either selected by the current speaker or is self-selected.
Adjacency relationships, that is, utterances that go together in pairs, keep multi-party
conversations cohesive. Conversations are self-monitoring with "corrective operations"
being performed by participants themselves. It is the business of parties to the
conversation to deal with the conversation's violations. That is to say, we are dealing
with particular sort of set of rules. There aren't officials monitoring conversations who
insert corrective operations or who allow it to proceed to the end and then assess fines. It
is a situation in which there is a self-enforcing system operating (Sacks, 1992b).
"Wait. Let Me Finish"
Conversations as part of business meetings, however, do have "officials" monitoring
conversations who "insert corrective operations." In fact, it is the job of a meeting leader
to perform such corrective operations, according to the literature on how to run business
meetings. Thus, the norms of interaction in a meeting, while having similar properties,
operate differently from the self-monitoring norms of natural conversation. An analysis
of speaker selection, cohesion of talk and corrective operations in the meeting of July 19,
2000 will show how the norms of interaction operated in that conventionally facilitated
business meeting:
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Next Speaker Selection
Next speaker selection was the job of the facilitator and occurred in a variety of ways.
The facilitator, as current speaker, selected next speaker through addressing a person in
the course of talk:
F:

T:

That make sense, does that help catch us all up? So, what you
were saying, T, is that some other people are starting to look at this
triaging or tracking and trying to sort of organize the customers
with some logic ...
I mean what I'd definitely say is a few of the people I talked to.

Or through an adjacency pair plus direct address:
F:
J:

Um, thank you, J, for getting the minutes out. Okay, um, do you
mind doing it again?
No, I'll try to be better at getting them to you.
Next Speaker Self-Selection

Speakers who wished to speak next "bid" for next speaker status by raising their
hands, calling the facilitator's name, or otherwise verbally or non-verbally indicating to
the facilitator their desire to speak next. The facilitator, then, called on the next speaker
by address or by nonverbal indicators such as pointing or looking. In the case of multiple
bidders for the floor, the facilitator selected them in some kind of order so that the norm
of one speaker at a time prevailed:
F:

Somebody had a question over here and then I'll go back to C.

F:

Right. C and then A

F:

Okay. A and then D
Cohesion of Talk

When speakers self-select in natural conversation, their talk is related to what has
gone before and cohesion of talk is maintained. If A speaks, B's response will relate to
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A s, then C s response will relate to B s and so on. Under a "bid-for-next-speaker" norm,
the facilitator must select an order of speaking among multiple bidders, B and then C and
then D. All multiple bidders are seeking to respond to current speaker, A's, talk at the
time of their bid; but when their turn finally comes around in a pre-selected order, their
response will not be to then ’’current speaker," and their utterance will no longer be
related. Here’s an example from meeting # 1:
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
346
347
348
349
350
351
351
352
353

H: I would suggest that you all meet with counselors first time up to
an hour just to make sure you're on the right path; they don’t have to
but most of them will.
A:
Doe/s anyone/
C:
//Can I suggest/
B:
//That’s one of our goals, too, evidently is to,
as I said earlier in these meetings that we’ve had is to have more people,
um, have at least one meeting with a career counselor so that they (/ )
F:
//We
can, we can build that into the conversation at orientation, but if Joe still
says I don’t care I want to see I want to/ do job search/
H:
/then Joe gets/what he wants.
F: Right. C and then A.
C: Okay, a possible sort of meeting between these things is I think
rather than solely presenting in very loose language, here are some
possible tracks where do you fit in, in the job search we could say, self
directed job search and underneath that we could specify, for you to be
ready fo this you need to have a resume, you need to know what field,
you need to say just five quick questions and if you can answer yes to all
five of these, you know how to use the computer, you are comfortable
with the internet, duh, duh, duh, duh, which actually is a lot of what
Jobnets is like, then they can make that choice let’s go self directed
F:
Okay,
A and then D
A:
That’s okay. My question was just going to be we used to
do everybody meet with a counselor, and then I think C was helpful in
saying it was just too much. Why did we stop doing it, 'cause it was just
too much?
Multiple Voices: it was too much/the wait was too long
A:
The wait, yeah,
I remember that.
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This exchange is interesting in that it shows the detail of how the "one speaker at a
time" rule is self-corrected by participants. A, C, and B all start simultaneously in lines
326-328 in response to H's utterance, but A and C stop allowing B to prevail. In line 331,
F interrupts B to make another comment. H then overlaps F in line 334 and Finishes her
sentence. F agrees, then calls on the other two previously unsuccessful bidders, A and C,
in line 335. C's comment is not directly related to the topic of everyone seeing a
counselor, but he cleverly bridges the topics, so that listeners can make a connection
through "a possible meeting of these things ..." in line 336. In regular conversation, the
next speaker after C would say something related to C's comment, but here A's question
relates back to H's utterance in lines 323- 325, when she first made her bid for next
speaker. She herself acknowledges the delay in relevancy by saying in line 348, "my
question was just going to be ..." This kind of jumping back and forth in topic change
was prevalent in this facilitated meeting, as it is in most, in my experience, and is also
common in other "directed" speech events such as classroom discussions.
Corrective Operations
Periodically throughout meeting #1, as in most natural conversation, there occurred
conversational "violations" of the one speaker at a time rule. On some occasions, these
multiple start ups at speaker turn change were self corrected by the conversants as shown
in lines 326-328 in the above segment.
However, one of the tasks of the facilitator is to enforce the norm of one speaker at a
time in order to insure that "everyone is given a change to speak" and "to allow points of
view to be expressed" (Heller & Hindle, 1998). Thus, sometimes the facilitator stepped
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in to correct a violation of the one speaker at a time norm and to arbitrate selection of the
next speaker:
210
211
212

B: But why should we be listing services? Rather than (// )
C:
//We're
talking, we're talking tracks// because

213
214

F:
//Wait, I can only listen to you one at a
time. Finish, C, and I can listen to B.

In this case, B starts to speak, C interrupts with something else, but the speakers
neither cede the floor nor initiate a remedial exchange as is the norm. This is clearly a
non self-correcting violation and the facilitator steps in to make a corrective operation,
choosing one of the two speakers as the one to prevail. The facilitator selects C, not
realizing it was he who had initially interrupted B. After C speaks, the facilitator calls on
B, who chooses not to pursue her thought:
220
221
222
223

F:
B:
F:
B:

okay Let me, let me, hold that thought and then I can hear B.
No.
You're sure
Yup.

Corrections may occur on other occasions as well. Here, as the facilitator is
speaking, a participant makes a premature bid for next speaker status or perhaps begins a
self selecting action (there is no indication that can be heard on the recording):
249
250
251

F: That's why I see counseling weave through these, but if somebody
says I'm 50 years old and I don't ever want to be a factory worke again, I
need to meet with G - wait, C, let me finish
Facilitator as Next Speaker:

It is clear from the diagram of the speech flow in this meeting that the facilitator
frequently became "next speaker." Analysis of this meeting and other facilitated
meetings shows that the facilitator is usually positioned facing participants so that he or
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she can see and be seen by all of them, whereas participants may or may not be able to
see one another. At Career Point, the facilitator of larger meetings often stands or sits at
the head of a U-shaped configuration of tables, where he or she can see all participants
who can see some of the other participants, but not all.
Keeping in mind that "every conversation is an interactional accomplishment"
(Moerman, 1988, p. 22) facilitators often become "next speakers" because they are
selected by "current speaker" through the nonverbal message of looking. To the extent
that participants look at the facilitator even while their communication may be directed
to the entire group, the facilitator has the option of becoming next speaker over all other
participants. Also, because the facilitator is the director of the speaking action, she has
the privilege of speaking at any time for whatever reason. Participants who wish to
become next speaker must self select, putting themselves in a possible position of turnexchange overlap with its attendant risk of corrective action by an alert facilitator. They
may, of course, also petition the facilitator for the floor, a far less risky proposition,
although they may not be selected in time for what they have to say to be relevant.
Summary of Norms in Meeting #1
From this analysis, we can summarize some of the norms of interaction in Meeting # 1
as follows:
Only one speaker is allowed to speak at a time; interruptions and overlaps are
violations. Violations that are not self-corrected are corrected by the facilitator. The
facilitator selects next speaker either through selecting "bidders" who have indicated they
wish to speak, or by allowing speakers to self-select by speaking up. When a participant
is "current speaker," the facilitator may become the priority next speaker either through
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current speaker selection or through privileged self selection. Rather than speaking
herself at that turn exchange she may call on bidders, or she may speak first, then call on
bidders. If there are multiple bidders, the facilitator will select the order of next speaker.
Speakers who have been selected by bidding can speak about whatever topic was on their
mind at the time they were selected regardless what the topic was of the speaker just
prior. All persons who bid for the floor have the right to be selected The facilitator
monitors all communication by selecting next speaker, correcting violations of one
speaker at a time rule, and insuring that topics stay on "on track," and may speak at any
time. The facilitator is responsible for the outcome of the meeting.
’Tree Flowing Comfortableness”
The discourse forms of the meeting that took place on July 20, 2000 created an
entirely different shape and structure, which one participant described as "free flowing
comfortableness." An analysis of the interaction of that meeting will show the kinds of
structural norms that were operating there.
The meeting began in the conventional way with the same norms mentioned above
being used. The facilitator, although a peer, introduced the meeting, called on speakers
who directed their responses to her, and self-selected at turn exchange. However, about
20 minutes into the meeting, the facilitator became a participant communicator in the
meeting, rather than a leader, and the norms of self-administered multiple party
conversation began to operate. Next speakers were selected by current speakers through
direct address to a peer or by the first utterance of an adjacency pair, which any "next
speaker" could "take up." Next speakers also self-selected following the norms of "topic
relatedness." The result of the change to a form of "natural conversation," rather than
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communication directed by a leader, was that coherence was maintained for longer
periods than in meeting #1 and there were overall fewer topic changes. Speakers'
utterances were shorter than in meeting #1 as well; thus there were more turn exchange
opportunities and more people spoke more frequently.
Turn exchange opportunities give rise to opportunities for breaching the "one person
speaking at a time" rule. Two speakers starting up at once and/or next speaker(s) starting
up before the current speaker was finished were frequent occurrences during this
meeting. But as Moerman points out, not all interruption or overlaps are breaches. The
notion of interruption rests on there being a current speaker's claim to an "owned unit" of
speech that can be interrupted, a kind of individual ownership approach to an act of
speaking. But overlaps may actually be a strategy for communal sentence building that
gives speaking ownership to the group (Moerman, 1988).
Because the facilitator in meeting #2 did not redirect speech or intervene in any
speaking moments, participants monitored their own communicative action. Multiple
speakers were frequently in play, with one or another voice emerging in time. In-themoment negotiation of interruptions, collaborative sentence building through
overlapping, tying into one another statements, filling in current speaker's words, and
continuous affirmative phrasing were all features of this particular meeting.
One example of negotiation of an "owned unit" occurred in the following sequence:

184

F: Yup, it kind of goes back to, gets back to the idea of //having a more

185
1 g6

general

187
188
190

custom//er is
F:
//having a general, here's Career Point, we love you, and whether
or not they fill out a registration form that's another of the pieces ...

//go where the
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On hearing "idea of' (line 184), H interrupts by filling in her own thought of what
should follow at the same time F is uttering her thought. "Go where the customer is" is a
substantially different notion than "having a more general." Thus, in order to finish her
thought, F had to reject H's utterance, repeat her own, and move on to complete her
sentence. In this instance, then, we have a negotiated "ownership," and a corrective
action (ignore other, repeat own, continue). Had F incorporated H’s utterance, it would
have been heard to be a collaborative sequence, rather than an individually owned and
potentially interrupted one. But she didn't incorporate it, because H went in a different
direction than F was headed.
Here is an example of correcting a potential "interruption" by affirming the idea and
incorporating it into the sequence, thus turning it into an overlap, rather than interruption:
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

H: This is nice, but /you're ad/ding
D:
/it's long/
H:
yeah, it's long and you're adding to
the length of the orientation, which we're trying /to
D:
/righ/t
F:
/I think it's
good
H: It could be cut up or cut down or something.

In this sequence, D ties her statement into the "but" of H's utterance in line 252, and
H then incorporates D's "it's long" as an elaboration of her utterance about adding to the
length." Even though it appears that H has more to say with "which we re trying to in
line 255, she actually stopped after "trying to" and D's "right" was not an overlap but an
affirmation that went back to "adding to the length of the orientation.

H treats D s

utterance not as a breach or interruption but as an elaboration of her own thought.
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In fact, as frequent as overlapping and interruptions were in this meeting, they were
rarely treated as breaches or violations and "corrected." More often than not they were
incorporated as part of the dynamic and flow of the conversation.
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

D: And if they need to, uh, have job search preparation or any of the
activities between workshops and so this is divided in four pieces, I mean
it doesn't have to be as comprehensive as this, but the person themselves
by asking themselves the questions and then at the end they, if you have
here, if you take two or more
H:
Yeah, that's what I think
D:
then
E
you're
educating them as they make their selection
D:
and they're saying, okay, so I
have more than two, so that means I do need help with goal setting ....

In this sequence in line 224, H is responding toD's statement," it doesn't have to be as
comprehensive," in line 221. In line 227, E is responding to D's line 222 "by asking
themselves the questions." Both of these responses are delayed, but they are
"interruptions" of the class that Sacks says the speaker is heard to be finished, but then
continues. In both cases, D pauses while the other speakers have their say and then
continues as these utterances elaborate her own thoughts.
In another sequence two participant's overlap one another's utterances simply as a
manner of speaking:
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308

A: And I was under the impression we would be working on some
thing more simple and then
F:
Yeah
A:
I mean
Like a half an hour
H
Yeah, I see
D
45 minutes but half an hour that would be great
Natu/rally, it
H:
/And, A,/
D:
/would go
H:
over
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309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

D: you're right, like I see this as a little card
A:

/This is eh,/
/I don't see/ this as a, I

mean this is /really compr/eh//nsive
A:
/This is good/. /I mean this is better than that other stuff.
You just have/ to follow the nu/mbers
D:
/But it's still long/
A:
Well, it will happen in a
counseling se/ssion
D:
/session,/ yeah/.
A:
/I would/ say, or precounseling session. I, I really
don't know, but, I mean I am scared, we cannot be boring.
Multiple Voices: general laughter

In line 303 D responds to H in line 302; H attempts to respond with, "naturally it
would go over" but D has gone on to address A's idea of simplicity in line 306. Line 310
A thinks D has finished but she goes on; A ties in to D's "This is" with a "this is" of his
own in line 313. D in line 315 responds to his, "it's better than" with a delayed, "but it's
still long," while he has gone on to say why it's better. In line 318 D simultaneously says
"session" while A is saying it. Overlapping in this case becomes a kind of "coordinated
performance" (Milbum, 1998), where the idea is formed, developed and affirmed through
its joint production.
In this meeting ideas were often co-developed through the technique of overlapping:
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404

B: ... .if we do nothing else with this orientation we need to make
sure that people make a good solid con/nection with/ one person
E:
/connection/
This is
my key person,/ this is my source/
B:
/This is my point/ person
E:
/ point pers/on here
that's gonna guide me along the way/
B:
/you know/- /right, there's/ a name
and a face who's going to help map me.
H:
I like that.
B:
I like that too.
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As participants co-developed ideas through repeating and building on one another's
utterances, in the process of development the ideas received agreement and consensus
was built. As B and E co-developed the idea of "connections must be made," these two
participants, at least, were in agreement, as was a third whose affirmation was reiterated
by B.

Summary of Norms in Meeting #2
From this analysis the norms of meeting #2 can be summarized as follows:
More than one speaker may talk at a time provided the overlapping speaker supports,
elaborates, affirms or adds to current speaker's utterance. Interruptions may be ignored
or repaired by current speakers). Next speakers) self select or are selected by current
speaker through direct address or looking or adjacency sequences. Utterances are short
and are not "owned units." Next speaker's utterances must relate to current speaker's
topic. Many people talking at once is self monitored with one speaker's voice eventually
emerging from the multiplicity. Any participant may "facilitate" the group's keeping on
track or coming to agreement. Everyone can and does speak and everyone can and does
overlap or interrupt. The group is responsible for attending to time limits and for the
outcome of the meeting.

Norms and Forms
This chapter has examined the details of the discourse patterns in each of the two
meetings in order to discover what interactional norms created the forms or shapes of the
meetings that are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The analysis showed that two different
sets of norms prevailed and each set of norms accomplished different communicative
goals.
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The interaction norms of meeting #1 serve to forefront the individual. The type of
meeting is directed and controlled by a single individual who is responsible for strict
enforcement of the one speaker at a time rule of conversation. Each speaker, then, has a
claim to a turn of talk as sole speaker. Conversational interchanges take place primarily
between the facilitator and one other speaker and the meeting itself becomes structured
as a series of two-party interchanges with the facilitator as a constant one of the two.
These norms for "the ways things are done" create a moral force for the "right thing to
do." A "proper person" in this form of meeting should bid for speaker status and wait to
be called on. He should not speak out of turn and may not interrupt another speaker. He
should be clear and direct and brief in his speech. He should follow the directions of the
facilitator. A "proper facilitator" in this meeting should call on bidders in the order in
which they bid and must direct the flow of conversation to keep it focused on the topic so
that time is not wasted. She should not let speakers go on too long during their turns or
stray from the topic. She should monitor time carefully.
In meeting #2, the interaction norms serve to forefront the group process. These
norms give structure to spontaneous self-selection based on current speaker's talk,
overlapping supportive talk, and co-production of ideas so that what is agreed to belongs
to the group. A "proper person" acting in this form of meeting should always make
affirmative and supportive utterances to other speakers; she should not be directly
contradictory or critical of another. A proper speaker here should not try to direct or
control the speaking of other participants. She must not try to claim sole speakership or
ownership of a unit of speech; she should know that others can and should co-produce
and elaborate her speaking.
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Conclusion
Through an analysis of the norms active in each of two distinctively shaped
meetings, I have begun to explore the question of cultural differences active in each. In
one meeting there are norms that forefront the individual and enact utilitarian forms, and,
in the other, there are norms that forefront the group and enact relational forms.
Speakers in one form of meeting can and should have a turn at sole speaker and
ownership of his or her units of speech; speakers in the other form of meeting can and
should coproduce and elaborate one another's units of speech. One set of norms enacts a
communicative pattern that is shaped like an "arrow;" the other set enacts a
communicative pattern that is shaped like a "web."
To continue with the exploration of the cultural communication systems active in
each of these meeting forms, the next element to be discovered is the cultural identity
that is both active in these meeting forms and also enacted through the meeting norms.
To begin this discovery, I turn now to the voices of the participants themselves as they
talk about the meanings they make of the forms of each of the two meetings.
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CHAPTER 6
THE MEANING OF TALK
’’The meaning of speaking is always, in part, a function of culture"
Gerry Philipsen, 1992
So far, in the inquiry into the guiding question, what happens when people of
different cultures communicate with one another in the context of their worksite, this
study has examined two elements of a cultural communication system, forms of
performance and norms for interaction. These two elements have been analyzed from an
"experience distant" perspective (Geertz, 1974). That is, outside authorities have been
called in to explain both the forms of meetings that were discovered and the norms that
governed them. Experts in the business and management field have said something
about meeting forms (Buchholz & Roth, 1987; Heller & Hindle, 1998; Scollon &
Scollon, 1995), and a scholar of conversational analysis has shown how those forms
came to be through their structural norms (Sacks, 1992a, 1992b).
This chapter approaches the inquiry from an "experience near" perspective and turns
to listen to the voices of the people at Career Point as they talk about the two meetings
and tell what each of these meetings means to them. Embedded in this talk about talk are
cultural codes that speak of how persons can and should be, how they can and should
relate to others, and what rhetorical resources can and should be employed (Philipsen,
1992). From an understanding of these codes of communication, the third element of
cultural communication systems at Career Point, cultural identity, will begin to emerge.
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La Comida
H:
So, what's this all about, Kate?
K:
What?
H:
You bring all this stuff, I need to
know
K:
What's it about?
H:
you set the microphone in there, que es, que es lo que
hay? (What is, what is this about?)
I:
Dile, dile (tell him, tell him)
K
Well, I've been here a long time (giggle)
H
Okay
K
and I've been taping
everything on earth and finally one day I actually found some distinct patterns.
I, I don't care what people say, it's the patterns that I'm looking for, and I'll tell
you more about that. One day, um, there was a meeting and I went to that
meeting - and we talked about that a little bit - and the next day there was
another meeting, uh, you were there, and you were at too,
I:
mmhmm
K:
Maybe you
weren't at the first one, no. But anyway, the next day, and the patterns were so
different in those two meetings that it began to show itself. You know, that it
started to, I think, reveal themselves, if you will. So, what um what I want to do
is talk about that and get the group's understanding what it is that we're hearing,
what it is that I'm hearing, so that's kind of vague generalities but I have, I
actually have diagrams of those two meetings - it's fascinating.
I:
So, now can we
(have wine) before or after?
This dialog set the context for "la comida" (the meal) with some of the Puerto Rican
staff about how they saw the difference in structure between the two meetings. Earlier in
a general conversation with one of the Latino staff who had not been at either meeting, I
mentioned meeting #2 and how everyone was talking, and her comment was: "I'm
surprised that you've heard us talking a lot, or that you're saying that, because I would
have thought you'd have said we were silent a lot." This statement was the first alert that
the differences in these two meetings had, perhaps, some cultural meanings to be
discovered. When I mentioned to her that I should talk with others about communication
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in the meetings, she recommended that I talk to the Puerto Rican staff as a group
exclusive of "whites," so that "we will feel more comfortable." One idea led to another,
and it was decided to have a "comida," a potluck dinner get-together at Career Point, so
that all Latinos could come who wanted to. Word went out by the grapevine, and I also
tried to talk to everyone in person to invite them and tell them what it was about. I
couldn't get to all, but one person had heard about it and decided to come without
knowing what the specific reason for it was. While everyone agreed to come with the
exception of a couple of people who were going to be on vacation, in reality only four
staff showed up due to various more urgent calls on some people's time by the vagaries of
life.
Permission was granted by management to use the facilities after hours that
Wednesday evening, since Career Point closes punctually at 5:00 p.m., and staff is
encouraged, if not required, to leave work immediately. One of the participants was put
in charge of "closing up" which entails closing and locking doors in a specific way and
setting the alarms when we were ready to leave, usually the responsibility of a manager.
Each of the attendees brought some food to share with the group. The fare was
simple consisting of salads and finger sandwiches, cold tomato soup (gazpacho) and a
bottle of wine and some sweets for dessert. The talk started with everyone speaking
Spanish, primarily, mixed with some English, discussing who was going to be there and
who couldn't make it. While we ate, we talked about many subjects, ranging from
mythological beasts and vampires to being raised in New York City to names of different
kinds of foods and cooking utensils in Puerto Rico, and places in Puerto Rico where
people had either lived or visited. The talk contained lots of teasing and jokes and
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laughter, particularly between two of the participants, both bom and raised in Puerto
Rico.
As the eating wound down, one of the participants said, "Okay, Kate," indicating that
I should begin the conversation about the meetings. With that, I showed the group the
diagrams and asked, generally, "what do you think is going on here?" For the next hour
and a half, these four staff talked about the two meetings, specifically, and talk at Career
Point in general. Later, I met individually with two other Latino staff members each over
a lunch out, and with three others all together during an extended lunch hour at Career
Point. I also met individually with a number of the Anglo staff, some who had been at
one or both meetings, as well as with two of the Anglo and one of the Latina
management staff who facilitate meetings at Career Point. Each was asked the general
question, "what do you think is going on here?" as I showed them the diagrams of the two
meetings. In many of the conversations, especially with the Puerto Rican staff, talk
branched away from the specifics of the meetings to other kinds of communicative
interactions. From all of this talk about talk at Career Point comes a fascinating story of
cross cultural differences in means and meanings of communication.
Chaos and Control
As both Anglo and Puerto Rican participants and non-participants in these two
meetings looked at the diagrams of the conversational flow in each, there was consistent
description of meeting #1 in terms of being "controlled" and "monitored," and meeting
#2 was described variously in terms of "chaos," "free flowing comfortableness" and
"openness of sharing."
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That's my take on some of this communication. Some of it is very
controlled in that, all right, let's go on to talk about this, you're getting off
the subject, or it's not your turn or something else, so people become sort
of inhibited about speaking out in this kind of a situation.
I felt the freedom to say what I wanted to say and we were all connecting.
Sometimes it gets chaotic, but I can deal with that.
Many declared the difference in structure to be the result of there being a manager,
any manager, in one meeting and no manager in the other:
Also, there are no managers here. I think that makes a difference with
communication in general because the managers -1 think that dynamic
happens here among the managers, something about being in charge.
And the openness of sharing might not be always present here, whereas
here there's nobody in the room per se that anyone could really be
concerned about how they hear or interpret a comment that they want to
give. I mean it wouldn't matter which manager was in the room here.
Everybody at the meeting was on the same level, so that kind of crosstalk
would naturally be more comfortable and go on than when you have some
management in the room.
They probably felt more comfortable
Yeah, they felt more comfortable
Without a
manager looking over them.
American management literature is clear that meetings must have a leader in order to
get anything done: "If something is going to happen, it is because a leader makes it
happen" ((Heller & Hindle, 1998, p. 111). Anglo management staff at Career Point agree:
I still don't see how you can get anything done without a leader.
I think I see in this one more chaos, um that there's sort of kind of back
and forth, back and forth, and I guess my question would be in this kind of
communication how do they come out with a product if there's not a
leader there? So that it's all circular and kind of going in every different
direction.
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For these managers communication that is "circular and going every different
direction" without a leader is not conducive to producing an outcome. Through the
direction of a leader, communication becomes linear and thus is capable of "getting
something done." Such an approach to meeting communication is well documented in
the literature that gives the leader the obligation to control meetings in order to "making
things happen." The leader is to:
•

start the meeting

•

allow points of view to be expressed

•

hold discussion

•

draw conclusions

•

decide on actions

•

summarize/close

Prior to starting the meeting, however, the leader is to prepare an agenda and
"allocate a specific amount of time to each subject on an agenda" in order to give the
meeting "a feeling of achievement and impetus to progress rapidly" (Heller & Hindle,
1998, p. 134). And in "great" meetings, leaders are admonished to "ruthlessly keep your
meetings on topic at all times"(Nelson & Economy, 1996, p.204). While setting an
agenda, allocating time to each item, and keeping "ruthlessly" to topic is considered to be
an efficient way to run a meeting, to the Puerto Rican staff at Career Point, tightly
controlled agendas have an altogether different feel:
Like I said, for me, this is, this is, agenda, power, control, all of this, you
know, you know, we have ten minutes for this topic, we have five minutes
for this topic, you know, ah, looking at the time, you know, stop that right
there, you stop right here, this is what this type of meeting is about.
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• • to a person that part of their communication is relational that comes
across like a whah, you know, a chop, like yuk, like oh my god, you know,
uh, talk about power, talk about control. It's all exaggerated, because,
because I don't, I need the relational always. 'Cause I've always had it.
Now I understand the agenda and that stuff, but when I first saw, you
know, the way that that was done, I thought it was a very uh rough way,
you know, because there was no space for how are you, how you doing?
You know, there was no space for that, and how can you talk to somebody
if you can't ask them hi, how are you doing?
Where there aren't strict agendas, people feel freer to express themselves:
I:
K:
I:

In that meeting (#2)if you hear her, didn't (Latina co-worker) talk a lot?
Mmm, oh, constantly, yeah.
There was no really agenda, was there?

Although F (facilitator) tried to stay with her agenda (in another meeting)
we (Latino participants) somehow pulled her away from that and she went
with our flow. 'Cause as the ideas came the ideas came whether the right
order doesn't matter, we needed to say it and some of the agenda items we
got and others we didn't get because we didn't go in order as she probably
would have liked, but that was a change from the way she wanted to have
it and the way the three of us dominated it. Let's go with the flow and do
it this way, and she felt encouraged because we were participating.
Strict agendas impede the flow of ideas because they don't come in any particular
order; they simply flow, and good communication requires that ideas be expressed at the
time of their "arrival." Strict agendas also impede relationships and, thus, productive
communication. "How can you talk to somebody if you can't ask them, "hi, how are you
doing?" This sentiment echoes that of a Puerto Rican trainer whose computer workshop
I attended. He asked participants to go around and introduce themselves, telling where
they were bom, if they were married, how many children they had, and, oh, a little about
their computer knowledge, because, "no puedo estar en un sitio donde no conozco la
gente." (I can't be in a place where I don't know the people.")
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Communicative events that allow space for relational talk and ideas to be expressed
when they come does not mean chaotic communication "going in every direction." Even
with an unmonitored flow of conversation and ideas, to the participants there is a
structure:
Todo el mundo hablaba y tratamos de un monton de cosas. Y aqui habia
una agenda bien fuerte - pero habia una estructura lo unico que fue
diferente.
La estructura esta.
Everyone was talking and we dealt with a lot of things. And here there
was a strong agenda - but (here) there was a structure, it was just different.
The structure is there.
For these participants the diagrams and their experience of the two meetings did not
represent a dimension of either control or chaos. Meeting #2 had a structure, even if
different from one with a "strong agenda." Its structure was like "lo que hacen las
aranas" to one participant, a web that the spiders make - bounded, coherent and
connected, a natural creation that has a purpose and an outcome.
MHold That Thought"
Adhering strictly to topic and time is not the only communicative pattern that is
troubling to Latino staffs ability to express themselves in meetings. Strict monitoring
and control of the "one speaker at a time" rule is equally inhibiting:
For me, you know, let's say I have an idea, it's shut down, you know, like,
let's go listen to this one. That's sometimes why I don't say much.
Because it's the same thing, you know, I'm not used to - not that I'm not
used to, but I might take it personally - you know hold that thought, we'll
get back to that, no it's not your turn, it's hers, let her speak, let her finish you know that's different. It's like, you know we speak over each other, so
it's almost as if, let her finish, she's not done yet, oh. I'm not through yet,
vou know then, I'm not saying I'm taking it personal, but it kind of, like oh
that’s different. I can't talk, you know, 'cause we're used to the Hispanics
and talking, like you say, overlapping, so and we don't tell each other,
wait, hold on I'm listening to this one, but, I think sometimes you might
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take it personally, and so its intimidating and you'd just rather not say
anything 'cause you're going to be told to shut up anyway.
Si no esta entremedio del minuto y del context, y de tu tumo, y del tumo
de aquel (If it isn't between this minute and that context and your turn and
his turn), you know, hold that thought, we'll get back to that, no it's not
your turn, it's hers, let her speak, let her finish - so it's almost as if, let her
finish, she's not done yet, oh. I'm not through yet.
To people whose cultural ways of speaking include spontaneous expression,
supportive overlap, collaborative sentence building and self-correction, the notion of
being monitored about who can speak and when and subjected to corrections of a leader
is not only "different" but also silencing:
It's very rough, harsh, it doesn't feel good, it's uncomfortable. It's not
acceptable. And if you have to accept it because of the situation, you're,
you're not happy. .. so it's almost like, uh, phut, a lot of times I can see
how you take the approach of I'm not going to say anything. You know,
just kind of repress, people repress ()what they have in their mind, what
they think about, quiet, silence, you know, all of that.
pero para mi es como que no hay respeto como que okay vamos a
reunimos aqui, pero es fake. Es fake, porque en si no estan aceptando lo
que no uno tiene que decir.
But for me it's like there's no respect, like, okay, we're gonna get together
here, but it's fake. It's fake because in truth they aren't accepting what one
has to say.
For native English speakers the orchestration of talk in meetings is so fundamentally
cultural that it goes unremarked; we have been socialized to it through our school lives
when the teacher called on him but not her, you but not me, and either ignored us or
reprimanded us when we talked out of turn or off the topic (McCollum, 1989). Dinner
table and other home talk was regulated more or less strictly for the "one speaker at a
time rule," depending on one's culture (Tannen, 1990). For Puerto Ricans, however, who
are acknowledged and encouraged in their talk both at home and at school (McCollum,
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1989) regulated talk is heard as disrespectful, uncomfortable, and harsh. An invitation to
speak and then having speech regulated is heard as a false invitation; a true invitation
would include listening not only to what one has to say but respecting how and when one
has to say it.
Others'. Not Mine
To some of the Puerto Rican staff heavy monitoring of who can speak about what,
when and for how long has deeper personal meaning than halting the flow of ideas and
their expression. For some it has to do with the value of their ideas compared to the
value of others.
When I was in Puerto Rico it seems that everything and anything I had to
say was important. When I got to the mainland, it wasn't as important as
what someone else had to say.
maybe I thought my opinion really didn't matter, or someone else, their
opinion may be more valued than mine would be - and I just didn't have
that feeling that really what I might say might be of some value or hold a
lot of weight
They respond, they look, they answer, they give them eye contact, they
actually give them nods, they respond to their questions, or even look like
at least they've contemplated their ideas, and think about it and make that
known to the rest that they are, "well, that's a good idea, well. I'll have to
think about that," where if it was someone else or me or someone else
who was saying that, no that's fine, we'll talk about it later. You can
almost see a difference, you know
So, when you hear that message, do you think the message is there
because of your own competence level, again, and um, as a non Anglo, I
am this way therefore it must be because of this, too.
Brought into question here is a personal level of competence and self esteem when
the ideas of some are heard to be stopped in their expression and others are
acknowledged as being "good." Here, also, in question is the idea of one's identity - am I
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being shut down because I am not as competent as someone else or is it because I am
"non-Anglo”?
While "attacking the idea, not the person" is nearly a mantra for native English
speakers in school and in the workplace, when a person presents an idea and it is
"attacked" it is hard not to take it personally for both Anglos and Latinos. Here is an
Anglo Career Point staff member commenting on that very thing:
Sometimes it's have you thought about, it's this or that won't work, what
about this idea, and when you've got a finished product and people are
saying well what if this and what if that and he forgot this and he forgot
that, and I don't think people intend it, but when you're the one presenting
it you feel like you're being shot at from all directions
But for some Puerto Ricans at Career Point, already tentative in speaking out in
meetings, attacking the idea can be taken personally and results in silencing:
I stopped putting my two cents in, you know when I was told it wasn't a
good idea. Someone said, oh don't tell the customer that, that's not a good
idea at all. So, I felt, I lost confidence like because I was embarrassed
because no, that's not a good idea, no.
I felt I might be ridiculed or criticized whatever my idea might be
Ideas don't need to be accepted to feel heard, they need to be acknowledged. In
meeting #2, Latino participants spoke up because they felt they were being acknowledged
in a way that was recognizable:
Here, I am absolutely equal to everyone and I think they will listen to me,
and they won't agree, but they'll at least acknowledge me. They'll
acknowledge me, they'll listen and that's what I at least want.
I felt 100% there, the conversation was exhilarating, I said something,
they responded immediately to me, it didn't matter that they agreed with
me or didn't agree I got a reaction and it was a reaction, they're paying
attention to me. And I like that and I fed off on that but I also felt I really
had something to share. I really had ideas or suggestions or an interesting
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perspective that I could really feel I could contribute, and I felt that they
felt the same way, too.
There's a permission in this one that people perceive, whether it was based
on numbers, whether it was based on who was facilitating, based on the
permission that they give to each other, that allows for this one to take
place
In meeting #2, "permission" to speak in recognizable ways, comfortable to native
Spanish speakers, resulted in the expression of ideas and suggestions that weren't always
agreed with, but always, in some way, acknowledged by the others. In this meeting,
ideas flowed freely because speaking was not orchestrated or controlled by a facilitator
and "immediate response" by co-participants was "exhilarating."
"What's the Point?"
M:
Some people are viewed as experts in the organization and every idea
they have is a great idea. For instance some of the Latinas in the organization,
uh, have at different times said, I could have this bright idea and present it and
it won't be listened to, but if so and so presents the exact same idea, it'll be the
best thing since sliced bread.
K:
Do you think that happens?
M:
Um, I think that there's a perception that that happens. I don't think that it
happens in totality. I think it happens it depends on how it's presented, when it's
presented, how articulate the person is that's presenting it, um. And so based on
all of that information, another person might articulate it better. And it's not
necessarily because of who this person was but because of how it was
communicated across.
Heard in these comments is a recognition that there may be a difference in
communicative competencies among speakers that affect the acceptance of an idea,
rather than whether it came from the mind of a Latino or an Anglo. Perhaps, this speaker
is saying that it isn't about the idea itself so much as "how it was communicated across."
Others also recognize that there's a difference in how native English and native Spanish
speakers communicate.
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It feels a lot of time that when I communicate with Anglos, what they're
saying is what they want to talk about, what the environment is, what
we're going to be spending time on. Urn, and, and nothing else, it's like cut
(making a chopping motion with her hands) you know what I mean? like
a cut, you know when they're communicating they're setting a context. If
you come out of that context, you're looked at as, phuff, what's your point?
Why are you over there, and not here, and uh, that's where I see a lot of the
telling stories like we do, you know, um, and, and I'll be questioned, phuff,
and what was that for - what's your point?
This speaker is describing the deductive, anti-rhetorical and rationalistic form of
communication that is the hallmark of the utilitarian ideology and the C-B-S (clarity,
brevity, sincerity) style that is preferred in business communication. According to
popular literature on management, business communication is "fast and furious," (Nelson
& Economy, 1996, p. 170), and its primary purpose is to convey information (Scollon &
Scollon, 1995, p. 94). As in monitored agendas, speakers in business conversation are
expected to stay strictly and directly "on topic." Speakers whose style is inductive or
rhetorical, relational or emotional in a business setting are sometimes impatiently hurried
along and admonished to "get to the point."
their (Latino colleagues) experience is that if they're in a conversation
with an Anglo you're only talking about the subject matter and when they,
maybe like me, have tried to go out, like when I have tried to go out and
include something else, I feel that it's related, too, but it's not so specific,
you know. Then you're like we don't have time for that or that's, you
know, what's the point?
You know 'cause I can get very emotional and very worked up and I got
this passion in me than if it fizzles out quickly before I've even had a
chance to say my third word or if it's brushed off to the side quickly, um, if
it's sort of immediately ridiculed or criticized or totally ignored or, well,
we'll talk about that later, we need to move on. And I feel I've not had a
chance here, wait a minute, are you saying what I, I didn't get to my point
yet. I may take a while getting there, but I'm gonna get there, give me a
chance.
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A native Spanish speaker who gets excited about an idea may not come directly to the
point - part of the communication is the expression of passion or excitement. Given a
chance, though, this speaker knows that she'll "get there." Others who "go out" to talk
about topics that are related, but not in a direct, linear fashion are asked "what's your
point?" In my own experience, the "relatedness" and the point may simply not be
understood. Native English speaking patterns are so direct that we often don’t understand
when speaking is subtlely related and a point is made indirectly or is embedded in the
communication. In spite of my studies and consciousness of communicative differences,
I have missed the point on more than one occasion.
One such time occurred when I was at Career Point for the whole day and my Puerto
Rican consultant and I had made a lunch date for noon that day. After the morning
meeting, she caught me and began to tell me what her whole day would be like. "At 9:30
I have to be at a meeting," she informed me, "and at 10:30 I have a workshop, and I have
another workshop that goes from 1:30 to 3:30." I didn't understand the point of her
telling me all that, and was particularly startled not to hear our luncheon engagement
included, so I remarked, "Well, we have a lunch date, don't we?" "Yes," she said with a
shrug of her shoulders and a puzzled look on her face, "that's why I'm telling you all this."
Later in a conversation about differences in communicative practices, she made the
above comment about Anglos only staying within the subject matter and continued:
"Well," she said, "I mean you're missing the lunch thing. I'm kind of telling you all about
the whole day kind of to tell you, you know, all of these things I'm doing, but nothing is
touching our hour, our precious time together (laughing), you know, our lunch." In my
direct and deductive style, I entirely missed her inductively, but subtlely and elegantly
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produced point, that nothing is touching our precious hour together, including words
about it. Here was a rich moment, indeed.
For some Puerto Ricans at some times, the point is in the narrative or it may be the
narrative itself, the message embedded in the unfolding lines of the story:
And if you think about when I talk to H and he's telling me something and
I'll ask him a question and he'll tell me, well, my grandfather used to say
this and that, and, and for me, that's yah, this is making sense, his grand
father used to say that and this happened and this is how es como una
evolucion (it's like an evolution), you know, and that’s, yah, and that's
yeah, and it's a line of things that relate to each other and yah, his answer
is a conclusion of all these things. And, and it feels good to me, um, but
I've been with him in conversations where other people have said, what's
the point of the whole story. I can see it, but somebody else, an Anglo
person won't, and they think he talks too much
Stories help to know another person so that a task together can be accomplished more
effectively or so that help may be given more appropriately:
Oh yeah, he was telling all these stories, which I needed, you know, to
know, to help him better
For speakers embedded in a corporate discourse system where tasks and
accomplishments are coded in numbers, stories of accomplishments take up "time." One
of the Career Point staff members who is also associated with another agency lamented
business meetings thus:
- es simplemente informacion. En este programa, reportate. Si, pues yo
hice tantos placements, yo, esto consegui tantos trabajos o si hay tantos
voluntaries para hacer esta cosa, que todo es numero y todo es
informacion. Si tenemos una actividad en tal sitio, esperamos recaudar ()
tanto dinero para pagar tal cosa, o lo que sea. So, cuando, I mean yo no ()
que sabia yo. Yo voy alii simple a contar una historia de alguien se puso a
trabajo, algo funny, y todos (364) y no se ni que, pero un dia Doris dice,
"Hector give your report." I say, yah, y yo di mi numero y ella dijo es que
estamos un poquito tarde hoy. Pero el presidente del board en ese tiempo,
dice, "We want to hear, we want to hear the stories because it's not always
about numbers. We need to hear about people, okay? Y yo veo es como tu
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dices, tiene que ser information, information, information, feelings para
fuera...
It's simply information. In this program, report out. Well, I made so many
placements, I obtained so many jobs, or there are so many volunteers to do
this; everything is numbers and information. If we have an activity in
such a place, we expect to recover so much money to pay for such a thing,
or whatever. So, when, I mean I didn't know. So I go there to tell a story
of someone who went to work, something funny, but I was told, "Give
your report.". I said okay and gave my numbers and she said, we're
running late today, but the president of the board was there and he said,
"We want to hear, we want to hear the stories because it's not always
about numbers, we need to hear about the people." And I see that it's like
you say, it has to be information, information, information, feelings
outside...
In a conversation that I had with a native English speaker about this story, her
reaction was, "Well, why should some people be allowed to take up everyone else's time
with stories? I have better things to do than sit in a meeting listening to someone else tell
stories."
A fluent speaker in American business, then, is one who "doesn't take up everyone
else's time." Such a speaker speaks clearly, briefly and to the point with no digressions,
understands that numerical reports are the shorthand of business and that narratives "take
up" too much time, that emotion and passion are best left out of speaking, and that one's
job when speaking in a meeting is to convey information and, when appropriate, to
convince others of one's own point of view. One such fluent speaker put it this way:
I am sure, though I directed everything at (the facilitator), my intention
was, of course, in persuading everybody that my ideas were right.
In return for fluency in the style and norms of speaking, such persons are frequently
addressed as next speaker by a facilitator, are granted sole speaker status for lengthy
turns so long as they stay "on point," and are chosen as speakers before others when there
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are multiple bidders for the floor. They then have the opportunity and confidence to
express their ideas in such a way that they may be heard and possibly accepted by others.
"Let’s Table It!"
While some native English speakers at Career Point ask native Spanish speakers,
"what's the point?" some Spanish speakers there complain English speakers under certain
circumstances don't or won't deal directly with problems and come to timely resolutions:
Esta gente viene a reunirse un dia al mes para resolver un problema y ya
cuando se estan llegando a resolution, 'let's table it,' whoosh, y nos
vamos.
These people come together one day in the month to resolve a problem
and just when they are coming to a resolution, 'let's table it,' whoosh, and
we leave.
To this speaker, having such strict adherence to a time schedule that a solution to a
problem would be tabled for another month is incredulous. "En Puerto Rico nadie se
mueve hasta que nos encontramos una solution al problema." ("In Puerto Rico nobody
moves until we've found a solution to the problem.") Problems are dealt with directly:
Y en mi cultura a veces vamos alrededor de la cosa, pero cuando hay un
problema, nosotros no vamos alrededor de la cosa. Nosotro vamos a
lidear con el problema. Y yo digo que cuando hay un problema hay que
llegar al problema. No dejarlo en el 'parking lot,' llegamos a eso ahorita.
No.
And in my culture sometimes we go all around the thing, but when there is
a problem, we don't go all around the thing. We are going to deal with the
problem. And I say when there's a problem, we have to come to the
problem. Not leave it in the 'parking lot,' we'll get to that later. No.
This speaker was told by his grandfather in Puerto Rico that "when you have a
wound, that's where you put the iodine. It may hurt, but that's the way to cure it. All
around it isn't going to solve anything, no, you put it right there." He goes on to say, "if
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we’re going to talk about a problem, we're going to talk about a problem, and we’re going
to talk about it, as they used to say, with our socks off."
Others also lament "going around the problem." One ad hoc committee was
encharged with deciding whether to change the policy on charging customers for making
copies in the Resource Room and one of the Latino members said:
"We went all around the problem and didn’t come to a decision. It took
like four months to decide that they would be free when the very first day
we talked about free copies."
In another situation where the problem had to do with what to tell job seeking
customers who would come in dressed sloppily:
They kept beating around the bush, why don't you say that, why don't you
say this? There wasn't a final decision on what to tell the customer.
It's interesting here that American speech is heard to be direct and bounded and
intolerant of digressions from "a point." Yet, for these Puerto Ricans, it is also heard as
"beating around the bush," going "all around" in certain circumstances, such as making
decisions or resolving problems. Problems are not dealt with when they are presented
and until they are solved; they are tabled until a later discussion if Americans "run out of'
time in a meeting. This approach is consistent with the popular management literature
that advises facilitators to, "Keep careful track of time throughout a meeting to ensure the
agenda is covered in the allotted time. Defer overrunning items until the end of the
meeting so that other items can be dealt with on schedule" (Heller & Hindle, 1998, p.
134). To the Puerto Rican speakers here it seems that for Americans, keeping on
schedule takes precedence over finishing a particular task or solving a particular
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problem. Decision making seems to take forever when resolution is constantly being
tabled because "we’ve run out of time."
’’Take Deep Breaths”
Both Latino and African American participants at Career Point lament Anglo
business norms that require separating the emotional self from the professional self. One
Latino had this to say when he was told, "don't put your emotions out there."
I say I cannot do that, my emotions are part of myself, but in the white
culture emotions have to be apart from your professional life. And I say I
can never do that because that's, that's me. That’s a problem in staff
meetings. How I feel about an issue comes into my face or in my gestures,
and that creates a problem for the other culture. We make Career Point,
and when we get together we don't have a problem, but in meetings or
activities, you can see the conflict; I mean we are better than any other
place I've worked at, but I mean it's an issue.
An African American echoes this thought:
I can identify with getting passionate on an issue and having a need to
express something passionately, you know. That is a side of myself,
culturally as a Black person that I can really connect to and identify with.
Not every single issue, but there are issues when I'm up in your face. I'm
pointing a finger, I've got the hand on the hip and I'm doing(
)
(Laughter)
There are times when I can slip into it, but when I'm in a meeting. I'm not
gonna do that. That kind of behavior would be frowned upon in most
places where I've worked. There's a certain decorum, you know, there's
just a certain way of being when you're talking about issues. And so I find
myself having to temper that for survival. It's almost like speaking
another language, you know, like having to adapt and temper all that, and
then coming away from the experience really feeling shortchanged, and
just not feeling right, like, well what's wrong with the way I discuss things;
what's wrong with it, what's wrong with being passionate? And that's just
one example, the fact that emotions are something you compartmentalize
and put over here somewhere. I just can't do that.
For some Anglos, the expression of passion, excitement or other strong emotions in a
business context is very uncomfortable. On one occasion at Career Point when a Latina
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was expressing high energy and excitement prior to a presentation that she and an Anglo
colleague were making together, she was told to "take deep breaths" and to "calm down."
The Latina was offended and became quiet and distracted during the presentation. Later,
when they were discussing the conflict, the Anglo said, "It's hard for me to be around that
sort of hyerpactivity. It sort of makes me more worried. So, I get like, oh my god, you
know, what's she gonna do now?" At another point she said,"
I tried to not say anything more, but I was, you know, you were just like, I
just, just felt like you were a bird loose in the room. You know, and I just
and it was just, I just couldn't, I just couldn't handle that.
The Latina, however, was deeply offended by the Anglo's comments and explained
her upset reaction in this way:
I think it was your comments about, well I think you're very hyper and
you're very this'n'that. I am hyper. I don't come on and say to you, you
know I think you're very low energy and this and that. I don't need to take
deep breaths. This is the way I am. And so it's like you’re trying to make
me react the way you would react, which is completely different than I
react to things. And so I get angry when you do that. I get very angry.
And what happened to me when you said, you know, you're hyper, it’s like
give me a freaking break. This is me.
For the Latina being told to calm down and not to express her excitement was like
being told to become someone else. If regulated talk in meetings is heard to be
disrespectful as has been noted above, then so is regulated (by others) expression of
emotion because how one feels is who one is. But her Anglo colleague couldn't do less
than say what she had to say; she simply couldn't "handle" the level of emotional
expression. For her the emotive force was out of control and its impact unpredictable,
"Oh my god, what's she gonna do now?"
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Thomas Kochman addresses this very situation when he talks about the differences
between Blacks and Whites in realizing the appropriate level of emotional expression in
public interaction (Kochman, 1990). Comparing Black and White participation in
public events, Kochman says that "emotional expressiveness has considerably less force
and effect in white cultural activities and events (than in Black ones) because white
norms for proper participation require that individuals exercise greater emotional selfrestraint" (1990, p.201). While Whites are permitted some emotional expression in
cultural events, in other communicative events they are not. Conversations and
discussions are forms of communication in which there is no place for emotional
expression and in which the norms call for avoiding any topics which might arouse
strong personal feelings.
This lifetime of keeping emotions in check gives white people great capacity for
restraining their emotions, but not for managing or understanding them at a more intense
level of expression. Whites avoid spontaneous expressions of emotions "for fear of not
being able to control the impact of them" (Kochman, 1990, p. 202). If, by chance, people
do express themselves unduly forcefully outside of the norms of self restraint, "others"
have the right to intervene, to direct them back to appropriate levels of expression.
Hence, the Anglo woman's admonishment to the excited Latina to "take deep breaths."
For Latinos and Blacks, that kind of emotional restraint is heard as
"compartmentalization," as separating one's emotional self from one's professional self in
work situations. But emotions are a "part of oneself' and cannot be separated, even
though their expression causes problems or misunderstandings:
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There have been sometimes where I felt I couldn't express myself because
I was misunderstood and that was because it was cultural. Like when I
express myself passionately people, non-Hispanics, think I'm angry and
I'm not and that's happened where the person has walked away and
thought I was angry, when I wasn't - and I was really confused
and in order not to be misunderstood, then, they may choose silence:
I don't know it kind of shuts me down and shuts me off. I don't say
anything because I've got to be careful how I say it; you know, now I'm
like how we say conscious of that so I just, okay don't say that 'cause you
might offend.
"I'm Probably Pretty Comfortable Anywhere”
In conversations about meetings at Career Point, the Latino staff members talked
about the two meetings in terms of the meaning of the group dynamics and how they
affected the participant(s). Anglo staff members discussed the meetings primarily in
terms of how their own actions or roles affected the meetings, rather than how the
meetings affected them. Such was the case, for example, with one Anglo participant who
responded "I'm probably pretty comfortable anywhere," when I asked him if he had been
more comfortable in one meeting or another. He then went on to elaborate his own role:
Um, yeah, I can't remember particularly differences. I think it might have
been the case here, I might have been feeling more of an advocacy role for
particular ideas that I think were important to incorporate and that I might
have felt in this circumstance, though we needed everyone to hear that
(the manager) was you know, that I was directing my arguments to her
about what the new orientation needed to include. Here I think I was
feeling more like we had I don't know I really would have to reread the
transcript to remember what was going on and whether there was a
particular difference in the way the points I was making in the two
meetings.
Another participant comments:
You know, there was a dynamic in this meeting where I went up and I
clarified something. I went up to the board. There was confusion. And I
didn't usurp her authority. I was doing it as a problem solver
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One of the facilitators had this to say:
I think part of it is the groundwork was laid here, and so 1 was building on
something that existed already. I'm starting the meeting and we're here to
talk about this. And I think I did a summary. This is where we are from
yesterday and so I set the scene and I threw it out to them to do something
with
Another facilitator commented:
somebody has to offer straight out that emergency and be the firm one to
direct things. And rightly or wrongly I guess that's how I felt my role
turned into at that meeting that we had. So somebody had to say we just
have to do this, and we have to cut through all the fear and the crisis and
get this process down.
Anglo staff members were also very clear that, to them, the difference in the
dynamics of the two meetings lay squarely in the hands of the individual, either in the
role of manager/leader:
I mean it wouldn't matter which manager was in the room here. It doesn't
have to do with (anyone in particular). Just the fact that there's a manager
in the room.
So, people are going to look the manager to actually, not just facilitate, but
be in a leadership role in the conversation
or in the personal style:
.... in a way there's probably a difference in personality because I'm Very
egalitarian. I'm very task-oriented, but I'm very concerned about what
people have to say and think. I want to solve a problem, but I'm not
worried about my being in control of the process. I have a different role in
the way I do it, I think is that I draw out the information and then I
document it. People know that they're being heard because I'm writing it.
I don't really have to acknowledge them, and so I become less of an
important person? And I'll interject and summarize, but somehow, I get
the ideas flowing back and forth obviously because they go and people are
throwing ideas. And I was not in the role of approval or disapproval of the
ideas.
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For the Anglo staff, the group dynamics were caused primarily by individuals: the
facilitator who gets the ideas flowing," the manager who represents authority, and each
participant who plays a particular role and has personal goals in mind. This lens of
individualism was not even clouded by questions about whether or not the difference in
dynamics could have been "cultural" because of the predominance of Puerto Rican
colleagues in meeting #2:
That there are more of them? Also, there are no managers here. I think
that makes a difference with communication in general because the
managers...
Another of the Anglo participants who speaks Spanish and has lived in a Latin
American country responded to the same question thus:
Um, I'd be very leery to suggest that the difference here was related to
cultural background. I think it probably, my gut impression would be that
it was more an institutional issue of hierarchy present within the room.
And another response was:
But here's a thought to think about in terms of ethnicity, is that this is an
authority figure and this is a peer.
One of the facilitators wondered:
s-

My question to you would be is this my culture or my personality? And is
this a good way to run a meeting or is this a good way to run a meeting?
Because it's hard for me not to think that it's my personality here, not
culture
In their talk, the Latino staff at Career Point viewed the meetings from the lens of
persons who are part of a group dynamic that has an effect on them; that they are enabled
or disabled from communication because of the social relations that are being produced
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The speaker did not complete this sentence, but interrupted herself to talk about how
another manager in another meeting did not take an in charge role.
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through the communication. The Anglos, on the hand, spoke of meetings as participants
who have roles within the meetings, who have particular goals of communication and
who affect not only the meeting dynamics, but perhaps influence the outcome as well.

"We Came With an End Result"
While some managers at Career Point wonder how outcomes can be produced from
meetings that have no apparent leadership, meetings that are tightly controlled by a
leader are thought to already have a previously decided outcome by some Spanish
speakers:
I felt that maybe certain things were already decided, or that I would not
be respected for my ideas
It was stifling and I couldn't say what I wanted to say and if I did who
cares. I don't think it really sort of matters. I thought I was being told
what to do - you can say what you want, but we're gonna do it our way.
Um, so I thought I'm not gonna bother.
It's not very conducive sometimes the way the meetings are set, nor
sometimes that they really truly are listening to us.
Um, many times the agenda is already set and it’s like I can tell them what
I want but they already know what they want. Okay, it's only so that you
won't say that we don't listen to your opinions.
When management calls a meeting to hear from the staff, but then strictly controls
the speaking, it is thought by some participants that management's motives are less than
straightforward. It is thought by some that the outcome has already been decided and the
staff are invited to talk only so that management can claim they listen to employees. But
even if management's invitation to speak is sincere, even when they really do want to
hear what people have to say, strictly controlled speaking is heard to be selective
listening. Only some people who are "in" with management are thought to be selected to
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speak. One Latina who also facilitates meetings outside of Career Point says that she
uses a controlling style of facilitation, "When I have something where I don't want to
mislead people into thinking that their opinions or their participation can change what I
have to say. Otherwise, I look around and I look at body language and I try to make sure
that everybody is participating and just give everybody permission, you know. I'm gonna
hear all that you have to say."
Controlled speaking in meetings for Anglo managers, however, is not a ploy to make
a claim to hear their staff when they're really not interested. Controlled meetings are a
recognizable and comfortable form in which they can listen and hear. Making sure that
there is only one speaker at a time, that the speaker stays on topic and each agenda item
is covered, though not necessarily resolved, in the allotted amount of time, is the way in
which some native English speaking managers are able to hear the thoughts, ideas and
opinions of staff expressed in meetings. And, according to management literature, after
allowing points of views to be expressed and holding a discussion, they can then draw
conclusions, decide on actions, and summarize and close the meetings (Heller & Hindle,
1998, p. 134). In this recognizable and common form of meeting, the leader is indeed
responsible to produce the outcome.
The form of meeting diagrammed in Figure 2 also produces an outcome. According
to both Anglo and Latino participants in that meeting, it was productive:
We weren't talking just for the sake of talking. We came with an end
result, a result. I like it. There were results from this. .. Look at what
happened. We got together, we decided to do something and it's
happening.
L:

So this looks almost - well this could be a free-for-all or it could be very

productive.
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K:

Do you recall it?

L:
lot.

I thought it was very productive. Everybody felt that we accomplished a

Not only was there an end result with everyone feeling that it was a productive
meeting, but they also felt the customer was well served. At the end of the meeting one
of the staff said, "Always we keep in mind the customer, and the customer is getting
treated really good. I think the customer is getting treated really good." A colleague
responded, "Yes, oh yes."
The question raised by the Anglo managers at Career Point, however, is legitimate
from their perspective. How does an outcome get produced when there is no "leader?"
The answer lies in noticing how the highly collaborative and supportive form of speaking
that occurred in meeting #2 co-produced decisions that, in fact, were consensual. This
form of consensual decision-making has been documented elsewhere as a feature of
Puerto Rican discourse in meetings (Milbum, 1998).
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405

B: .. . .if we do nothing else with this orientation we need to make
sure that people make a good solid con/nection with/ one person
E:
/connection/
This is
my key person,/ this is my source/
B:
/This is my point/ person
E:
/ point pers/on here
that's gonna guide me along the way/
B:
/you know/- /right, there's/ a name
and a face who's going to help map me.
I like that.
H
I like that too.
B
I do too.
B

In this sequence of talk the question under discussion is whether everyone should see
a counselor as part of the orientation process. In this segment we hear co-construction of
the value that participants see in the idea. With at least two participants co-producing the
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reasoning and a third affirming the idea, consensus is being built here among these three
participants. Other co-constructions of this idea occurred until finally one person
clarified and asked if there was agreement:
D:
So, I mean, that's great, this is all words that we wanna change and that's
fine, but where are we with these four steps? What I hear is people wanting that
one of those next steps is to see a career counselor. Is that, is that an
agreement?
H:
That's the, I agree
B:
I, I agree with that
D:
I mean is that a consensus?
Multiple Voices:
Yeah, I agree/Yes,
Numerous decisions were made in this manner at this meeting and were summarized
by the group with the facilitator writing them down and helping to clarify them at the
end. It was interesting that one of the topics discussed was changing the name of career
counselor to something else, about which there was a great deal of collaborative and
affirmative discourse but consensus was not reached and the idea was not included in the
summary. One of the Anglo participants took the decisions and ideas from this meeting
and redesigned the orientation to include them, working with some others. When the
final redesign was presented to the entire group of counselors and trainers, the name
change was included, but was objected to by the group, including those present at
meeting #2. In a later conversation with me, it was clear he had not understood that there
had not been consensus, since that portion of the discussion had also been collaborative
and affirming, as was the discourse throughout that meeting. Norms for claiming
consensus here are that it must be stated by one or another single voice before it can be
called a decision. Milbum observed this same sequence in her studies: "Through this
(collaborative, spiral) process meaning is jointly constructed and then celebrated through
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one or two single voices, whose voices function to state, or reiterate, the agreed
resolution of the group” (1998, p.128)
Action and Affect
As Anglos and Puerto Ricans converse about these meetings forms, embedded in
their talk are notions of who a person is in relationship to others and what a person is all
about in the world. An analysis of such talk begins to reveal the cultural identities at play
in each of the meeting forms and also in conversations about them.
The Puerto Rican talk here orients to "we" and to feelings engendered by the
environment. The pronoun "we" is used quite frequently and on some occasions it
associates the speaker culturally with fellow Puerto Ricans: "you know we speak over
each other;" "we don't tell each other, wait;" "in my culture sometimes we go all around
the thing;".. .telling stories like we do." On other occasions, the pronoun "we"
associates the speaker with a particular communicative group: "Everyone was talking and
we dealt with a lot of things;" "I felt the freedom to say what I wanted to say and we were
all connecting." Use of "we" is often followed by action verbs: we speak, we go, we don't
tell. When the pronoun "I" is used it is most often followed by being or feeling verb and
usually described how the environment affects the "I." A "connecting" environment feels
free and and other environments engender other feelings.

Controlled communication

feels harsh and uncomfortable and not respectful; it causes selves to lose confidence, feel
ridiculed or criticized.

Some speakers shut down or choose silence rather than risk

embarrassment "Free flowing comfortableness," however, feels exhilarating and free.
People feel acknowledged because others listen and respond. Everyone talks, everyone
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listens, and everyone connects. People have good ideas and contributions to make. And
"we all come with an end result."
In this talk Puerto Rican speakers place themselves generally as members of a
collective "we," and in meeting #2, as a a "self' located in and among "everyone."
Through talk that overlaps, co-elaborates and affirms, "self' becomes "everyone"
connected. Communication is produced through the group with no "one's" words or ideas
having any more or less import than their contribution to the collective production of the
end result. The entire communicative body made up of many speaking "we's" moves as
one toward cooperation and consensus. Here, then, in an environment in which "group
talking together for a purpose" is the context. Latino fluent speakers (Hymes, 1974) are
activated and good ideas are co-produced and agreed to. In a communicative
environment in which "sole speaker who presents ideas through brief and rationalistic
'owned units' of speech" is the context, some Latino speakers feel intimidated and thus
deactivated. Communication that is monitored to insure sole speaker status feels harsh
and uncomfortable because it breaks the flow of talk and mutual affirmation that create
connection and free expression.
Anglo talk about these meetings, on the other hand, orients to the individual and
"doing." Managers question how anything can get done in a meeting without a leader.
Their concern is supported by management literature which states clearly that getting
something done in meetings depends upon a leader. The strict control of meeting talk
and time that was enacted in meeting # 1, and is supported by the literature, is geared
toward making things happen. Career Point staff members who either participated or
facilitated meetings speak of what they themselves did in meetings or what they wanted
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to accomplish: "I went up to the board;" "I clarified something;" "I was directing my
arguments to her;" "I was trying to persuade," "I draw out the information and then I
document it;" "So somebody had to say we just have to do this."
Heard in this talk is an orientation to "I" (self) as a point of reference and "doing" as a
motivating force. The "self' in the meeting takes individual actions separate and apart
from the group. "We" is rarely used, and when done so is either an ambiguous reference
by a participant "we needed everyone to hear," or said as a leader aligning "self’
momentarily with the group to direct its collective action: "I'm starting the meeting and
we're here to talk about this;" or, "So somebody had to say we just have to do this." "I's"
are most often followed by action verbs, seldom by "being" verbs. Rarely heard in this
Anglo communication is talk about personal feelings in the meetings. "I’m pretty
comfortable anywhere," is a rare comment on feelings and it was made in direct response
to a question. Even the Anglo woman who was upset with her Latina colleague spoke of
her feelings in terms of action: "I just couldn't handle it."
Personhood, Relationships and Rhetorical Resources
Coded in all of this talk are notions of who persons can and should be, how they can
and should relate to others and the rhetorical resources they can should employ
(Philipsen, 1992). Puerto Ricans here encode rhetorical resources of spontaneous talk
and flow of ideas, telling stories, saying "hi, how are you," expressing passion,
acknowledging, responding, all of which makes selves and others feel good. All of these
forms of talk enact whole persons who are fully located within a collective "we," who do
their best thinking and speaking within the context of "self in other" and purposeful, but
spontaneous, interaction.
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Anglo talk codes a person who is aware of self, embedded in "doing," and potentially
affecting those around them through rational and controlled forms of talk. Latinos
colleagues refer to Anglo rhetorical resources as simply information, hold that thought,
strict agendas, getting to the point, all of which code a view of Anglo personhood as an
individual who is (but should not be) narrowly focused on tasks to the exclusion of
relationship and sensitivities of others
Conclusion
So far we have seen that different norms for speaking can and do create different
shapes of speech situations. We have seen also that these different norms and shapes
have meanings to participant speakers. The norms of one shape that insure speakers'
rights to be a sole speaker and have ownership of his/her ideas serve to silence others for
whom co-production of talk creates connection, collaboration and group ownership of
ideas. Forms of talk that take into account relationships and feelings are heard as taking
up other people's time that is better used to get things done. Norms of speaking that
respect people's time are heard to be disrespectful to other people's feelings. Coded in
the talk about these norms and forms is a notion of "personhood." A person in one shape
is coded as individual, self-aware and focused on action. Persons in another shape are
enacted as a collective "we," connected with others and oriented to feeling. And there it
is: Anglo and Puerto Rican cultural communication systems have been discovered, at
least in part. We now know something about the norms, forms and persons that are
culturally enacted in meetings at Career Point.
But there is more to learn, specifically about cultural identity. Turning once again to
culture as, in part, a system of symbols and meanings (Geertz, 1973; Philipsen, 1992), the
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next chapter listens for dominant symbols used by Puerto Rican and Anglo participants as
they talk about talk. To hear such symbols and discover their meanings will reveal
something more about the culture of each of the "cultural identities" at play in
communicative events at Career Point.
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CHAPTER 7
IDENTITY IN TALK
"Cultural identity is everywhere coded in communication"
Donal Carbaugh, 1990

The last chapter listened to the specific voices of participants at Career Point to
discover what meaning the different meeting forms and norms had for them. Coded in
their talk were heard culturally distinctive ideas of personhood, social relations and
communicative conduct (Philipsen, 1992). This chapter continues the formulation of the
distinctive Anglo and Puerto Rican cultural communication systems at Career Point by
asking what constitutes the cultural identities at play in each of the meeting forms and in
the talk about them? Here I focus on "targeted goals," "loci of motives," and "bases of
social relations," elements that deepen the understanding of models of personhood
(Carbaugh, 1990b, p. 157).
Symbols
To aid in finding the answers to those questions, I turn again to the definition of
culture as a system of symbols and meanings (Geertz, 1973; Schneider, 1976) and to
cultural communication as a system of symbols and meanings about communication
(Philipsen, 1992). Hearing dominant symbols spoken by participants and discovering
their meanings on the "native's terms" will reveal even more about the cultural identities
at play here.
One of the most salient symbols used in conversation about the communication
dynamics of each of the meetings by the native Spanish speakers at Career Point was the
term "respect," along with various associated words and meanings, including mismo
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nivel" (same level). Respect was not a term used by native English speakers in
conversations about these meetings, except on one occasion in reference to the Latino
participants in El Club de Trabajo. Some Anglos used the term "same level" to describe
meeting #2, but not otherwise. One of the most salient symbols used by the Anglo staff
at Career Point, however, was "leader," not a term used markedly by the Puerto Ricans.
Another was "role," a symbol that was used infrequently by Puerto Rican staff and with
great frequency by Anglo conversants both in the meetings, as well as in conversations
about the meetings. Taken separately, an analysis of these distinctive symbols and their
meanings will yield an understanding of the cultural identities at play in meetings at
Career Point.
Respeto v Mismo Nivel
"Respect," a term used markedly by Puerto Ricans at Career Point during
conversations about talk, is, according to Anthony Lauria, so focal a symbol that it is
"one of a number of forms which allow us to speak of Puerto Rico as constituting a single
society, as well as being a relatively homogeneous sociocultural system"(1964).
According to Lauria, there are two categories of respeto in Puerto Rican social relations.
The first is "a quality of self which must be present in all interpersonal treatment" that
"signifies proper attention to the requisites of the ceremonial order of behavior and to the
moral aspects of human activities" (1964, p. 54). The second category is a more specific
kind of respeto based on particular social roles, most notably those of persons in
authority.
Respeto is tied together with the public presentation of "self - a self who has regard

and consideration for the self-images of others and in turn is granted consideration and
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regard for his or her "self in society. Respeto is a moral obligation that is manifested
and performed in particular ways of acting and speaking, what Lauria calls "proper
demeanor," partially constituted by expressions of deference. "The verb form, respetar,
indicates that in any encounter, one expresses deference to the person whom he
confronts. Failure to convey this is termed una falta de respeto ('lack of respeto')" (1964,
p. 55). Although a specific kind of deference must be paid to those who have superior
authority or prestige, the generalized respeto must be communicated to all persons
because all persons have a basic right to a proper self. Thus, even superiors have a moral
obligation to respetar subordinates, treating them with proper deference.
Clues as to what respeto is, at least partially, can be found in the talk of the staff at
Career Point. In a discussion of the Puerto Rican practice of the newcomer gets the
attention that I mentioned in Chapter 2, one Latina explained:
M:

K:
M:

That's actually how it's done in many Spanish businesses and so
forth. It's almost anyone walking through the door, you need to
acknowledge them and incorporate them.even if you have to
put this one, "un momento, yo vengo ahora" (just a minute. I'll be
right back), and then you acknowledge the person
Why, what's behind that? What would happen if you didn't do that?
I don't know, it’s just, you just need to acknowledge that new person
coming in to that group so they feel welcome. Uhm to be alone in
an environment that you're not familiar with is a very frightening
thing and, you know, si la persona tiene un corazony sensibilidad,
tiene que llamar a esa persona e incluirlo en el grupo. (if the person
has heart and sensitivity, he has to call that person over and include
him in the group.) En ese momento (in that moment), give him that
recognition, everybody should have some sort of recognition and
then go back to what was going on before.

Proper respeto to a stranger, then, is to acknowledge the person, so that he might not
feel frightened or left out, but rather welcomed and included. A person "of heart" and
"sensitivity" pays attention to the feelings of others, even strangers. This attention results
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in inclusion, support, acknowledgement, recognition and validation of the public self, all
terms used in various ways by Puerto Rican Career Point staff in relationship to what is
respectful or disrespectful demeanor.
no support, that’s for sure. No support, no, it was almost like
disrespectful, it felt to me that it was disrespectful
I don't think she was given the respect. I never saw her as somebody that
was validated. You know, validated.
They are all equal to me and I think they will listen to me, and they won’t
agree, but they'll at least acknowledge me. They’ll acknowledge me,
they'll listen and that's what I at least want.

In this aspect of Puerto Rican proper person, we hear attention to the positive face
wants of others; words of inclusion, acknowledgement, recognition, support and
validation attend to others' needs for approval and ’’want" to be a part of the group
(Brown & Levinson, 1987). Such attention to others also presents a self that has a heart,
is sensitive, and is a person who is considerate, thus worthy of consideration in return.
However, inclusion does not necessarily presume social closeness. There is a degree
to which one commits one's self image to others but still retains a level of social reserve,
a "social space surrounding the self, which is demarcated by the ritual avoidances
enjoined by the maintenance of generalized respeto" (Lauria, 1964, p. 63). Here we hear
a different facet of respeto, one which attends to the negative face wants of persons, the
desire for freedom from imposition, the desire to reserve one's self to one's self. Only a
particular level of confianza, roughly translated as a combination of trust and familiarity,
can break through that social reserve. "Confianza implies that one's image of self is even
more committed into the hands of others" (1964, p. 63). Breach of confianza, either
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through abuse of trust or through assuming familiarity that does not exist, is a "falta de
respeto" an act that threatens the face of another and may cause conflict and damage to

the relationship.
"Constant regard for the other person's feelings" and "prudence in committing
oneself' result in a culture where "diffidence and stalling are virtues" (Nine-Curt, 1984,
(p. 39). While all interaction everywhere simultaneously threatens both positive and
negative face wants of hearer and speaker, in Puerto Rico, the implications of respeto
both complicate the balance and render the consequences of error quite damaging.
Communication that is not inclusive, supporting, or validating has the potential of
damaging respeto and of severing the relationship;" thus "diffidence and stalling" are
strategies of respect when such positive communication is not possible:
In Puerto Rican society one's place and one's sense of oneself depend on
an even, disciplined and unthreatening style of behavior. Aggressiveness,
open conflict, contradiction or confrontation or the appearance of any of
these breaks the tacit agreement of respect. Puerto Ricans must not appear
to separate themselves from others, thrust themselves forward, or directly
push others down. In this is a recognition that social encounters have a
potential for damage to oneself and to others. In language one must take
great care not to put oneself or others at risk ... This implies a systematic
blurring of meaning - i.e., imprecision and indirectness... (Morris, 1981,
(p. 135-136).
This delicate and subtle social dance of not putting oneself or the other at risk, with
its serious consequences for any missteps, results in a speech community whose most
fluent speakers (Hymes, 1972) are those who can "say without saying” (Morris, 1981),
who use and interpret non verbal cues and indirect "soft" speaking, whose talk fosters
inclusion without intrusion, which can and does promote harmony while maintaining
self-respect and respect of others. Politeness strategies to accomplish these interactional
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goals in general conversation are simultaneously negative (deferential) and positive
(inclusive) (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Positive politeness in Puerto Rico takes the form
of validation and acknowledgement; negative politenes takes the form of indirection and
ambiguity which gives an interpretable "out" for both interactants whenever something
must be said that could be heard as disruptive to harmonious interaction or as risking
putting another's feelings in jeopardy. ".... in a general way vagueness may indicate
respect and may even be used among peers as a sign thereof' (Morris, 1981, p. 118).
While forms of deference and inclusion together are used among peers, silence is a
strategy of politeness used with those who are in authority or in a superior position.
Morris speaks of attentive silence as, "a sign of respect, of disagreement between people
of different social positions (students often treat professors in this way when their work is
criticized), and of purposeful distancing" (1981, p. 116). One of my informants at Career
Point said that he was always taught to keep silent whenever he was around people in
authority. He was taught that they were the experts and were never to be questioned. But
when something must be said to a superior, deference is shown through "off record"
strategies; that is, "by calculated ambiguity or by offering an interpretable generality for
the person considered superior to interpret" (Morris, 1981, p. 118). One of my Latina
informants said to a new manager who had been hired because of her attention to detail
but had been developing a reputation as controlling, "My experience is that some people
who are detail oriented have control issues." This relatively direct but "interpretable
generality" offered an avenue for discussion that could either be taken up by the manager
or ignored with no loss of face on anyone's part.
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To be too direct and tell too much insults the intelligence of the other. One Latina
participant referred to this very idea in a discussion about how some of her Anglo friends
and colleagues, including her husband, say that she doesn't keep them informed. In this
regard, she was explaining why she hadn't told a manager the specific day and time she
was having a meeting with me:
maybe I think that it's a dumb thing to do to let her know, again, why
would she need to know again, when she already knows we're going to be
meeting this week, why tell her again, you know, that it's like, dumb, you
know.well maybe that's why I don't give enough information because
I think that people already know and it would be like they're dumb, like
they're not with the program or something.
The fact that this manager had wanted to know the specific date and time of the
meeting to which she had already given permission was not only redundant, but also
showed a lack of respect:
so it's almost like okay she knows that I have a schedule, I know my
schedule, I wouldn't do anything to mess up the organization, I will meet
with you at a time when I'm not doing anything for the organization. Um,
the more I think about it, it's ah, my thinking is she should trust and
respect that I would choose a time that is beneficial for the organization
and I won't ever do anything less than that, you know, and I should be
understood that way.
"Respeto" then, is a quality of deference that shows consideration toward the self of

all persons be they peers, superiors or inferiors. Respeto resides in talk that is indirect
and interpretable, and through what is not said nor necessary to say demonstrates
attention to and an understanding of the personhood of the other. "Respectful talk,
judging by the evidence is certainly not direct talk" (Morris, 1981(p. 118)).
While Lauria (1964), Nine Curt (1984) and Morris (1981) wrote of the meanings and
means of "respect" in another place and at other times, the salience of its usage by Puerto
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Ricans in Holyoke, Massachusetts in the year 2000 indicates it as a continuing and vital
motivating force within the culture. In fact, one Latina there criticized the acculturation
of some Latinos:
I think that you have emerging Latinos who were bom here who urn have
taken on some of these same values (referring to direct speaking) and have
left others like respeto behind, that urn would it not be for their last
names, you really wouldn't know that they were Latinos.
For Puerto Rican staff at Career Point, respect for the intrinsic value of the person is
accompanied by an orientation to egalitarian relations. "Same level" was a salient term
used by Latinos in a wide variety of situations.

Speaking of the director, one staff person

said, "I think he's more open to feedback and I think he makes people feel more
comfortable," and her companion responded, "Like we're on the same level, yeah." One
of the trainers began a computer workshop by introducing himself with where he was
from in Puerto Rico and the number of children he has, and asked others to do the same.
He then reassured everyone that, "Todos empezamos del mismo nivel, incluyendo yo."
(We all start from the same level, including me). Such reassurance provides an
environment in which everyone will feel comfortable to participate, keeping in mind that
when there is a person in authority, the value of respeto requires silence. One of the
Latina staff talked about the difference between Anglo and Latino church services:
If you go to a latin church whether it be catholic or pentecostal or
whatever, everyone seems more involved. I don't know if that's the same
wavelength, feeling that we're all on the same level, but, in my dad's point
of view, he's an evangelist, he goes to different churches and he preaches,
but he sees the congregation at the same level as him. He doesn’t say I'm
better because I went to school for this, no.
From one Puerto Rican's point of view, meeting #2 was so involving because, "Here, I
am absolutely equal to everyone and I think they will listen to me, and they won't agree.
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but they'll at least acknowledge me." From another person's point of view, the statement,
"she's a human being and I'm a human being," governs the relationship between her and a
manager. And "one level" makes Career Point a successful organization, one Latina
explained in a comment directed to the management team:
I'm talking now from the staff point of view, I think, we all know that the
reason we have good audits and have the spirit we have here is because
everybody including management works at one level - and even if you try
to get on top of us we won't let you.
This comment engendered much laughter from participants in this meeting and a
joking comment from the director (unintelligible on the tape) that caused more delighted
laughter. Here the sentiment that everybody including management works at one level is
mitigated by a "relajo," a joke to soften the potential face threat to the management
hierarchy, but it nonetheless represents the social relations towards which the value of
respeto moves the cultural person.

An understanding of such meaning and means of speaking with respeto provide a
deeper understanding of the model of person who is Puerto Rican. In Carbaugh's terms, a
Puerto Rican "proper person" at Career Point is one who is considerate of others and, in
turn, merits consideration from others, whose talk is exquisitely attuned to promoting
harmony in social relations and avoiding even the appearance of disharmony, and whose
motivation is a mutual commitment to show regard for one another's public self images.
The basis of social relations is solidarity (Scollon & Scollon, 1995) within the
organization still keeping with the level of deference required by the conventions of
"respeto."
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Leaders, Managers and Roles
One of the salient symbols heard in Anglo talk that was not heard in Latino talk was
the term "leader," not so much for its frequency of use, but rather for its potency:

How do they come out with a product if there's not a leader there?
I still don't see how you can get anything done without a leader
Leader, according to the American Heritage Dictionary (1976) is, among other things,
"a person who leads others along a way; a guide." It is also "one in charge or in
command of others." Traditional management and business literature are replete with
discussions of the leader as one who controls, informs, leads and makes decisions;
leaders are people "who 'do things' as a consequence of their position in the hierarchy
and the responsibilities associated with it" (Pacanowsky & O'Donnell-Trujillo, 1983 p.
132). According to Peter Senge, "our traditional view of leaders - as special people who
set the direction, make the key decisions, and energize the troops - are deeply rooted in
an individualistic and nonsystemic worldview" (Senge, 1990, p. 340). He calls for a new
kind of leadership in learning organizations; leaders as designers, stewards and teachers.
Still, even in Senge's vision of a new way of doing business, leaders are individuals who
are "special people" that have more knowledge, better vision and greater ability than
those they lead.
Leaders, then, are individuals who stand out from the rest, who have followers and
who have power to act, from controlling the organization to designing it, from "working
on the system" to "creating the paradigm"(Covey, Merrill, & Merrill, 1994, p. 26).
Judging from the abundance of literature on the subject (939 titles with leadership as the
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subject in the UMass Library, and over 1,700 books on leadership at the "leading"
electronic bookstore), there is a huge amount of interest in leadership in the U.S. Current
bestselling titles such as The Leader’s Handbook - Making Things Happen, Getting
Things Done by Peter Scholtes, The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership: Follow Them and
People Will Follow You by John Maxwell, and Leading Change by John Kotter indicate a

widespread interest in becoming leaders, learning effective leadership, and "making
things happen" as a leader. Some of the literature is even about helping others become
leaders. Regardless of its focus, the literature enacts "leader" and "leadership" as a potent
cultural symbol that celebrates the elevation of the individual over the group into a
position of responsibility and authority, power and control.
Manager was a symbol that was widely used and explicated by the Anglo staff, but,
while referred to on some occasions, was not per se a particularly salient symbol for the
Puerto Rican staff. People of both cultural groups mentioned that participants in meeting
#2 were more comfortable because there was no manager in the room. Puerto Rican
conversation contained interpretable inference that "management" had to do with either
./*

comfort or discomfort in speaking, issues of respect or disrespect and questions of power
and control. However, almost all references to these issues were framed in terms of the
generality of communication itself and not necessarily in terms of "management" nor
"manager." Anglo staff, on the other hand, explicitly spoke about management and
managers in general. Their talk invoked management as being in charge, and having the
obligation, not always fulfilled, of listening, bringing accurate information, and solving
problems.
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Because there's the dynamic of am I being heard by management. Am I
really valued.
I think that there's less and less belief that we're being supported by
management
Management is in charge and people are less comfortable about talking
And I think there's a certain level of frustration with management in terms
of are we being heard and are we getting correct or accurate information
back .. .and is the problem gonna get solved.
Leader and manager at Career Point are symbols that recognize a kind of hierarchy of
those who are ''in charge," and "make things happen," and who also have a responsibility
toward staff members. Managers are also the object of feelings of frustration or of more
or less comfortableness.

Managers also make the decisions or have influence and some

staff members direct their comments in meetings to the manager to advance their own
arguments:
though we needed everyone to hear that (the manager) was, you know that
I was directing my arguments to her about what the new orientation
needed to include.
In the eyes of some staff at Career Point, the, managers have a particular place and
/

function and are looked to differently than other staff:
So, people are going to look to the manager to actually, not just facilitate,
but be in a leadership role in the conversation
Tied together with the symbol "leader" and "manager" is that of "role," a term used
with great frequency among Anglo staff at Career Point both in meetings themselves as
well as in talk about meetings. Role, according to the American Heritage Dictionary is,
"a character or part played by an actor in a dramatic performance." It is also defined as
"a position or a function," and it was in this second sense that the term was used at Career
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Point. For example, the facilitator in meeting #1 spoke of herself as "playing devil's
advocate," and "this is (me) with (my) social work hat on." More pointedly, however,
conversants about meetings frequently mentioned their role or the roles of others in
meetings. One of the managers said of herself, "So, right now do I feel like I’m in a role
of being firm and being directive? Yes. Is it my favorite and more comfortable role?
No." And of her facilitation of a meeting, she said:" I guess that’s how I felt my role
turned into at that meeting that we had. So somebody had to say we just have to do this..
." She spoke of the director and herself as being in "cultural and leadership roles."
The facilitator of meeting #2 spoke of herself as having a "different role in the way I
do it I think is that I draw out the information and then I document it," and said of herself
in that meeting #2 that she was "not in the role of approval or disapproval of ideas," but
"I acted as gatekeeper." And speaking of another manager in a quality improvement
meeting, she said, "I mean they agreed they would not take that role, and she never did to
her credit, she never took an in-charge role." One of the meeting participants said that he
was in an "advocacy role" for his ideas, and another, who had gone up to a drawing in the
front of the room to clarify a point in a meeting, said, "I was doing it as a problem solver.
I didn't usurp (the manager's) authority." In a conversation about meeting #2, one of the
participants said, "Interesting that (a colleague) is asking that question, she's really taking
a strong role."
Heard here is the Anglo organizational person as one who speaks from within a role;
that is, from within a particular position or function. Roles are not fixed and pre¬
determined, but are situational and ever-changing. Although leaders have the role of
being "in charge," and "firm and directive," and having "approval or disapproval of
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ideas," even their roles are not immutable: "they agreed not to take that role," is one case
where managers chose not to be in charge. In another case, the manager's role "turned
into" saying what had to be done. Roles are functional, then, a way of getting things done
and their changeability allows persons to function in this way now and that way then, as
situations require. A person in a facilitator role at this meeting may be a participant at
the next one.
But in another sense roles may also be invoked as a "part" played by an actor in a
performance. While acting in a particular role, the deeper sense of selfhood is not
touched; thus, one can act a role of being "firm and directive," even though it may be
personally uncomfortable to do so. One can also function in a particular way that is
required by the organization while disavowing that the "role" has anything to do with
one's "self." Seeing oneself as functioning within a "role" also protects the core of self
from threat or injury; that is, that communication is directed to the actor and not to the
person. When someone's ideas are attacked, for example, it is easier not to "take it
personally" if the "advocacy" for the idea is considered to be a role, a part that one is
playing to get something done, rather than the essence of one's personhood. Within a
role, feelings can be put aside in the interests of getting the job done. Speech that is
"bald, on record" or otherwise potentially face threatening, is understood to be directed to
the functional "role" and not to the person. Playing a role, too, allows individuals to
retain a notion of individual equality while paying heed to the hierarchical structure
within the organization.
Taken together, these three symbols of manager, leader and role render an Anglo
organizational person as one who speaks performatively within a role in order to
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influence persons in other organizational roles for the purpose of getting something done.
Manager is the role that makes decisions, has authority which must not be usurped, and
in the role of "leader," "gets things done." The basis of social relations is thus
hierarchical with Anglo staff members in roles that "look to" and "direct" their individual
performances to managers in order to each promote his or her ideas. "Meeting" is a
cultural form that enables individuals to perform, in turn, as sole speaker, to advance
their own interests through "owned units" of speaking, and to persuade the leader.

Culture Clash
Having looked at forms of speaking in staff gatherings at Career Point, the norms that
govern such forms and the symbols and meanings that give us clues as to the cultural
identities of persons who speak there, we can begin to understand some of the moments
of disharmony expressed by Puerto Rican staff with regard to meeting forms.
pero para mi es como que no hay respeto como que okay vamos a
reunimos aqui, pero es fake. Es fake, porque en si no estan aceptando lo
que uno tiene que decir.
But for me it's like there's no respect, like, okay, we're gonna get together
here, but it's fake. It's fake because in truth they aren't accepting what one
has to say.
When a Puerto Rican cultural person gets together in a meeting, the expectation is
that a group of people with a task to perform will connect as one, moving
communicatively all together toward the common goal. Conventions of speaking in
Puerto Rican culture foster group production and ownership of utterances and ideas that
create harmony, cooperation, collaboration and equality. Collaboration creates
consensus and cohesion. Ideas flow and are either "taken up" or let go. Affirmation,
validation, and acknowledgement of one another's speaking promote mutual respect and
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solidarity. No one person stands out from the rest; all stand together as one. The group is
responsible for one another and for the outcome of the meeting.
All social interaction has some kind of risk to an aspect of the "self' and some
cultures have norms of interaction that protect "self’ from public damage (Brown &
Levinson, 1987; Goffman, 1967; Scollon & Scollon, 1995, Lauria, 1964). When an
American engages in social interaction, it is in the form of a "role" that gets something
done. Talk that is direct, directive and to the point works toward getting something done
with efficiency. When ideas are attacked, it doesn't damage the person because such talk
is directed only to the role, that compartmentalized "self' that is being enacted only there,
then, with a different role, a different self that comes to the fore in another time and for
another reason. The inner self is protected.
When a Puerto Rican engages in social interaction, the whole person is involved, but
the conventions of indirect and deferential, affirming and connecting speaking protect the
inner self from injury. Moral obligations require that persons pay foremost attention to
the feelings of the other and not do anything that puts them in jeopardy. Speech that is
s

direct and directive is heard as disrespectful, disruptive and hurtful. When a Puerto
Rican is in an American business meeting with a leader that directs who can speak,
when, for how long and about what, with no regard for anyone's feelings, the cultural
"self' is at great risk of injury. When an idea is attacked the whole person is attacked and
when one is told to "calm down" the whole person is rejected. Silence is the only
protection available.
So, now we can understand what she means when a Puerto Rican staff person says
that "getting together is fake" or "it's like an invitation, but it's not really an invitation."
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Although Puerto Ricans are invited to meetings and do participate in other
communicative events, there is little room for the cultural voice to be heard in those
scenes. They can speak as "Americans," individual, performative, controlled, rational,
and in their own interest, but not as Puerto Ricans, collective, relational, spontaneous,
emotive and collaborative. When, on occasion, in these meetings, a Puerto Rican
cultural voice ventures forth, but is told to "hold that thought" or "your ideas come out of
the wild," "calm down" or "what's your point," then:
what the person is hearing is rejection. And so it breaks down the
communication there completely and the person is not going to be as open
in a group, and if the organization is not worried about or doesn't notice
what's going on they're really not including that part of their workforce.

y
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This study began with a general inquiry into what happens when people of distinct
cultural systems communicate within the context of an organization? This general
question was informed by more specific questions that asked, are there differences in
Anglo and Puerto Rican communicative practices, and, if so, can they be identified as
cultural? How are differences negotiated and reconciled in those situated moments when
they rub up against one another?

Cultural Communication
To answer these questions, I used the framework for cultural communication systems
proposed by Carbaugh (1990b) as both an analytical tool as well as organizing schema
for this paper. A cultural communication system is composed of forms of speaking,
norms of speaking and cultural identity, the latter being constituted by loci of motives,
targeted goals of communication and bases of social relations. I also used codes of
communication indicating personhood, relationships and rhetorical resources (Philipsen,
1992) to develop a fuller understanding of the cultural differences immanent in
communicative practices. An analysis of the salient symbols and their meanings in the
talk of both Puerto Ricans and Anglos penetrated yet another level into deeply held
values of ways of being of each of the cultural identities under study.
I found that, in fact, there are different forms of public discourse at Career Point,
each having a shape of its own formed by norms for speaking. One of the shapes is
arrow-like with all communication flowing through and directed by a leader. The other
shape is like a "web" with communication flowing to and from all participants in a
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circular and connected pattern. The arrow-like pattern is recognizable as one that is
common in U.S. business meetings and in U.S. educational systems, there called a
telephone operator pattern. It was also recognized by Puerto Rican participants as the
kind of meeting in which "we’re silent a lot." The web-like pattern was recognized by
Puerto Rican participants as being "the way we do," but not by Anglo managers who
wondered how "anything could happen without a leader."
Norms of speaking in the arrow-shaped meeting include a leader-enforced "one
speaker at a time" rule along with a leader who monitored speakers to keep their talk
focused and the meeting on time. Norms of speaking in the web-shaped included speaker
overlap, co-production and elaboration of one another's utterances provided they were
supportive and affirming and worked toward consensus and cooperation.
Anglo and Puerto Rican talk about each of the meetings coded cultural identities in
very distinct ways. Anglo talk codes a person who is aware of self, embedded in "doing,"
and potentially affecting those around them through rational and controlled forms of talk,
and as either being or looking to a leader who "makes things happen." Latinos colleagues
jr

refer to Anglo rhetorical resources as simply information, hold that thought, strict
agendas, getting to the point, all of which code a view of Anglo personhood as an
individual who is (but should not be) narrowly focused oiftasks to the exclusion of
relationship and sensitivities of others
The talk of Puerto Rican staff members code a cultural person who can and should
be exquisitely aware of others' feelings, who can and should be valued and value others
as a person regardless of social status, who uses vague and indirect forms of speaking to
show respect on one hand and affirming, validating and supportive forms to show
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solidarity on the other. Puerto Rican cultural identity is that of a collective we, a "self in
others who can and should promote cooperation and harmony through spontaneous talk
and flow of ideas, telling stories, saying "hi, how are you," expressing passion,
acknowledging, responding, all of which makes selves and others feel good.
Using Carbaugh's loci of motives, targeted goals and bases of social relations as
elements of a cultural identity, this study found that within public discourse at Career
Point, Puerto Rican cultural identity is motivated communicatively toward creating
harmonious and respectful connections with others. Goals of communication are
targeted toward developing collaboration and consensus. The basis of social relations is
solidarity with facework performed through forms of speaking that directly affirm,
validate and acknowledge, and vaguely or indirectly communicate face threatening acts
such as criticism, redirection or correction. The face presented is one of whole person.
On the other hand, within public discourse at Career Point, Anglo cultural identity is
motivated communicatively toward getting work done, with goals of communication
targeted to advancing one's own point of view through presenting it and persuading
influential others of its value. The basis of social relations is hierarchical within the roles
of manager and worker and solidarity within the roles of coworkers. The face presented
is of a compartmentalized person, performing in transitory and mutable roles.
Thus, the dimensions of the differences in personhood, relations and communication
coded in Puerto Rican and Anglo participant speaking can be formulated as follows:
Person: collaborative "we"/ performative I;" feeling/doing; whole
person/compartmentalized roles;
Relations: respect for others' feelings/respect for others' time; self in
other/self standing out from other; equal/hierarchical
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Communication: spontaneous/controlled; emotive/rational;
narrative/informational; relational/task focused
Intercultural Communication
These findings answered the questions having to do with whether there are different
Anglo and Puerto Rican communicative practices and if so how are the differences
cultural? The question having to do with how are differences negotiated and reconciled
in situated moments when they rub against one another can be answered on one level
through these findings, that of public discourse, but only minimally on another, that of
interpersonal contact. I have found that the Puerto Rican cultural voice is not negotiated
or reconciled in public discourse; it is silenced. That is not to say that Puerto Rican staff
members never talk in staff or other meetings; it says simply that some Puerto Ricans
have learned to speak as Americans if and when they have a point of view to present, but
that the cultural voice that is spontaneous, emotive and relational is simply not heard.
On the interpersonal level, the clash that occurred between the Latina and Anglo
woman regarding the latter's inability to "handle" the Latina's expression of excitement
S

resulted in one person feeling offended and the other also becoming upset. Another clash
that occurred for the same reason between two other people resulted in the Anglo
walking away and the Latina feeling confused. Such moments are not negotiated and
reconciled, but are left with both parties feeling perplexed, uncomfortable and,
sometimes, upset. But recently I was told of another potential clash that was mitigated
when the Latina said clearly, "I am not upset, this is how I talk. It's a cultural difference,"
and the Anglo colleague, who had also been a part of this study, recognized she was
misinterpreting her colleague's expression. They were able to continue their
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conversation. Each one of the parties in this last situation came on separate occasions to
tell me what had happened. Each said they were glad to have been made aware of these
differences through this study.
Culture Connection
Relajo and Joking
While the Anglo forms and norms for "making something happen" in public
discourse exclude the Puerto Rican cultural voice, other forms and events within Career
Point are both inclusive of and informed by Puerto Rican cultural values. Joking or
relajo is one such communicative form that is prevalent in the organization. Relajo is the
other side of respeto, an opportunity to literally relax the boundaries of deferential
communication, and to bump up against the other through kidding, fooling around,
privileged insult, banter and various other joking forms. (Lauria, 1964). One of the
Puerto Rican staff said in the very first meeting where I was introduced, "When you joke,
there is communication. When there is no joking, there is no communication." Joking
abounds at Career Point from ongoing kidding about a "relationship" between the
director and one of the male staff to constant bantering initiated by the director and
responded to by anyone who hears it. Birthdays are occasions of great fun, where staff
members may organize a skit or other kind of performance that plays on some
characteristic of the celebrants. One such event had male members of the staff, dressed
in "leopard skin," made from ink-spotted plastic tablecloths, dance in to the staff meeting
to African drumbeat music to honor a woman colleague who has a leopard coat,
accompanied by raucous laughter and great hilarity. The leopard coat, of course, was
included! Another staff member arranged a "beauty contest," with contestants played by
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males to honor a female colleague who also does fashion consulting. Most of the skits
that I saw during the year I was there were designed and arranged by Latino staff.
Newcomers or visitors to Career Point are treated to ongoing jokes and mutual
kidding among the staff at meetings, and if the newcomer makes a remark about the
humor, somebody will comment, "you ain't seen nothing yet!" "That's an inititation
ritual, says one staff member, "to get them on board with us." When the latest comer
was asked if he noticed the humor, he said, "I couldn't believe the morning meeting.
Even now I kind of shake my head. What a way to start the day. Terrific!" Career Point
staff take great pride in their playfulness. One member says, "I haven't worked so hard
but laughed so much at any job in my life."
"Tengo Monos en la Cara?"
Another communicative form that gives voice to the Puerto Rican cultural identity is
the use of Spanish. It is striking to a newcomer to Career Point to hear Spanish spoken
everywhere in the organization: at the reception desk with customers and on the
telephone with callers; in the hallways or at the copier where staff stop to greet one
another or to chat socially; in the lunchroom where both Anglo and Latino Spanish
speakers discuss one thing or another; on voice mail messages, in workshops and in the
Club de Trabajo. In many other organizations, including Career Point's sister counseling
center in Springfield, staff are not allowed to speak Spanish except with customers. This
is language restriction is not unusual; in fact, I have been told by numerous Latinos that
they have been approached in public situations by strangers who have told them to
"Speak English! You're in the U.S. now."
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At Career Point, speaking Spanish is not only allowed but has become part of the
organizational environment. In fact, according to Latino staff, a lot of people take an
interest in speaking Spanish and ask, "how do you say this?" or what does that mean?"
Three anglo staffers are also speakers of Spanish and are asked by colleagues how they
have gone about learning it.
Language and cultural sharing goes on among staff members, sometimes consciously,
sometimes just in the course of the day. In one staff meeting, for example, one of the
Puerto Ricans walked in at a moment just when the people already gathered there
happened to all be looking in her direction all at once. "What's the matter?" she asked in
English, "Do I have monkeys on my face?" With that, the Anglo staffers looked at one
another quizzically and broke into laughter. After a few moments of puzzlement, one of
the Latinas explained, "Oh, that's how we say it when somebody's staring at us. Instead
of asking "what are you staring at," we ask 'tengo monos en la cara?"'
"You Hire the Person, You’ve Hired a Family"
When asked in a gathering what creates a Career Point identity, one staff member
responded:
We all seem to hold shared meaning around the value of people.
Regardless of whatever you are, the individuals here seem to honor the
integrity of a person's self, and I think that's why our customer service is
so good, both our internal customer service and our external customer
service. I think there's a genuine concern for the individual. And to me
that's what really identifies Career Point; it's that shared value that
seemingly every person here has and it shows in one way or another.

Here this member is saying that concern for one another as well as concern for the
customer is a value that is common to a Career Point identity and binds the staff together
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there. This sentiment was echoed by others who elaborated that acceptance and
tolerance of one another was what made Career Point a nice place to work. "I think
Career Point culture is an acceptance of people where they are and who they are." "A
strong part of the culture here is an acceptance and a support," says another person. But
for a Latina staff member it is not only acceptance but the caring that is important:
If you think about management, if you think about (three of them), I
always feel like when they ask how are you they wait for me to tell them
how I am. 'How are you?' with the way that we say how are you. Not the
way Anglos say, how are you, and you're supposed to say fine and just
keep on walking. Um, but, really, I think that with (the director) he's
asking how is life, how is life after Career Point, that type of thing, just
blows me away, because you have somebody there that has that piece that
encourages that type of harmony.
Others agree that the ethic of caring extends to employees' lives outside of Career
Point, and that people are supported and not punished if they have family obligations that
occasionally take them away from their work schedules. Staff members often say to one
another, "well, you know what the director says, 'you hire the person, you've hired a
family."' This value of caring supports a value of "whole person" expressed by a Latina
talking with a colleague::
so, I guess getting to know, there's getting to know you intimately and the whole
person, which would - and then there's getting to know you just professionally
.so I don't see the separation so much. But it helps me to be even
more professional when I need to be with you to have that other part
because I know what you need as a whole person, what you need when
you come and say, you know, my husband is going for the operation, my
god, it's today, we've got to change it (the workshop schedule), I don t
think twice, don't worry we'll take care of it. If it was just professional, I'd
be like saying, Well, this is the calendar, you know, there are some issues
here. I would probably have more of a problem if I, if I didnt have that
other part of you....
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Being accepted as a "whole self’ on the job is part of the culture of the organization
as one Anglo staff member said:
I agree with you that anglo culture predominates and that's more of
business and we're part of business, but more than other places that I've
worked ... I feel like I can be genuinely myself here, I do not have that
protective front up that you do in a lot of work environments .. . because I
feel like I'm bringing my whole self to my job. And I think bringing your
whole self to your job and accepting people's whole selves is a big part of
our culture.
In this organization, then, while some forms of public discourse exclude the Puerto
Rican cultural voice, other organizational values acknowledge and support it. Humor
and joking, speaking and hearing Spanish and an ethic of caring for the whole person
accommodates the specific Latino cultural identity and is valued and enjoyed by all
Career Point staff members.
Theoretical Implications
The theoretical implications of these findings are important in their contribution to
the field of intercultural communication. To begin with, the systematic application of the
three elements of Carbaugh's cultural communication system (1990b) as an analytical
tool was useful in revealing the below-conscious cultural identities at play in meetings
and in other communicative events at Career Point. Forms of speaking were found to
have shapes which are created by norms, and within these forms, using these norms,
particular identities are at play. The contrast of one communication system against
another revealed what was radically cultural about each.
In the formulation of the communication system, Carbaugh focused attention on the
shaping of talk through its content; linear shapes that are created by each phase of talk
proceeding from and dependent on the one before it and spiral shapes that are created by
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talk that moves in rounds from one sub-theme to another In a sense, then, this study
expanded Carbaugh's theory to include shapes that are created by the flow of
communication, structured through norms of "who speaks to whom" and "when" in the
form of turn exchanges, rather than "about what."
This study also found that Sacks' (1992a, 1992b) rules of multi-party conversations
are not universal and do not hold cross-culturally. However, it did find also that the rules
are useful for discovering how they do not apply, and thus, what rules actually do apply
in a particular situation. Reformulating "more than one speaker at a time" from a
violation to a norm for speaking helped discover the collaborative and consensual nature
of the web-like meeting shape. This reformulation also provided sharp relief to the
dissonance Latinos expressed for strict enforcement of the "one speaker at a time" rule.
In addition, this study showed how in a circular and web-shaped form of meeting
collaborative and consensual decision-making was built into the communicative practices
of the people in them. It showed how this kind of consensus is not made up of many
individuals presenting their points of view and negotiating agreement to one or another or
r

some combination; rather, in the communication itself, the participants build consensus
as the ideas are formulated. This study thus adds to and elaborates from a
communicative point of view the literature on consensual decision making.
This "microanalysis" of communication means and meanings confirms, in some
ways, the broader claims made by such culture studies as those of Edward Hall (1976),
Florence Kluckhohn (1953) and Frons Trompenaars (1998). Heard in so much of what
people said and the way they said it was the broad and fundamental individual/collective
dimension claimed in each of those studies. Trompenaar's assertion of a
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neutral emotional dimension was also heard in some of the voices of both Puerto Ricans

and an African American whose passionate expression is misunderstood and devalued by
their Anglo American colleagues. The specific/diffuse dimension in Trompenaar's work
could be heard clearly in the Anglos' symbolic use of the term "role" to describe a "self'
in action, and in the value placed on the whole person by the Latinos. It was interesting
to hear, though, how both Anglos and Puerto Ricans gave value to the organizational
ethic that cares for the "whole person" at Career Point. Trompenaar's attitudes to time
that create sequential and linear or circular and connected patterns were clearly
immanent in many aspects of communication at Career Point from the two distinct
meeting forms and shapes themselves to "getting to the point" and "telling stories" forms
of speaking. Hall's (1976) descriptions of the differences between high and low context
cultures were, everywhere, coded in the talk of the participants at Career Point and
discovered through this systematic analysis of such talk.
Applications of This Study
This study is grounded in actual communicative practices within an organization and
it is there that the findings will begin their application. Career Point is an unusual place
to work according to both Puerto Rican and Anglo staff members. One Latina says it this
way, "I love what I do here. I love the people that I work with. I love the customer."
People take pride in their organization and the work that they do:
The work here is real quality and there's a real commitment to quality in
the level of customer service that we provide to people; that's very
important, we can have all this, we can have fun, we can play, we can take
extra time to deal with family stuff if we need to, there's still that
understanding that there's that commitment to quality.
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Here s a pretty wonderful place to work, and for the Latino, Spanish is spoken and
accepted by everyone, humor abounds, with joking and teasing going on all of the time,
and there s a strong ethic of caring. Yet virtually all of the Puerto Ricans in this study
expressed discomfort with the opportunities to express themselves and to be taken
seriously by the organization. This study has found that one of the problems that
contributes to that sense of discomfort, of not belonging, is the cultural hegemony of the
public discourse forms and norms. The public meeting forms that encourage Anglos to
express their points of view serve to silence the Puerto Rican voice and to reject the
Puerto Rican point of view. Importantly, forms of communication within which the
Puerto Rican cultural identity is at its best, most creative and most productive are
unrecognized, undervalued and underutilized.
The implications for this organization and others are profound. All communication is
cultural. If organizations are interested in contributions of knowledge, skill and
creativity of all of their staff members, they must begin to recognize themselves as
cultural products with communicative norms, forms and identities operating there that
are culturally determined. Such communicative practices may not accommodate, indeed,
may reject others who are oriented to different practices. Communication is such an
intrinsic part of who we are that if people cannot communicate using their own cultural
ways and means, it feels like a denial of identity, or as one Latina put it, "like you're not
there." Organizations must incorporate communicative practices that give voice to all of
their members and provide opportunity for everyone to be successful.
I will put together a presentation and discussion of this study for the whole Career
Point organization, which will bring a level of interpersonal as well as organizational
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understanding. Already various staff members who participated in the study have told
me of occasions in which their awareness of the cultural differences at play has been
valuable in resolving moments of potential interpersonal misunderstanding or conflict.
This study has implications for education practitioners, as well. In my own work as
an adult educator, I have become aware of over controlling classroom discussions and of
how such control may silence some of the students. I have also shared some of the
insights from this study with colleagues who also teach in multicultural classrooms, amd
we have had lively discussions among ourselves as a result. We have recognized that it is
difficult for those of us who have been raised with "one speaker at a time" rule to
comprehend the value of multiple voiced conversations, but at least we are becoming
aware that multiple speaking is a norm in some cases, not a violation. We are also
learning that spontaneous speaking within a classroom or other public discourse setting is
a valued and valuable means of expression and need not be controlled or suppressed in
order to maintain the classroom focus.
In terms of the findings of the norms of respeto, consensus building, and the
expression of passion, one of my Anglo male colleagues who has been working with a
latino coalition on an education grant, said he wished he had understood those value
orientations before he started working with the group. Since then he has begun to
understand their way of working and speaking as different and not inefficient in the way
he had previously thought.
As far as applications in a larger social sense, Holyoke is a city in transition. When
Puerto Ricans began migrating into the city in the 1970’s and through the 1980's, the
largely Irish American population already settled there wanted them gone and were quite
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vocal about it. The tales of hostility, harrassment and hatred that some Latinos have to
tell are shocking. Many people moved away from the city, seeking opportunities
elsewhere. But, today, things are slowly changing. The city is being revitalized; people
and businesses are moving back in to the downtown area, and the wonderful old factory
buildings along the canals are being converted into arts and entertainment centers, cafes
and other "fun and funky" shops and boutiques. Some community leaders are
recognizing that it will not be possible to the Puerto Rican population is here to stay and
that the only way to have a prosperous and healthy community is for everyone to be
included and inclusive. Although the ideal is far from reality yet, some churches and
other institutions are initiating steps for inclusion and some have begun community
dialog groups. The current mayor of Holoke has publicly stated that the days of
lamenting the way "things used to be," are gone and community inclusion must happen at
all levels in the city. This findings of this study show how difficult that process will be if
cultural communication patterns and practices and the cultural identities talking therein
are ignored. The findings of this study also offer hope because it has found that some
sources of asynchrony are mutually located in cultural communication and are not in the
way "they" are, but in the way "we" are, together.
The most difficult challenge of the application of these findings is to educate
Americans that we are also cultural beings and are just as unconsciously governed by our
culture as others are by theirs. Because of the strong orientation to individualism that we
have, it is difficult for many of us to realize or admit the notions of cultural determinism
or of "we" as a cultural entity. Many of us gave up our original ethnicities to become
White Americans, so to be ethnic or "of a people" means to be of "them," not "us." That
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is, many off us simply don't see White American as an ethnicity or as a culture. So often
in discussing cultural issues, I hear concept reorientation, "Oh, I don't think it's cultural, I
think, its ... . and the speaker fills in with gender or personality or anything else but
culture. This reorientation of ideas echoes White denial of racism in a sense. "Oh, I
don't think it's race; it's probably ... ." and the speaker fills in with class or personality
or anything else but race or racism.
The second trick is to show Americans that we don't have a comer on the creative and
productive means of "doing" or "being" in the world. After all, corporate America spends
untold amounts of dollars on training employees to learn how to "brainstorm" ideas, to
collaborate on teams, and to build consensus decision-making. This study shows that
some employees and community members don't need to be trained; they've been
socialized since birth in cooperation, collaboration and consensus and their skills are
honed and are embedded in their communicative practices. Those skills and abilities
need only to be recognized and then utilized as valid and valuable ways to contribute
significantly to organizations and institutions. Career Point has shown that integration of
y'

varying cultural values at some level can enrich an organization and the people in it
immeasurably. It now has understanding and means to go culturally deeper and find
ways to hear the voices of all the staff, to listen attentively and take them seriously, and
thus more fully contribute to both the organization's success as well as that of all of its
members.
Suggestions for Further Studies
To begin with, I have found the use of the cultural communication system (Carbaugh,
1990b) to be very valuable to analyze the data and ferret out what was cultural in the
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distinctive communicative patterns of the two meetings in this organization and in the
talk about the meetings. Application of this framework in other places with other people
and to other forms of talk would be interesting as a comparative study.
Secondly, there is a conversational phenomenon that occured in meeting #2 which
was also noted by Milbum (1998) in board meetings at a Puerto Rican cultural center.
That is, that periodically the larger all group conversation would break into smaller
multiple conversations, but then one single voice would re-emerge from the multiplicity
of voices and rejoin the entire group. In this study, I noticed it was not the same voice
each time, but rather different ones. I am curious what determines how a particular voice
emerges and gets the attention of the whole group. What are the norms that operate
there? It would also be interesting to discover the specific norms and patterns of
overlapping conversations. Conversational analysis (Moerman, 1988; Sacks, 1992a,
1992b) would be a useful analytical tool to use to get at those norms.
Decision-making from a communications approach is another area in which further
research would be interesting. For example, this study showed how consensus was built
into the pattern of talk itself in meeting #2 and how a patterned call for confirmation of
consensus operates. It didn't show, however, how decision-making operates
communicatively in a form of meeting like #1. In this study, meeting #1 didn't produce a
decision, but other similar meetings sometimes do. How do they do it?
And, of course, there is still much work to be done in Puerto Rican and Anglo
intercultural communication. This study discovered distinctive forms of meetings that
were found to have culturally identifiable communicative patterns, and from that it
discovered fundamental differences in meanings that are made of talk and of the cultural
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identities who so speak. Further studies in other places and in other contexts to compare
and to elaborate the findings here would develop deeper layers of understanding among
Puerto Rican and Anglo people who live and work together. While culture and
communication create differences among humans, cultural communications studies
produce means of understanding our human commonalities.

APPENDIX A
HUMAN SUBJECTS WRITTEN CONSENT FORM

February 17, 2000

Dear Career Point Staff Member:
As you may know, I am a doctoral student in the School of Education, and am now beginning my
dissertation research. I am interested in intercultural communication in a multicultural
organization, and will be conducting my research here at Career Point. This means that you will
be a participant in this research, if you so consent. Below are the conditions of participation:
•

Meetings and other conversational interactions may be taped. If I transcribe and use in my
writing any of the conversations in which you have participated, I will make the transcription
available to you at your request.

•

Your participation is voluntary - you may withdraw from participation in this research at any
time without prejudice.

•

Your identity is confidential and will be protected at all times. I will use a pseudonym in any
published documents and any other identifying factors will be disguised. Interactions will be
discussed in generalities, not in the specifics of the people involved.

•

If I do use any of the meetings or conversations in which you have participated, I might like to
talk with you about them if there's something I don't understand and would need your help to
clarify. In that case, I would show you the transcription in question and we would talk about
it.

•

You may contact me at any time with questions regarding this research at 545-1196 or by email at katek@javanet.com. All such contacts will be confidential unless you say otherwise.

This study will be shared with my dissertation committee and will be published in a hard copy and
microfiche and will be kept at the W.E.B. DuBois Library on UMass campus.
Sincerely,

Kate Koski

I have been given the opportunity to ask questions, and I consent to participate in this research.

Date

Signature
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APPENDIX B
SCHEDULE OF PARTICIPANT OBSERVER DATES AND ACTIVITIES AT
THE RESEARCH SITE
Date

Activity

1-27/00

Initial meeting with gatekeeper to decide official start date
Morning meeting

2/7
2/17
2/22
2/24
2/28
2/29
3/1

# Hour

All staff meeting - Introduction, talked with people re consent form,
resource room, reception
Morning meeting
Resource room; CQI meeting, trainer's meeting
Morning meeting
Morning meeting
Counselors' meeting

3/2
3/6

All staff meeting; lunch in cafe, trainer's meeting
Morning meeting

3/7

Morning meeting; trainer's meeting

3/9

Annual meeting, trainer's meeting, quality council, A's workshop
Morning meeting, trainer's meeting

3/13
3/14
3/21
3/23

Morning meeting, club de trabajo, trainers' meeting w/management
Morning meeting
Morning meeting, RR CQI, club de trabajo, lunch with D, trainers'
meeting, quality council

3/27
3/28

Morning meeting
Morning meeting

3/29

Counselors' meeting
Quality council
All staff meeting, quality council

3/30
4/6
4/10
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/20
4/24
4/25
4/26
4/27
5/2
5/4

Morning meeting
Morning meeting
Morning meeting
All staff meeting, S and D, safety meeting, REB annual meeting
Morning meeting
Morning meeting, Orientation Espanol, S and D, trainer's meeting
Morning meeting
Human Service Forum training, lunch with D
Morning meeting, trainers' meeting, TT, cafe, quality council
Morning meeting
All staff meeting
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.5
.5
8.0
.5
8.0
.5
.5
2.0
8.0
.5
4.0
10.0
4.0
8.0
.5
8.0
.5
.5
2.0
2.0
8.0
.5
.5
.5
8.0
.5
8.0
.5
8.0
8.0
.5
3.0

5/11
5/15

Quality council. Ears and trainers' meeting, club de trabajo
Morning meeting

5/16

Morning meeting

5/18

All staff brainstorm, trainers' meeting, reception, resource room
Morning meeting

5/22
5/23
5/25
5/30
6/1
6/8
6/15
6/16
6/22
6/29
7/13
7/14
7/19
7/20
7/27
8/3
8/7
8/9
8/10
8/14
8/15
8/16
8/17
8/24
9/5
9/12
9/21
10/16
10/17
10/18

Morning meeting
Lunch with M
Morning meeting, trainers' meeting, resource room, planning meet
All staff, trainers' meeting, computer training, reception
All staff, Moses training, lunch with AA's, youth fair
Morning meeting, youth fair
Farewell lunch for C
All staff meeting
All staff meeting, reception, quality council
All staff meeting
Counselors' meeting re WIA
Counselors/trainers re orientation
Counselors/trainers re orientation, quality council
All staff meeting, conversations with D and E, trainers' meeting
Quality council, reception, resource room
Morning meeting, orientation espanol
Morning meeting, meet w/D
All staff meeting. Ear meeting, reception
Morning meeting
Chamber of Commerce meeting; arrangements for potluck
Morning meeting
Farewell dinner for staff member
All staff
Club de trabajo
Club de trabajo
Meet with G and K
Lunch with staff member, marketing meeting
Taller de computador, lunch with staff member, job club
Orientation, lunch with staff member

10/23
10/25
10/27

Conversation with staff member
Morning meeting, conversation with staff member

11/29
3/15/01

Staff meeting, club de trabajo
Follow up meeting with staff re culture connection

Conversation with staff members
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8.0
.5
.5
8.0
.5
.5
2.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
2.0
3.0
8.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
3.0
3.0
8.0
.5
8.0
.5
6.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
6.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
6.0
2.0
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